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PREFACE TO THE STUDENT

This book has been prepared to help you understand and use your
language, English, effectively in both oral and written farms, It is
part of a new experiment in English language learning never attemptedbefore.) When you have finishPd this course, you will be able to saywith pride that you know more about your language, on all levels, thanata class anywhere. We hope that this will be challenge enough in itselfto keep you going !

though the book is in many ways.similar to other high school and collegeEnglish texts, it also has many elements which are not found elsewhere. Themojor difference is that the analysis you will learn is based on a linguisticanalysis of English according to principles developed over many years byDrs. George L. Trager and Henry Lee Smith, Jr., of the Department of Anthro.pology and Linguistics at the State University of New York at Buffalo. Thisanalysig takes many more factors into consideration than do the moretraditional treatments of English grammar. Though the thoroughness of ourpresentation may at times seem confusing -. both because there is more tólearn and becpuse.much of what is presented:is entirely new to you .- wethink that you will be rewarded by a greater insight into'the workings ofyour own language if you work carefully through this book than you would ifyou used a more traditional approach to the study of English.

This analysis of English is based on the scientific method upon thecareful gathering of data from English speakers, rather than on a few guessesabout the way our language "ought to be." The application of the scientificmethod to the zlnalysis of language is a relatively new thing. It will giveyou new ideas about your language. From this point of view the subject mattershould be more inAeresting and challenging to you than you might think possible.

In order to show you what progress you can make in the understandingand use of your own language, you will be asked to take a short testbefore you start your work in this volume. The test follows thisPreface. It will cover the areas of spelling, punctuation, partsof speech, and sentence parts. It is designed to test your present
knowledge of these elements of English as you have learned them intraditionally taught classes during your previous school years. After3/..)u finish the course in the spring, you will be asked to take anothertest on these same areas. If you have carefully studied the materialsin the text, we ecan promise you that you will be pleasantly surprised byyour increased knowledge of the fine points of English. In addition thereare numerous exerciees in all the units. Some of these, called Quizzes,you will be asked to complete and turn in to your teacher as part of yourEnglish grade. Any exercise with space provided for your name, school,grade, and teacher is a Quiz and should be done either in class or as home-work and turned in to your teacher.

This volume is the first part of the course. You will use itduring the first semester of the school year. A second volume, for
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the second semester, will be given to you later. In both volumes you will
find a list of all new terms discussed in the units. These lists are
given at the end of each volume.

The pages of each of the fifteen units have been numbered separately,
with a Roman numeral before the page number to indicate the unit. Thus
11.17 means Unit II, page 17.

You will study the units of Volume One according to the following
month by month schedulc, in addition to your other work in English literature.
Your teacher may make some modifications in this schedule.

October Units I and II
November Units III, IV, and V
December Units VI and VII
January .. Unit VIII

We hope that you will enjoy this experiment in language learning
and that you will find it has helped to give you new insights into how
your language works amd how to use it with the most effective results.

1
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U N.I T O T E

THE E.2TING OF LANGUAGE

11=111101,

1.0. Llnaltu.cs.. In this unit you will begin your new,.
approach to the study of your native language, English. You
will study your language as a s.pience. The meaning of the. ,

scientific method. Will be discussed thoroughly later in this
unit; but it is i'Mportant for you to understand, right at the
beginning, that the approach to the study of English will be
different from what you have previously encountered. You will
not study the way in which borne one thinks English should
function, you will be concerned with a thorough description of
the way English actually does function. You will be studying
the structures of your language and their yatterne of
interaction. Everitually this will lead you to reconsider such:
problems as whether you should say ain't, whether you should
say "It's I" or "Itvs me", and other questions of style. But,
you will have a new perspective for discussing these problems,
and., hopefully, for reaching desirable conclusions.

You might ask, "Why should I study about the structures
of English? I'm not-going to be a specialist in English; all
I will need is.to be able to speak, read and write it."

Analyzing the sounds and the grammatical systems of
English is done for three purposes. First of all, as educated
members of a cbmmunity, all stUdents should learn something
about the basic sounds and patterns of at least their native.
language. This should be a part of your general education,
and it should need no further justification. Just as all
students learn something about the structure of animals and
plants in biology, with its various branches, they should also
know something about the structure of their language.

Language,as the first and gre,atest of the human inventions
made all of manes subsequent inventions and progress possible.
Even the signs and formulas of ,science and mathematics are not
merely separate symbols that function apart from language; they
come from _len who can deliberately 'make certain symbols for
certain ings, just as in langUage we have sounds and sound
combinations called words stand for certain things. "A rose
is a rnse is a rose," regardless of what we call it in whatever
language. Water would remain water even if we changed the
names of the elements that make it up. And distance is relativ
whether you use the American system or the far more widespread
metric system. Too, every single mathematical or scientific
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formula has to be read to make any sense of it. It has to be
understood. And the logical system is a derivative of language
patterns, as our examples have shown.

Most of you will know that mathematics is based on what is
called the logical system. Thera are two kinds of logic,
deductive and inductive. Deductive logic spells out the bases
of mathematical systems;and inductive logic, often using
deductive logic as a tool, is the basic procedure of scientifi
method which apply to any.. natural science, whether it is biolog
chemistry, rhysics, anthropology, linguistics or any other.
BUT the ba:Ac principles of both logical systems are found in
the grammatical structure, that is, the cause-effect sentence
pattern of our language. This is the most basic system of all.
To see this relationship in detailr you would have to study
symbolic logic, a subject that you carOt pursue until you are
an advanced student in college. Once you do study symbolic
logic, the relationship to our language patterns will become
very apparent to you. However, you do not have to become so
sophisticated, intellectually, to begin to see the relation-
ship at least partially, As you progress from the study of
soUnds to the study of the grammar of English, something of
this relationship will becume apparent. The system of
grammati-cal analysis you will learn in this class will give
you formulas for all the basic kinds of sentences possible in
English. These formulas should make it possible for you to
see the relationship between the derived mathematical system
that..you_study in algebra and geometry and the parent:system,
the language. Later in this unit you will study in more
detail how.language colors your view of the world and what
recent scientific speculations hold about the invention of.
language.

Ali this is part of the first reason why you should study
the babiq structure of your language. It is an important part
of the general knowledge of the nature of the world that you
should know if you wani to consider yourself a modern, educated
human being. The other two reasons for studying the sound and
the irammatical systems. of our language are practical, as you
will see later in this course. If you know the truth instead
of the myths about the sounds of your language, it should
help you understand the system of spelling we use. Unfortunate
English does not use one letter for each sound, If that were
true, spelling would be a simple task, in one regard; but the
people of each dialect area would spell differently. If each
letter did represent one sound, you cnuld learn the
equivalents, and spelling wollld then be completely automaticOrml
mustnot expect such easy one-to-one correspondence. You can,
however, know more about the sounds of the languag.e than you
now know and make more sense out of spelling rules than is
presenly possible for you. In fact, we are going to present
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some revised rules of spelling that should be a practical aid

for the rest of your writing days. Those of you who have
spelling problems will probably find practical help in these
rules; those of you who spell quite well will at least grow
to understand the spelling system better. First, however, we
must teach you something about the sounds themselves.

Still another reason for studying the sounds of.English
'is-that the knowledge can also aid you practically in
punctuation. Long ago you learned that if you say a word such

as "now" and let your voice drop down, it can be taken as a
command to do something now; but if you raise your voice at
the end of "now", it becomes a question. This is only one
feature of what.we call English intonation. Another feature
of intonation, with which you may be acquainted, is stress; or
perhaps you know it as accent. You are probably familiar with
a general rule in English that words which may be either nouns
or verbs will, if they are nouns, have the accent on the first
syllable (malest), and if they are verbs, on the second
syllable (protest). We will study all of the intonation
features of our language scientifically, and the knowledge
should help make sense out of punctuation rules such as those
for the placement of a comma.

Knowledge of the grammatical structure of our language
will have the practical benefit of helping you to understand
correct usage problems. You will be given a system by which
you can write formulas for all of the basic sentence types in
English, and,indeed, you will be able to write a formula for
any utterance. This is an interesting achievement in its own
right, but it will also have the practical value of being a
short-hand through which you and your teacher can discuss
your, or anyone else's, writing. Instead of merely telling you
that a sentence is ambiguous or awkward, your teacher will be
able to pinpoint, quite succinctly, exactly what it should be..

and why.

A final reason for studying English structure, a sort of
subsidiary bonus or residual benefit, should come to those of
you who are or who will be studying foreign languages, because
any comparison of it and your own will improve your
understanding of both.

1.1, 112.2.211w.oLcalIRI2. The word culture, as it is
popularly used, has several definitions. No doubt you have
heard someone described as a cultured person. What is
usually meant by such an expression is that a person is well
acquaint4 with good music, is well read, understands art, and
has a well-developed sense of manners. You may also have heard
the term used in a different sense, as when we speak of the
culture of the Polynesian groups of the South Pacific isles.
Culture is here used anthronologically, that is,it refers to
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the religious-beliefs, language, social systems, values, andmorals of a group of people the total ways in which a
particular group of people.act and inter-act. This is thesense in which we will use the term culture. We define thefield of anthropology as the scientirr7FTUdy of man. Thefour sub-fields of anthropology are ethnology, the study ofthe culture of any group of people (most frequently srimitivegroups, but the technirlues may be applied to any grou77---archaeology, the study of past cultures, as made possiblethrough physical remains of such groups; shysical anthropologythe study of human biological evolution; and 21nEualul thestudy of the language.of a particular group of people. It isin this context that we will approach Qur study of language,and it is for this reason that we need to have some idea ofthe anthropological use of the term culture.

In the anthropologist's view,.the two basic things thatdistinguish man from the other animals are culture and languagewith the two inescapably interwoven. Most of our systems ofbeliefs and behavior are transmitted through language, solanguage becomes the focal point of culture. Another way ofviewing culture is to view it as communication, a way of seeingthe world, reacting to it and communicating about it. Let ustake some concrete examples of these somewhat abstract conceptsThe way a man dresses in our culture is prescribed 1D,y ourculture. It is deterMTEed that in western society men weartrousers-and women wear dresses. Men have their hair cutshort and women wear it long. Of course you are probablyalready reacting that in many situations these days women,or girls wear slacks almost as frequently as men; and womenare cutting their hair much shorter, while boys are lettingtheirs grow longer. It is not an exaggeration to say thatamong some teenagers of today it is sometimes difficult todistinguish the male from tbe female by dress and hair stylealone, for they are frequently, for informal situations,exactly the same. But the general distinction of male andfemale apparel is still prescribed and very distinct. Thereare other societies, of course, which make entirely differentkinds of prescriptions for male and female dress. Can youthink of groups where males wear something like a dress?

The way a particular man dresses, on any occasion,immediately gives us a certain
amountofLnformation about him.To use the most obvious examples, if we see a man wearing ahigh-necked whiecoat, we immediately know that heis probablya doctor, a pharmacist, or a barber. But we make much finerdistinctions than this about clothes. Most of us are able tojudge the approximate cost of a suit of clothes by the rich.ness of the fabric, the quality of the tailoring, etc. Eventhough we might not be able to list the details of what makesa suit of clothes appear expensive, we react to the total

. . .
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picture. And the relative price range of a suit of clothes

tells us something about the man; we have a communication even
though no word is spoken. If the clothes are expensive and he
is wearing them in an every day business situation, we know
that his work is the kind that will not dirty his clothes,
that his financial status is good, and, probably, thatlais
education is better than average. But we can be even more
-discriminating. If we see a man walking a downtown street on
a week day lunch hour wearing a tweed jacket, flannel slacks,
and a button-down shirt, we may reasonably infer that he is
srapably a college professor, a lawyer, or a doctor.
The chances are reasonably good that he is college educated.
But if on the same street at the same time we see.a-man'wearin
a plaid business suit, a white-on-white shirt (obviously no
button-down collar), we may quite reasonably infer that he is
a saleSman. A few subtle changes may change the occupation.
If a man is wearing an extremely conservative suit, usually
dark with a conservative.cut white shirt, he is probably a
business executive, possibly a banker. The make of car that
he drives, and even its color will tell us things about his
occupatibn, financial status, and possibly his ethnic back-
ground.

In other words, the culture is tlie agreed upon way of
behaving for any group of people; but it is not necessarily,
and not frequently, a conscious agreement. It is an un-
questioned assumption. It is assumed:to be the natural way of
doing things. For example, we feel that it is natural to
acquire goods and to want to acquire goods. The man who can
afford the man,-ion and the limousine is automotically the
important man in our culture. We feel that he must be
important, or he wouldn't have those things. We view it as
the natural order of things. But the Kwakuitl Indians of the
Pacific northwest have a set of beliefs which is almost the
opposite. They believe :that it ia natural to show your--;
superiority by giving things away. The more that you can give
to your friends and neighbors, the more important you are. We
do have some of this trait in our culture, as when a person.
makes large contributions to charity, hospitals, colleges,'
foundations, etc., but basically we judge our status by what a
man _possesses. With the Kwakuitl Indians, obviously to give
things away you must first possess them, but the mere.lossessib
gives a man no status whatsoever; it is only when he ,gives,
lavishly that he gains the status.

We must also realize that all human behavior is patterned:
that some things fit.tagether and others do not; that if we
observe A and B, then we can als'o expect C; but if we observe
D and E, then we will expect F. To return to our former
examplq, if we saw the man with the white coat slide out from
under a car in an automotive garage, we would be perplexed;
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the world.

1.2. How.gulturg.alLanalage.AmcI Our View of -IftlIciler:la.

Two great American anthropolgists and linguists, Benjamit-
Lee Whorf and Edward Sapir, some years ago theorized about the
way in which a language and a culture prescribe'the view of a
world that a particular people will have. Their ichias.go
under the name of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.

They were concerned with an analysis of patterns of
behavior, mostly learned out-of-awareness, that dominate the
actions and thought of the members of a particular culture.
It can be-compared somewhat to trying to view reality through
a prism: you never actually see reality; you always see it with
a particular and consistent kind of distortion. This is what
the language and culture do to you and the way you look at th-
world, even though you are not conscious of it and even though
you may think that this is the way the world really is.

Again, let us take some concrete exatples. We think of .

the distance that we maintain in conversation as natural,
something everyone agrees upon. This is true; everiady in
our aulture maintains about the same distance when they are
standing around in conversation. This distance is approximately
at arm'slength. Of course there are exceptions for special
occasions, as when a football team huddIds,' but'fol4 gdEtTa7
conVersational purposeS the distance is quite uniformly
maintained. If you travel to Latin America, however, you will
find that the normal social distance is approximately half as
much as we maintain. If you find an American or a Can.6dian
talking with a Latin American, you will find that the Latin
American is continually stepping forward, trying to get close
enough to feel that he can talk without shouting, and the
.American or Canadian is continually stepping back, because he
feels that the Latin American is too close, he feels that he
is being pressed upon. It is quite comical to observe such a
situation, because at a-party, for instance, the Latin American
may chase the North American all around a room during the
course of an evening. By contrast, the British social distance
is greater than ours; therefore,the Britisher tends to feel
that the American is "pushy", that he himself is always being
crowded by the American.

These kinds of things have become a necessary part of the
training of our foreign service personnel in the State
Department, because if an ambassador or foreign service officer
is sent to a country without some prior training in its
cultural ways, he may well 'give unintentional offense to the
governmental officials of that country as he meets and converses
with them on social occasions. The diplomat must be trained
to accommodate himself to the satterns of the country where he



is going. The American State Department has actually received
complaints from some Latin American countries that "you say
that you want to be friendly but you always keep us at arms
length". This complaint, quite unconsciously, pin-pointed a
cultural difference. For the same reason, the foreign service
officer who will go to England must be prepared for the British
patterns, so that the British will not interpret his behavior
as being "pushy" when he is in reality only trying to be
friendly.-

If you are not convinced that we natuilllx (we have been
trained culturally to feel this way) feel so strongly about
social distance, a few situations you can watch should make
you conscious of it. In your normal classes you occupy every
seat and you tend to associate with students you know. On the
next occasion you find yourself in a group with students you
do not know, and where there are many more seats than people,
notice how many of you will sit in alternating seats, keeping
the strangers at some distance. Of course, you will find
people clustering, either because there are some who knew one
another previously, or because they have already struck up an
acquaintance while waiting for activities to begin. Notice 0.1
that those people who have not already begun to interact
socially will try to keep an empty seat between themselves and
the stranger.

Cultural.patterning would lead us to expect that the Latin
AmeriCans maintain closer physical contact in other situations
also, and this we find to be true. For instance, three adult
males in our uulture, travelling together in an automobile,
would arrange themselves with two men in front and one in back,
especially if it were a compact car with a narrow seat. By
contrast, three adult Latin American males would all sit in the
front seat, even in a compact car, In automotive
seating arrangements, three American men would almost never sit
with two men in the back and one in the front. Such an
arrangement would imply social superiority of the men in the
back seat, seemingly relegating the driver to a chauffeur
status.

An example of a cultural prejudice built right into the
language is the tremendous time-consciousness of western
society. We cannot make a statement without indicating that
the action talked about happened in the past, is happening now,
or will happen in the future. Every verb must give this
indication of tense, a fact generally true of all European
languages. But it is not true of languages of cultures
radically different fram ours. Many such languages do not have
a time indicator built in as a necessary part of every state-
ment. Consequently, as we would expect, these societies are
not as time-bound as ours.
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We even quantify time - we say 'I'll give you five minutes
as if it were something we could draw out of the bank and hand
to someone. It's a status symbol in our society to have a
tremendously accurate watch.

As we indicated, many cultures do not have such a pre-
occupation with time. In fact, some peoples feel that we have
a deep neurotic obsession about time. In American schools near
an Indian reservation, where many Indians are integrated into
the school system, there is often difficulty because"the Indian
students sometimes do not grasp the emphasis that general
American society puts on time and punctuality. American
teachers, on the other hand, do not understand that the Indian
concept of time is different from theirs, so they tend to .

regard the behavior of the Indian students as immoral: they
cannot seem to grasp that anyone would not npturally be as
obsessed with time as they are. This is an excellent example
of cultural misunderstanding, where one group of people refuses
to look at another group as behaving differently because they
view the world, and what is important to them in the world,
differently. Everything in our culture re-inforces our pre-
occupation with time; therefore,we cannot grasp that this
could be unimportant to other peoples. Our deepest moral
values are concerned with the matter of being punctual, because
acting and interacting in our society is dependent on time
consciousness; we have structured it so. Remember,.again, that
our structuring of time was not a conscious decision; no panel
of experts decided it should be so; it just developed that way
out of our consäious awareness, and it must have developed very
early, for it is reflected in our language from its earliest
records.

The way in which we choose to look at the physical worldis entirely prescribed by loth our language: and our culttlral-
beliefs. The cOlor spectrum, in the physical sense, is not
broken into distinOt and separate colors; it is, rather, a
continuum, and colors fade one into the other with absolutely
no.line of demarcation. The fact that we fasten on certain
colors we consider basic is entirely prescribedby our culture andby our language through the invention of color terms. By wayof cultural contrast, the Taos Indians of New Mexico have oneterm that covers a considerable.part of the color spectrum. Intheir color terminology the -colOr Of the sky and the color ofthe grass is the same, because this is the way hat they have
chosen, again unconsciously, to divide up the universe of
colors. A speaker of English will ask a Taos speaker, "Can't
you see the difference between the color of the grass and the
color of the sky?" There is no difference in physiology; theTaos are not color-blind. They regard the difference in thecolor of the sky and the color of grass as two shades of thesame basic color. In other words, they view the same physical
reality, but they place the importalt dividing points differently.
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We may even use an example from within our own culture in
regard to color. By this time, most of you must be aware that
there are different sub-cultures for the male and for the
female in our society. Many words are used by men that are not
used by women, and the reverse. For instance, girls will call
each other dear or dearie. Boys usually will not. In regard
to the color spectrum, the male is not supposed to be able to
make all the color discriminations that a female does. Unless
a male is an artist, or a decorator, or has some other
professional excuse, he will not know the names for the
different shades of color of the basic spectrum. Yet women
are expected to know all of the terms that completely baffle
males. For instance, one man cannot distinguish between
turquoise and aqua, though he knows that one is supposed to be
more blue and one more green ;he can see the difference, but
he never seems to be able to remember which is supposed to be
which.

The English language, and European languages in general,
have a basic predisposition toward what we call the scientific
methnd. This is true of all European languages. You are
forced to think in terms of actor, action, result. Sentence
structure forces you to regard one thing as causing another.
Most of the Oriental languages, Chinese for example, would not
say If

The road is round". Instead, if you made a literal
translation of the same sentence in Chinese structure, you
would have to say something like "In regard to the road,
roundness". We would say "He dropped the booked". A literal
translation from Japanese would be, "In regard to the book,
and in regard to him, the actor, there is a dropping."

Males in our culture are supposed to have a natural
aptitude for mechanical things. But the Eskimos surpass us in
a native understanding of mechanics. An Eskimo man, with no
training.inmechanics, can take apart an outboard engine'that
does not work, lay out the parts one after another, and with
the most primitive tools, fashion a new part for a broken one,
reassemble the engine, and it will work well, very Jften better
than when it was originally assembled in a mass-production
system. Why should Eskimos have such a predisposition toward
things mechanical? No one can give a definitive answer, but
some experiences of the American military in World War II .

suggest at least a partial cultural explanation. Daring World
War II, the American military thought they had the answer to
the problem of a good sled to go across the frozen Arctic
regions. The first slads were made of aluminum, and because of
the roughness of the 1., they were completely useless; they
were just banged to pieces. The Eskimos, in fashioning the
runners of their sleds out of bone, would precisely fit to-
gether odd-shaped pieces, tying them tightly with cord. It
appeared that the runner was made of one piece. In reality,
the precision fitting and the together



the ideal runner, for it gave flexibility to go over rough ice,
as well as a built-in shock absorption system providing
smooth ride. It is felt that there may be a correlation be-
tween this preoccupation with fine, mechanically precise
fitting together of pieces of bone into a runner with the kind
of insight that is necessary for understanding an engine,.
mechanically. In the theoretical sense, then, this would give
the Eskimos a basic cultural predisposition for being able to
accept mechanical things easily into their culture.

These have been only a few examples of_the ways A which
our language a:nd our'cuiturdl-beriefg-I5re.judice our view of the
world and prejudice our way of behaving, making us believe that
we have the one correct way in which to react to the universal
problems of human existence, that is the things which:the human
being must do in order to stay alive and perpetuate the species

1.3. The_asisaleatures of Language. There has been
considerable discussion in the popular press, and on television
recently a'uout the ability of porpoises to cummunicate with
each other, and their seeming high intelligence. Some
individualls have even gone so far as to describe the
communication system of the dolphin as a language. Another
interesting incident, which received much publicity in the
early days of the Kennedy administration, concerned .the call .

system of birds. The communication systems going intO.the
White House were being interfered with by an influx of a large
number of sparrows perching'on aerials, etc. Through study the
call for danger used by sparrows in Baltimore, Maryland was
discovered. Through playing a recording of this call it'was
possible to ftighten away the birds. This seemed to be the
solution for the White House sparrow problem. But when a
recording of the call for danger was played to the White Rouse
sparrows, they did nothing, except to continue to enjoy their
perch. From this incident it was claimed, and reported widely
in the press, that even sparrows have dialects, and this is, in
a sense, true. But to understand the difference between human
language and the call systems of animals it is necessary to
study the features of language which make it such an effective
communicRtion system. Knowledge of these will give a better
appreciation of the greatness of the human invention of
language. It will also give us a basis for some interesting
speculations concerning how humans were actually able to invent
a system so much tore effective than that invented by any other
animal, including the dolphin.

The analysis of the design features of language and other
communication systems that we shall discuss was developed by th
linguist Charles Tro-Cke-ft of dornell. His article, The Origin
21.2221.91, appeared in the September, 1960 issue of The
Scientific American and some of you may want to look it up
when you have finished with this unit.
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The firbt of these design features is the vocal-auditory
channel. It is a feature characteristic of language 5nd also
by some of the animal communication systems; for instance bird
calls, which we discussed previously, and the calls of gibbons
.Nny animal that uses any sort of vocal signals and that is
capable of hearing would possess this feature in their com-
munication system. An inherent advantage of this system is
that it leaves hands and other parts of the body free for othe
activities, such as carrying things.

Broadcast transmission and directional rece tion is a
feature of language and of some animal communication systems.
This feature applies to any system which broadcasts a message
and requires a receiver, stationed so as to receive the
message, but it would not necessarily require sound; the
message could be a visual btO. Again gibbon calls and bird
calls would possess this feature, but it is also a feature in
bee dancing. In every bee hive there is an imaginary axis.
There is no mark, but the bees all know its exact location.
When a bee has located a source of nectar, it returns to the
hive and through its dance communicates the location of the
source of nectar.

-0 Through their chemical sense the bees
,/ :rhance will know that a source of nectar has

itje e
been found by the presence of pollen

e) RAM of on the bee. The bee will then dance
ciDnc.' in an arc from the imaginary diameter

bee of the hive. The angle of an
imaginary radius, based on this arc,
will be the communication telling the
bees which direction to fly from the
hive entrance. They will leave the
hive on a path, 0 to D in diagram 1,
which parallels this imaginary radius
constructed from the arc of the beets
dance, A to B in our diagram, The
speed of the beets dance will com-
municate to the bees the approximate

distance of the target from the hive. The communication system
is not exact - the angle for the flight is not precise - but it
is close enough so that the bees will be able to locate the
source of nectar. Now this communication system, though it
does not involve an auditory signal, does possess the design
feature of broadcast transmission and directional reception,
for the bees have to be able to observe the signal of the
dancing bee.

DIAGRAM 1.

The third des_gn feature is ruid fading, or tansitoriness
We can easily see this in language because any spoken word, or
even phrase, occupies an extremely brief time and then is gone,
unless it is repeated by its sender. Bird or gibbon calls also
possess this feature. In the case of a bee dance, it is some-
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what questionable because though the bee does not dance for-
ever, the transitoriness is not as short as with language or a
vocal call, in other words the bees would nct have to be so
alert to perceive the message.

The next design feature is 122-121.2110,E221111-12. Any one
who can speak can repeat a message that he has been given.
This feature would also be possessed by the gibbon call system,
but it is not present in all animal communication systems.
For instance, the motions of the male and female stickleback
fish are different as they perform their courtship ritual:
The male fish can not even see the color of his own eye or
belly, which are important in stimulating the female stickle.
back.

Total feedback, self-awareness of what one is communicatin
can be basily seen in language, in that everyone (except for a
few exceptions) can hear what he is saying. Again,.in the
stickleback courtship ritual there is no feedback to the male
that his eye and belly have assumed a certain color. This
feature is 'not possessed .in the bee dance, for.the.bee does
not see himself acting out the arc, only the other bees are
able to perceive his message. There are other ways in which
humans communicate, besides .language, that lack the last two
features. We do for instance, communicate through facial
expressions and bodily gestures (we will deal specifically
with this kind of communication system in a later unit under
the title of kinesics) But the expression on our face often
communicates a considerable amount of information, and though
we usually have some idea of what our expression is, we do not
directly perceive it and might be surprised by it, if we
happened to glimpse it in a mirror.

22ecialization is an important design feature of language
not possessed by some animal communication systems: no other
practical purpose than communication is served by.talking.'
Though in a strict chemical sense we do generate 'some physical
heat as we talk, it is not of sufficient degree to be useful.
In contrast, when a dog pants, and incidentally makes noise in
his panting, he may in this way communicate his presence and
the fact that he is hot to other animals or to humans. But
his primary reason for panting is that it aids in alleviating
his discomfort. He does not pant to communicate, the com-
munication is incidental to his trying to improve his condition

The same example is useful in illustrating the rext design
feature, that of semanticity. What we mean by this is that
words have meaning, 'but the meaning is also purely arbitiary.
It is an agreed upon convention that hand refers to our fore.4
say. and foot to our hindpaw. But if we were accustomed to
using these words in reverse, they would be just as meaningful.
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There is no necessary connection between the nature of the
vocal symbol and its meaning, But the panting of the dog is
not sympolic of the fEUVMt he is hot, it is actually
physically a part of being hot. It is not an arbitrary symbol
at all. The calls of birds and gibbons do have Q201.11.9.21-Lay,
however, because there is ro necessary connection between the
nature of the call and its meaning. It is true that the
meaning of.the gibbon calls is far less exact than the meaning
of a particular word, but it does, nevertheless, have meaning.
Again, the stickleback courtship ritual does not have
semanticity, though bee dancing does.

The idea of semanticity is related to the next design
feature, arbitrariness. As we pointed out above, there is no
necessary connection between a word and what it means. Though
bee dancing has luallIng, which is not part of the dance itself,
it is not arbitrary. The bee has to produce an angle which is
the same as the angle that he wants the other bees to fly when
they leave the hive. Another human communication system,
painting, can be a useful ex,mple. Certainly a painting mayhave marling, or semanticity; but it does not have arbitrarines
A picture of a barn looks like a barn, it does nct look like atree or a house. There is a built-in disadvantage to
arbitrariness in that the meaning of the symbols has to be
learned. However, arbitrariness has the advantage of makinga system very expandable: think, for example, of the hundreds
of thousands of words added to the English language as
discoveries and inventions made new names necessary,

Discreteness is an important design feature of language.The two words, pit and bit, are alike in their pronunciation
except for the initial sound. There is no in-between-point
between the s and the b. If our pronunciation does not make
clear which was intended, it does not result in a third
utterance; it will be perceived by the hearer as either sit orbit or he will be confused. In language you cannot approximatel;
you must pronounce the necessary discrete features. The
discrete features of each sound will be more apparent to you
after you have studied the sound system of English. There isa system of vocal communications we shall also study later,
called paralanguage, which is more or less continuous rather
than discrete. If you want to raise the volume ofyour voiceto show anger, you can do so on a continuing scale up to the
total capacity of your vocal chords. There is no exact amountof volume which communicates a specified amount of anger.
Gibbon calls, also, have discreteness. Certain parts of the
call must always be present if the message is to be communicate
even though the gibbon may have some extraneous poise in thecall. By way of contrast, the dance of the bee is not discreteit is ccntinuous. The bees have not measured the arc whichthey dance into degrees; they only approximate the angle.
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One of the truly unique ieatures o nmn'sJ.ngugC,
largely missing in animal communication systems, is that of
dj,splacement. Men can talk about things or events removed
from him in time or space or both. The gibbon in his calls
cannot say, "Food is coming", or "I had food yesterday;" he
simply emits a call which means that food is present. The same
is true for his danger call, or any other call he makes. Bee
dancing, however, does have this feature of displacement, for
a bee is, in effect, telling his associates that there is a
source of nectar, out there, and he is symbolizing the
direction and distance of it.

Another highly important and unique feature of language is
roductivit We are not restricted to the eleven calls of the

gi bop. b. 1 animals are drastically restricted in the messages
they cat-communicate: and-there is never any productivity;
there is only the use of the small inventory of messages. Bee
dancing, again, is productive in a special sense because where-
as the gibbon will announce the presence of food, danger, or
make a mating call, the bee determines the necessary angle of
the flight and then sends the message. It might well be the
first time that a particular message is being sent. This is
not productivity in the same complex sense that human language
possesses, but it is a form of productivity when compared to
the call system of the gibbons. To return to the significant
point, it is possible, through language, to combine parts of
the patterns of language to make completely new statements, ore
that the individual speaking has never heard said to him. L.

unique feature of the kind of productivity inherent in language
is that only through language can you make statements contrary
to fact. While it is true that animals may, through gesturing,
indicate a wrong directi6n,' theY do not take tatements contrar3
to fact.

Language has the possibility of traditional transmission,
that is it is used to label the artifacts and experiences of
humans. We tell children that that is a foot, or a hand, or a
house, or a teepee. The semsnticity oi gibbon calls almost
Seems to be carried in the genes, although no one can be sure.
The fact that the gibbons, no matter where they are found in
the world, have the same call for food, the same call for
danger, etc. seems to argue that these are transmitted
genetically. However, the example we started out with, that of
the dialects of the sparrows, seems to indicate that in their
case some kind of learning influences the semanticity of the
calls. Though the inventory of calls is very limited, some sort
of learning of their proper association seems to be required.

The final design feature we need to discUss is called
11211Ia_ofeatleming, and it is, perhaps, the most abstract.
It is highly important because no other communication system
beside language, not even the other human communication systems
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such as paralanguage and kinesics, possesses it. Ne have a
limited inventory of sounds in the English language - thirty-
three, as you will later learn. But we have several hundred
thousand words and most individuals have at least several
thousand in their vocabularies. The few limited sounds of the
language are combined and recombined to make up all these
words. ,In the call system of the gibbons, the gibbon must
utter the whole call, he cannot take a part of it and use it
as a part of another call. Only language has this possibility.
The sound 2 can combine with i and n in. one way to make 2.1..n. an
if you change the arrangement of the same sound you make nip.
Such procedure is what we mean by the dualita...21.patterning:
on the one hand, we have the sound system, the individual
sounds of which never carry any meaning; on the other, we have.
the larger units, composed of combinations of these sounds,
(in a general sense, words), which do carry meaning in our
language.

This discussion of the design features of language has bee
provided to help you understand the unique nature of language,
in contrast to other communication systems, and to provide a
basis for some scientific guessing about how humans may have
come.to invent language, and with it culture and eventually
the way of life we term civilization. .1s soon as we have
language and culture, however, we already have a way of be.
having which is distinctively human.

1.4. 112.12012.112222221211.2.LIalmaE2. The process of the
development of language from more primitive communication
systems has been a subject for considerable speculation. Until
fairly recently, there were no organized theories on the.
invention of language that brought together all pertinent
modern knowledge. 2i.ny ideas on the subject were almost purely
guesswork.

New studtes by linguist Charles Hockett and archaeologist
Robert Lscher of Cornell University provide a scientific basis
for speculating on the invention of human language. Their
hypothesis is a possible interpretation and a logical view of
the few solid facts available in this area. Beginning students
in archaeology, are amazed at the kind of reconstruction of past
civilizations that can be based on a relatively small number of
remaining artifacts. Sometimes, as in the caseofthepre-history
(the time before written historical records) of Peruvian
civilization, a 112-12zakat.c history of a uulture remains.
That is, pictures drawn on such things as pottery are often so
detailed as to give information about social classes and
specialization of various social roles, occupational
specialists, various kinds of technology, marital practices,
and information about governmental structure, where it exiAted.
Unfortunatelnany language for which no writing has been
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invented cannot in any way be recaptured through any evidence
remaining for the archaeologis s. There is not even hope that
any new discovery will, give further information about the natur
of a l,..nguage spoken, but not written, at some time remote in
history.

Anthropologists in general have conceded that language is
the greatest of all human. i,nventions, for it is language which
truly distinguishes man from his closest relatives in the
animal kingdom. Language is viewed as an invention because it
was truly an innovation, the crea.tion of something which had
not previously existed. While it is true that animals have
developed various communication systems, as you have seen, none
of these even approach the complexity cr efficiency of language
For instance, only human language can communicate about itself
It is possible to talk about talking.. Anthropologists
occasionally pun, "No other species can make that statement."
In fact; no other species can make 221.2 statement.

Because the apes are the most closely related to the
human animal, it is particularly interesting to study the kinds
of communication systems they possess. The gibbons, as we
mentioned, have a system of eleven discrete calls used for, such
common things in their experience as the announcement of the
presence of food, danger, sex, etc. Though each of these calls
is a comelex acoustical event, the call must be repeated in its
entirety for a communication to exist. Xo discrete units
within the call are recognized by the gibbons as units, or
even as larts of the call. Often it must happen thatagibbon
copes upon a particularly tempting supply of food but also an
equally great presence of danger. In his excitement, the
gibbon may well issue a confusion or combination of the two
discrete calls for food and danaer. However, this is still
reacted to as "noise"; that is, no communication takes place.
If a gibbon were sufficiently self-possessed to issue first a
call of food and then a call of danger, this would also create
confusion, although if he repeated one call much more often
than another, that would probably remain the primary communica-
tion, The point is that no matter how often a mixture or
combination of these calls may be uttered, no new call
representing any kind of union of the two calls has ever
resulted, The system therefore, remains closed and non-
productive.

Hockett and Ascher have speculated how a combination of
such calls might have resulted in the first szallig of a closed
system. A prerequisite of the opening of the closed communica-
tion system among the ancestors of human beings is based on
what has been discovered concerning human evolution. The total
size of the brain, and the number of convolutions, among the
pre-human-hominids and the early humans increased until about
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the time of Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon man, that is, somewhere
around 50,000 years ago. :It this point the development of the
brain seenl to have reached the stage of complexity where
further development was neither necessary nor efficient, in an
evolutionary genealogical sense, and since that time no
appreciable change in the size of the human brain has developed.
While there is no evidence indicating the size of the brain
capacity necessary for the use of an open communication system
in contrast to a closed call system, it is known that animals
having brains the size of the .9.112.12_211122-a2, never seemed to
invent an open communication system. !lt some point, as the
pre-human brain developed, it became adequate for understanding
a more complex communication system. It is entirely possible,
however, that language was invented much earlier than 50,000
years ago. The brain may have been sufficient to permit the
invention of language as early as a half or three quarters of a
million years ago, according to some recent speculations. It
is reasonable to suppose that the pre-humans had call systems
somewhat similar to the call systems used by the primates, such
as that described above for gibbons, and these combinations of
different calls finally grew to have meaning. The thesis may
be restated this way: As the proto-hominds, mants ancestors,
developed sufficient brain capacity, there came a time when the
acoustical combination or blending of a call such as a call for
danger, uttered in combination with a call for food, became a
meaningful communication.

01 6-possible occurrence of such a development could be
diagrammed in the following way. ;I call for food is constitute
by certain acoustical events, and these are comprehended by
individuals in terms of their Gestalt, that is, they are under-
stood only as a complete item. These calls can be described,
in their acoustical complexity, by some such symbolization as
ABCD. Another call, such as the one for danger, is re-
presented by EFGH. This proto-human being, seeing the presence
of a tempting supply of food and a frightening amount of danger
in his confusion might issue a call A.BGH. Because the brain ha
developed sufficiently, this call may be understood and
appreciated. Though the amount of productiveness in such a
system is still extremely limited, it is an open system. As
soon as this call is accepted, it will automatically affect the
meaning of the other calls in the system, especially those
dealing with food and danger. For instance, logically, the
call ABCD would then mean food no danger; EFGH would then mean
no food, danger, and CDEF could be another new combination,
possibly-having the meaning no food, no danger. While still
extremely priMitive, such a development would represent the
first breakthrough toward the invention of an open, productive
system, such as language.

Another design feature of language, Juality_21.22112miag,
can not exist in such a system as the one described above.



There is still another major step necessary in the development
of a truly open system, such as language. In the kind of
system that is combining two calls, the amount of productivity
is very limited. It is not possible to expand the number of

--calls forever, for there is a lirit to the number that people
.can remember, :If eech has to be totally different from any
other. Earlier, when duality of patterning was discussed, it
was stated that there had to be a systen of signals that had no
meaning, such as the sound units in language. Lf we took any
ten words, subh as cat, lag, hand, foot, food, danzer, love,
hate, kill, share, and had these as basic calls, meaning
approximately what they do now, we could, by combining them,
make the call system productive. No animals have been able to
do this. They.can only emit A call_food, or danger, or kill.
But combinations 6f calls, such as kill docr, love cat, or
food danger, are'themselves the opening of this aosed system,
which we have dis.cussed.

The .next step toward the invention of a system like
language is the taking apart of the sounds (discrete units) of
one call to make other calls, not necessarily related at all.
The example that we gave previously was that you take a word
such as pit and you can take the sound units in these words and
recombine them to make completely different words, such as
taking the _Lit of yit to make tip. This process may be the
next necessary step in the progression of a call system, such
as that possessed by the animals; toward a truly open and almost
limitlessly productive system, su*ch as language.

You must remember that so far 'this is only a hypothesis, a
scientific.guess based on what we now know. Perhaps at some
future time we will be able to refine this hypothesis
considerably. We do feel that scientific speculation aboutmants first and greatest invention, language, is worthwhile.
It is only through this kind of advancing of ideas that mants
knowledge.about the world can grow.
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1.5. The Conce ts of Lan ua e, Dialect, and Standard Dialect. In
the previous sections of this unit we talked about language as a general
cultural phenomenon and listed its design features -- characteristics
which are present in all languages. It must not be thought, however, that
language may be characterized solely in terms of likenesses. We must also
consider the differences that set the approximately 3,000 languages of
the world apart from one another. In so doing we will be defining the
term a lanaame as opposed to lanmage in general.

The way we define a language, such as Dutch or German, for example,
is determined by two factors: (1) mutual intelligibility, and (2)
political, geographical boundaries. In the figure below, circle A repre-
sents the speech of the people of Amsterdam, Holland, and circle G repre-
sents the speech of the people of Berlin, Germany. Partially overlapping
circles B-F between Amsterdam and Berlin are the forms of speech used
by five groups of people living immediately next to each other between thetwo cities.

10

E F G

I 1,1 sPiAmsterdam Berlin

allalwa =11.

The overlap (dark sections) indicates that atir two circles lying next to
each other share enough common words, grammatical constructions, and
phonological features that the speakers of form C9 for instance, can
understand the speakers of form D. This is called mutual intelligibility.
However, forms A and G at the two extremes are, since they have no
overlap, considered No distinct languages, Dutch and German. They are
not mutually intelligible -- German and Dutch speakers can not readily
understand each other.

Separate languages, therefore,

may be defined as forms of speech

which are not mutually intelligible.
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Speech forms which do show some overlap, such as A and B in the
figure above, are callaJ dialects.

4111111MINIIIIMI

Dialects may be defined as forms

of speech which are mutually

intelligible.
axINImaaiIMInwIMOIMI.I.r.m..il.INavwgywt.....P.,..

The exact degree of intelligibility (that is, the'degree of:overlap in the
diagram above) is, of course, quite often difficult to determine, and the
problem of defining it is not as simple as the example,above might seem
to indicate, This en:riple is an unusually simple one; otheis are much
more complexe

The problem still:remains in our Duteh'end German example of decid-
ing where between and G Dutch stopS and German begins. 06 have seen that
at any:spot along the way between Amsterdam and,Berlin speakers living
near each other will have mutually intelligible forms Of speech.
Consequently, we arbitrarily decide Which dialects are German and which
are Dutch by resorting to determination of where the political and
geoglaphical boundaries between the two countries lie. This boundary
has been indicated as a broken line in the figure above. Notice that the
boundary goes right through.one group of dialects, circle D. For simple
convenience sake we say that all speakers to the left of the broken line
(circles A, B, C, and half of D) speak Dutch'. All speakers to the right
of the broken line (half of circle D and all of circles E, F, and G)
speak German, even though the speakers of dialect D all have the same
speech formsn Thus, saying what is 'German and what is Dutch, other than
that the extreme dialects of Amsterdam 'and Berlin are not mutually
intelligible, is'largely a matter of historical accident -- where the
political dividing link_ between the two countries has been historically ;

set. The same situation will be found in many parts of the world. It
is, then, difficult to define any language exactly, except in the two
terms discussed above. If the two extremes are not mutually intelligible
forms of speech, we are dealing with two different languages; the
problem is to define geographically where one stops and the other begins.
This, as we have seen is decided by-definition if the political boundaries.
If the two extremes are, however, mutually intelligible, as, for example,
the speech of San Francisco and New York City, we know that we are
dealing with a single language, even though there may be more than one
dialect involvel.

Most languages, particularly those spoken over large geographical
areas, such as English, Dutch or Germbn, have dialects. These were
indicated in the diagram above by the interlocking circles.
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Dialects are forms of speech which

share a sufficiently large common

or partially common core of phono-

logical, grammatical, and lexical

(word) characteristics to be con-

sidered the same language that

is, they'have high mutual intelli-

gibility. Each, however, also has

its own unique linguistic features,

not all of which are found in the

other dialects of the language.

In our diagram the dark overlapping sections of the circles indicate thecommon or partially common features, while the rest of the area within
each circle represents that dialeces unique characteristics.

A dialect is spoken by a definable group of people who are set
apart from other speakers of the same language either by some One or
more social .characteristics, by the fact of.geographical separateness,or by both. In the examples we have discussed so far, we have been
speaking about teographical dialects. Within each of the geographicalareas outlined by the circles in the above figure, we also will have what
may be called social dialects. Determiners of social dialects are,
among Many factors, age, education, occupation, nationality, and religion.
The German atomic physicist speaking the dialect of circle G, Berlin,will have a different occupational social dialect than the stone mason ofthe same city and dialect area. Each of these social dialects will
involve use of a certain vocabulary, particular grammatical constructionsand, perhaps, even a particular phonological structure.

It must not be thought that each speaker of a language speaks onlyone dialect, Quite generally, especially in societies where the socialroles of a single person are numerous and varied, a person will speak
not only the ordinary geographical dialect of his own region, but willalso speak a yarying number of social dialects, each one acceptable inits own surroundings. The Berlin atomic physicist, for example, will notuse the specialized dialect of his occupation when talking with the stonemason. He will use the ordinary geographical dialect of the area, thedialect which they both have in common. The stone mason, too, will not
use the technical terms of his trade when talking with the atomic physicistbut will also use the ordinary geographical dialect which he and theatomic physicist share in common.
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It should also be emphasized that all speakers of a language speak
a dialect. When we say "He doesn't speak good English; he speaks a
dialect," the word "dialect" implies only that the speaker is using what
we consider unacceptable modes of expression to a given region or social
group.

Many languages have established by law or by unwritten convention a
standard dialect which is considered the most acceptable form of the
language for nbrmal social situations. For instance, in our previous
exaMple of the Dutch and German dialects, the Dutch dialect of Amsterdam
is usually considered the standard dialect of Dutch. The standard
dialect may be that of the majority of the speakers of.a language, though
this is not necessarily the case. Quite often, it is the dialect of the
socially and politically dominant part of the population, regardless of
numbers, and is, furthermore, the particular .social.dialect of that
dominant group which serves' as.a means of communication in the greatest
number of social situations. For example, the standard dialect of British
English is that form of speech used by the more educated sections of the
population of south-central England. This dialect, centering around
Londspft, has for centuries been the dialect of much of the;nobility and
manyiof the leaders of Britain's government, though in nuti)bers they are
surpassed by speakers of other dialects. In other instances -- this is
increasingly true of American English and the'languages of other societies
which utilize mass media such as radio, television,'newspapers, and air
transportation for.rapid communicatiomor actual physical transportation
from one area to another -- the standard dialect may be a blend of element
from several or all dominant dialects. The resulting somewhat artificial
dialect can be given no particular geographical location as its "home'

The standard dialect, regardless of its precise nature and origin,
usually becomes the one taught in the schools and the one considered
correct and proper under the majority of social situations. It will
usually be spoken over a wide geographical area, often an entire country;
but its speakers will aiso speak their own local dialects of the language
and a number of varying social,dialects which may differ in some respects
from both the local geographical dialects and the standard dialect. The
standard dialect itself may develop sub-varieties as time goes on, if it
is spoken over a large area. Within American Standard English a wide
range of variation in pronunciation is permitted, Usually the pronuncia-
tion of local geographical dialects is simply ueed as well for standard
dialect. However, there is less freedom permitted in word choice,
inflectional patterns(such as the past tense forms of verbs),and.uprd
cambinations into phrases, clauses, and sentences. There is even less
variation' permitted in the meaning that is attached to specific words
and grammatical constructions. Hence -- moving from sound (proftunciation)
to form (words end their arrangements) to meaning -- standard dialect
usage becomes.more and more rigid.
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Within any dialect .- standard, local geographical, or local

social there are three levels of usage. These are formal, generak,

and unacceptable.

1.rom.

Formal usage is limited to highly

standardized types of public expression,

'such as speeches, legal proceedings, etc.

Word choice, word arrangement, and meaning

are rigidly dictated and may not be altered.

Unacceptable usage is that which employs

such highly divergent pronunciations, word

choices, grammatical contructions, and meanings

that it is considered incorrect in the dialect

being used. WHAT IS UNACCEPTABLE IN ONE DIALECT

MAY BE PERFECTLY ACCEPTABLE IN ANOTHER.
.60ami.

General usage includes all that falls between and is, therefore, the most
frequently used usage level in all dialects.

In the light of the above it should be clear 'that many pronuncia-

tions, grammatical constructions, and words may not be thouodht of as
wrong or incorrect in an overall generalized sense. They must simply be
taken for what they are -- special geographical or social dialect forms

perfectly appropriate in their own settings. However, while these variant
dialect usages are not incorrect in any absolute sense, it is nonetheless
true that many of them are frowned upon in the standard dialect, and the
speaker who does not learn to replace them by standard dialect forms when
he is in a social situation which demands use of the standard dialect
will be considered uneducated --as, indeed, he generally is. Though such
problems may not be of concern to some people, use of the normally accepted
standard dialect forms may in many cases help determine the reaction the
hearer will have to the person who is .speaking. In a job-interview, for
example, proper dialect selection may be crucial. Some of these problems
will be discussed at greater length in Unit V, Eff,sctive Oral Communication
In general, it is important that all speakers of languages which have a

standard dialect, such as American English, aware of the linguistic
characteristics of that dialect.
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1.6. The Scientific Method. So far we have talked about language
as a part of total human Culture -- certainly the most important part. We

have talked about the invention of language, its various debign features,

and the concepts of a language and dialect. No mention, however, has

been made of the study of language. Since this is the very purpose of
this book -- the study of a specific language, English -- it is not out

of place to say a fewwords about the study of.lnnguage.

There are many different ways in which language in general or
specific languages can be analyzed and studied. These varieties of lan-

guage study will be discussed.in detail in Part V. For our present

purposes we may simply say that we will be using the lasaListamethocl.

One of the definitions of the word linguist is a person who speaks
many languages, a polyglot. This is perhaps the definition you are uSed
to. The word, however, has a second definition, which is the one that

we will be using. A linguist is a specialist who applies the scientific
method to the analysis and study of languages, the same Way'that an
astronomer, a physicist, or a chemist applies.it to the study of phenomena
in the inanimate physical world and in the same way a biologist applies
it to the study of the living world. There are several different
approaches that linguists, or language.scientists, may take in studying
language, but they all have in common the use of the scientific method.,

If a linguist is a scientist, we must obviously know what the
scientific method is before we can fully understand what the linguiGt is
trying'to do. ,;any people unfortunately think that the scientific method
means simply the use of "sound reasoning" or "logical thinking". This

idea is only partly true. There are probably as many ideas_of what "sound
reasoning " and "logical thinking are as there are people in the wotld..

The scientific method, however, is a very specific type of "logical
think;ng." It is a very easy thing to defilie, and you should know exactly'
what it is. It has become one of tile basic ways of looking at things in
the world today, and a person is not thoroughly educated unless he is well
aware of what the method is and how it work:.

As a way of reasoning, the scientific method began well over two

thousand years ago. Many ancient Greek thinkers, the moSt important of
which was Heraclitus, developed the basic ideas of the method. It was,

however, largely forgotten in Europe during the Middle Ages and did not .

reappearasaprominent way of looking at problems until after the fall of
the 'Byzantine Greek city of Constantinople to the Turks in 1453. This
fnrced.many philosophers who had maintained the traditions of their Greek
past'to move bodily to Italy or other parts of.Oestern Europe. Among
other things they brought with them the scientific method. The Islamic
peoples of the Near East and North Africa.were also familiar with the
Greek idea of scientific research, and they, tons, re-introduced it to

Europe through the Moslem conquest of Spain in the year 711 A.D. The
method was rapidly picked up by European thinkers, producing such well
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known early scientific minds as Galileo, Copernicus, and -- somewhat later
-. Newton. Prom these early beginnings, primarily in the fields of
astronomy, chemistry, and physics, the method became the serious method
of technical investigation in European thought. It naturally enough came
to the New World with the European colonists of the.1500 and l600s.
It has perhaps received more use as a thorough method of investigation in
the United States that in any other country of the world.

Briefly, the scientific method is a way of looking at things,
describing them, and of drawing general conclusions about the way they
operate. It consists of seven very specific steps which must be followed
in the order in which we will describe them.

Let us suppose that we are in a foreign country and that we see
some people shake hands with each other when they meet on the street.
Other people, however, in the same country do not shake hands when theymeet. Cur immediate impression is that hand-shaking is a form of greeting.Why do we draw this conclusion? We do so simply because this is what
hand-shaking means in our society. Drawing such a conclusion is not ause of the scientific method. If we wished to analyze this happening
scientifically, we would say:

(1) 1 have seen some people shake hands when they meet on
the street. Not all people do this, however.

(2) One guess about the meaning of this gesture is that
it is a form of greeting, as in the United States and
Western Europe. Is this the correct answer?

P.?

Step (1) above is the first step of the scientific method. Itconsists of observation. We see something new that we have never seenbefore. When this happens we immediately react by wondering what it means.Such wondering is step (2) of the scientific method. Step (2) is called theblpothesis (which simply means "guess"). Notice that we do not jump direct.ly to the conclusion that hand.shaking is a form of greeting. Insteadwe make the hypothesis that this may be what it means -. but we donQt know
for sure yet. Our task is to find out for sure what hand-shaking does meanin this new society.

Step (3) of the scientific method consists of data gathering. Thisstep is different from step (1), observation, though it may seem much thesame. In data gathering we find out all that we possibly can about hand-shaking in this society. Let us say that when we question native membersof the society we find that only members of a certain religious group usethe hand shake and that they use Otis gesture when they meet or leaveeach other. Furthermore, we find out that it is used only immediatelybefore or after a religious service. We already can see that our first
hasty conclusion was drawn too quickly without adequate data.

After we have learned all that we possibly can about hand-shaking in
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that society, we go on to step (4) of the scientific method. This consistsof experimentation. We watch all members of this religious group bothbefore and after their religious services. We .also watch other people inthe society at various times to see if they ever shake hands,

Experimentation is like both observation and data gathering in thatwe are looking carefully at what is going on. It is different from theearlier two steps, however, because experimentation is much more thoroughthan either our first casual observation or our more careful gathering ofdata. Experimentation is a rigorous, complete examination of exerx scrapof evidence concerning our problem that we can conceivably find. Everyscience has its own special procedures of experimentation to dnsure thatall possible circumstances in which the problem being investigated canoccur are actually looked at in detail, If all the possible examples ofhand-shaking agree in detail with our initial observations and the datawe previously gathered, we go on to step (5) of the scientific method.

Step (5) consists of verification or refutation (acceptance orrefusal) of the hypothesis made in step (2), You will remember, ourhypothesis was that hand-shaking is a form of greeting. In this case wemust refute or refuse our hypothesis, since we have fatInd that hand-shakingis a religious gesture, not one of greeting, If our hypothesis hadoriginally been that this was'a religious gesture, then we could have saidthat we had verified it, and that it was true. ,

In the light of our data gathering and experimentation, we set upa new hypothesis, saying that hand'-shaking in the society we are concernedwith is a religious gesture, We can not stop here, though. We must startagain with step (1) and go completely through the scientific method againsttpjaste_p_l We must observe closely; we must gather data again (evenif it turns out to be the same data we gathered before); we must experi-ment again. Then we finally come to step (5), verification of refutation,a second time. If, after this second sessiun of applying the scientificmethod, we find that our new hypothesis holds true, then, and only then,do we go on to step (6) of the method.

.In our example we purposely made our original hypothesis -- thathand-shaking is a gesture of greeting -» incorrect,. We did this to pointout an important part of the scientific method, This point is: even ifit seems that we are wa:Aing time and duplicating our earlier efforts, nohypothesis should be considered true without thorough data gathering andexperimentation. As an example of th 3 procedure in Lnother science, letus look at the perfection of the Salk polio vaccine. Dr. Jonas Salk andhis co-workers had observed, made hypotheses, gathered data, and experi-mented for many years before they announced to the medical world that theyhad found a vaccine to prevent infantile paralysis, Even then, however,government scientists had to go through all the steps that Salk hadalreacLtaken in deterrOning for themselves that the hypothesis of polio-prevention was true. Nic chs and months were spent in applying scientificreasoning to Salk vaccine. Finally, when other scientists had satisfied
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themselves that they agreed with Salk -- his hypothesis about the vaccine
was true -. it was placed on the market for use with human beings. The
scientific method is very time consumin,. Like a democracy, its wheels
grind slowly, but, we hope, more perfectly than other methods of reasoning.

If a hypothesis is verified throughexperimentation 9 we then say,
in step (6) of the meth6d,that it is a 111,01.. A scientific theory is
a hypothesis which has been proven true.

Finally, if a theory never seems to have any exceptions ovei many,

many years and generations of observation, we may in some cases say that
it is so universally true that it is a scientific law. This is the
final step, step (7), of the scientific method. A scientific law is a
theory that has withstood the trials of time. There seems to be no
exceptions to it over a long period of time. As you probably know, there
are very few scientific laws. Newton's laws of motion are examples, but
for every law there are a thousand hypotheses and theories which have been
wholly or partially disproved.

These seven steps, followed in precisely the order given, consti-
tute the scientific method. It is true that this is a method of "logical
thinking or "sound reasoning,' but it is in addition a very specific
method of looking at new things, analyzing them, and coming to some
conclusion about what they mean. To summarize, the method inVolves the
following steps:

(1) Observation

(2) Hypothesis making
(3) Data gathering

(4) Experimentation
(5) Verification or refutation of the hypothesis

*(6) Establishment of a theory from the hypothesi.s
*(7) Establishment of a law from the theory

The starred items above -- theory and law establisment do not
come immediately after the hypothesis is verified. It may, as in the case
of the Salk polio vaccine, take years or even generations of further
data-gathering and experimentation before the hypothesis becomes so certain
that it will be considered a scientific theory, or, eventually, a scientific
law.

Aside from the steps themselves in the scientific method, the order
in which they are carried out is of extreme importance. One should not,
as we did nt first in our example of hand-shaking, leap from observation
to theory (or, in general terminology "conclusion"). As we saw, such a
procedure was inclined to make us think that hnnd-shaking in our imaginary
society meant the same as in our own society. This is not the scientific
method, because we have left out all the steps between observation and
theory establishment. Furthermore, our conclusion was not correct; it was
a religious gestures not one of greeting. You can see that the scientific
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method generally leads to better and more probably true conclusions than
other forms of reasoning.

Another type of reasoning starts with an arm-chair theory -- dreamed
up with very little observation and with no data gathering. People who
follow such a procedure will then go on to gather data that seems to
uphold their theories, completely neglecting other data that does not fit,
or 'sweeping it under the rug" where it can not be seen and considered.
This type of reasoning.is definitely not scientific, either, and, though
very commonly used, is extremely dangeroud, since it prejudges what data
is to be used. It may, furthermore, be intellectuany dishonest, since it
often tends to hide data which do not fit the theory. In short, it is
absolutely necessary that data_satherinfa_mdemerimentation come before
theay_r_naking. If they do not, we generally do not get a true nor complete
picture of the.material we are working with.

A linguist, to repeat ourselves, is a scientist who studies both
language in general and specific languages. Below are quotes from three
imaginary writers on language. Would you say that any of them are linguists?

(1) Although the Spanish vowels are pronounced
differentli than English vowels, the Spanish
consonants are pronounced the same as in
English except for 11, z, and rr.

Your answer should he "no about the writer who wrote the above sentence.
It should be 'no", since our imaginary man has not used the scientific
method. He has not looked at Spanish consonant sounds, made a hypothesis
abbut how they are pronounced, gathered full data on their pronunciation,
further experimented with their pronunciation in many new cases, and then
given a theory of Spanish consonant pronunciation. Instead, he has started
from English consonant sounds and simply assumed that similar Spanish
sounds are the same. He has started with a theory, that is, and then
observed Spanish sounds. 'He has turned the steps of the scientific method
around backwardS and has, as well, omitted most of them.

(2) Unlike Latin, English uses the subjunctive
mood in the verb very rarely, and the
gerundive is used in English quite differently
than in Latin.

Again the answer should be "no", for the same reasons as before. This man
has taken the theory of Latin grammar and tried to apply it to English
grammar, without making any observations and hypotheses about English
grammar itself. Such procedure is not the scientific method.
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(3) The words of A'banian are quite different P
from those of English. Therefore, we can
safely say that Albanian and English are
not related languages:

For the third time your answer should be "no." This man is not a linguist,
since he, too, fails to follow the scientific method. He has started with
step (1) of the method -- observation of Albanian words, but then he has
leaped directly from there to step (6) and stated his theory that Albanian
and English are not related languages. If he had gone further and
followed steps (2) through (5) of the method, he would have found that
Albanian and English are indeed related languages, though very distantly
so. He would have seen this if he bad followed the scientific method,
because he would have had to gather much more data than he did.

The types of statements given above are very typical of non-linguis-
tic statements about language. Though on first glance they seem-to be
satisfactory, a full examination of the details of the languages in question
will show that they are very incomplete and that, actually, they are not
even correct. Anyone who learned Spanish, English, or Albanian from books
written by the above writers would not learn those languages well, since
he would not have all thc information needed for communicating in.those
languages, and what information he did have would be presented in a con--
fusing,.incomplete and incorrect manner.

Without making any apologies, it can be said that the great
majority of English grammars used today were not prepared by linguists .

Consequently, the details of English often seem dry, uninteresting, con-
fusing, and difficult to many students. We feel that a full presentation
of all the information about English as a language will let you see that
English does have reasons behind what may seem to be peculiar rules of
spelling, punctuation, speaking and composition. These reasons can be
seen fully only through using the scientific method to analyze and describe
English. They can not be seen if English is presented in terms, for
instance, of Latin grammar, which it usually is.

English simply isn't Latin or any other language. English is
English 7- nothing more -- and it must be analyzed and explained in terms
of itself. Some of its aspects may be very similar to Latin, while
others may be quite different from, or even lacking in, Latin. .Certainly
Latin, too, hls certain gratmatical ideas'that English does not have
and never did. If we use Latin grammatical ideas as a model for describing
English we will miss many of the grammatical points present in English
but not in Latin, and we will prejudge the way English "ought to be."
It will end up being a strange sort of Latin, which it is not. Again,
English is English. We must look at English data, make some hypotheses
about what the data means, experiment with it, and finally come out with
some theories about the way in which English works as a language. That is
the task of this book.
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1.7. The Linguistic Method of this Book. In Parts Two .through

Four of this book we will not only be using the linguistic method to
.study English, but we will also be using a very specific type of linguis.
tic method. The one we will use has been developed over a period of
years by Dr. George L.*Trager and Ir. Henry Lee Smith, Jr., of the State
University of New York at Buffalo. It has.been applied to an analysis
of English both by Drs. Trager and Smith and by numerous other linguists
throughout the country.

Basically the method consists of an analysis of the speech forms
of any dialect by levels. First the sounds are carefully listened to,
recorded and analyzed. This gathering and classification of information
on English sounds by means of the scientific method constitutes the study
of English phonology. Under phonology we study: (1) the smallest parts
or features of each sound; (2) the way these features bundle together to

form single sound uniti br phones; and (3) the way the phone's combine to
form larger, more significant sound units called phonemes. Phonology is
the first major level of linguistic analysis.

Once we have thoroughly discussed the phonology of English we go
on to a discussion of the ways in which.the sounds combine to make
linguistic forms (words, parts of a word, and larger combinations of words).
This area of investigation is called morpholou. Like phonology, morphol.
ogy'may be.subdivided into three smaller levels of investigation: (1) the

way in which phonemes group together from dialect to dialect to form what
are called mahurvaritE, the smallest parts of linguistic forms; (2) the

. way in which morphophones bundle together to form units or nnrphemes,
and words or lexical items; and .(3) the way in which words fit together
to form phrases, clauses, and sentences, n continuity known as syntax.
Morphology is the second major leve' of linguistic analysis.

After the sounds and forms of E
nglish have been analyzed, we next

analyze the meanings of the forms. This is the third and final major level
of linguistic analysis, it is called semologv. The three sub-areas of
semology, corresponding to the three under phonology and morphology, have
not been given names as yet, though the first level has been tentatively
called sememics and is coacerned with the smallest parts of linguistic
meaning.

We may diagram this system of linguistic analysis as follows:

I.
PHONOLOGY(SOUND)

II. III.

MORPHOLOGY (FORM) SEMOLOGY(MEANING)
J i

1 2 1 1 2 1

Feature Phonet Phone*. Morpho- Morph. Syntax Semem- Mean- Mean.
analysis ics ics phonics emics ics ing2 ing3



Phonology is often called 21.22.9mia.u2a; morphology is often called

lama; and semology is often called meaning. The l level under each
major level is concerned with the arts of the units of the larger level
(features, morphophones, sememes). The 2 level is concerned with the units
themselves (phones, morphemes, meaning i). The 3 level is concerned

with the distributions of th.units (phonemes, syntax, meaning 3). Each of

these areas is carefully investigated, working from an analysis of features
to phones, phones to phonemes, phonemes to morphophones, and so forth,
until we have reached the highest level of meaning analysis, meaning 3.
In all cases, investigation is carried out according to the principles
of the scientific method presented in the preceding section of this unit.

Part .II of this text will be concerned with the first major level
of analysis, phonology. Part III will deal with tl-esecond major level,
morphology. Part IV will deal with the third major level of analysis,
semology. Though these areas of investigation may not be clear to you
now, they will become so as you yourself work with them in units that
follow.

CUMULATIVE EXERCISE

During this course, with the class working as a group, gather items
on language, especially the English language, from newspapers,
magazines, radio, recordings, films, television, and even conver-
sation. Put each to the scientific method test, as appropriate.
If you have not yet reached the requisite knowledge called for
by any items, put them aside for consideration when you reach the
pertinent point in this course.
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OUR DEVELOPING LANGUAGE

Introduction

2.1. Our LanzaBe Ancestors

father Vater pere pater pater pitar-
-

brother Bruder frere frater phrater bhrater-

Can you identify the languages? If you cannot'. identify those in

the last column, it is understandable. They are from Sanskrit, a language
of India. What would you say about these languages on the basis of the
examples?

The inclination was probably there to say they are related because
the words look alike. But that would hardly be using the scientific
method, to jump from some sample pairs of words to a theory covering
several entire languages. At any rate, some words can look alike in
quite unrelated languages, simply because they are taken over bodil

into those languages: Kohlrabi, tortillas, sukiyaki, and goulash are
examples from foods. These are merely borrowings as distinct from
cognates .. words similar because the languages they represent are
related, stemming from a common older language.

Scholars of language have established that all the languages repre-
sented by the pairs above -- English, German, French, Latin,.Greek and
Sanskrit -- are related. They belong to a group called the Indo-European
languages (see map on next page). Notice also that the northern EuropeEn
versions start with an /f/ sound, while the southern European ones begin
with a /p/ sound. The northern version came about in a great shift of
consonants throughout several languages.

This shift was first demonstrated in 1822 by a scholar, Jakob Grimm,

one of the famous fairytale brothers, following a Danish schOlar, Rask,
He could hardly have done his work had Sanskrit not been dibcovered,
especially with a complete and excellent grammar of it written by Panini
about 400 B.C. Sanskrit was then taken to be the predecessor, or mother

language, of the European languages which resemble it in key characteris.
tics. Another such language scholar (usually then caller.. a philologist),

Karl Verner, confirmed Grimm's findings about the shift, as well as.
accounting'for a number of exceptions that Grigm himself, and his critics,
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could not explain, finding that stress had much to do with the shift.

Other examples of the shift:

Latin English

/d/ to /t/ duo two
/g/ to /k/ genu knee
/t/ to /th/ tres three
/k/ to /h/ centum hundred
/t/ to /d/ centum

_
hundred

..... . _

The vital importance of these studies was to establish, once and for
all, that langulges change gradually, generally (that is, overall), and
systematicplly, not just here and there by isolated accidents. They also
established a basis for modern langufge study which has extended our
knowledge not only of today's languages but also of Sanskrit, showing
that it is not the direct ancestor of the Western European languages, but'.
that all these languages have a common parent language. How do we know?
We can tell from certain words common to all these languages. From these
words we can also establish where,in all likelihood,the languages origin-
ated. All have words for snow; for trees like pine, beech; for animals
like wolf; and birds like hawk, eagle. These words show that the Indo-
European.languages probably started roughly on the European-Asian border,
and spreld both eastward and westward, as well as southward. We'dan even
reconstruct, at least in part, what this ancestral language (Ptoto-Indo-
European) must have been like, by taking the structural characteristics
basic to all the languages. and by -tardng into -.ócount changes in the more
modern ones.

The Indo-European languges of Western Europe split into three main
families. Southern Europe produced the Romance languages -. Latin, Italian,
French, Spanish, Portugese. Northern Europe produced the Germanic group
-- German, the Scandinavian tongues, and English. Celtic, which.once
covered mUch of Western Europe,exists mainty in Brittany, Ireland, and
Scotland (Gaelic). And there are smaller groupings within the larger ones,
the Scandinavian languages being a good example.

Other Indo-European families are the Indic (India, Pakistan); Iranian;
Armenian; Hellenic (Greek); Albanian; and Baltic and Slavic (languages of
the Iron Curtain countries, except Hungary and Albania).

:EXERCISES:

)...,List the equivalent word (synonym) for the following English
words in French, Gekman and Spanish: hall, sugar, figure,
festival/fete, (Example: wine, vin, wein, vino). Try to find
out whether they are cognates or borrowings into English.

2. From your knowledge of history list same languages that have
migrated, indicating from where to where and whether each is

tw-'
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still flourishing in the new residence. Examples: English
to America (still there); French to America (still in Quebec).

The Development of English and Its
Dialect

2.2. Larly_Infhlish At one time speakers of Celtic
languages covered much of Western and Central Eurpoe. The Celts invaded
the Britiih Iskes in two waves: one by theGoidels (approximately 1200!..
600 B.C.), the other by the Brythons (Britains, approximately 400-200 'B.C..).
IThe two groups spoke differet dialects of Celtic. The Goidels originallli
inhabited much of England, Wales, .ind Cornwall and all of Ireland, includin
the Isle of Man, which lies between England and Ireland. The Goidelic
speakers of England, Wales, and Cornwall were replaced or absorbed by the
invading Brythonic speakers around 400-200 B.C. Consequently, when the
Germanic speaking Angles, Saxons, and Jutes invaded England in the 5th
and 6th centuries A.D., they found Brythonic dialects spoken in those
ireas. These new invaders, from what is now Denmark and westward,
defeated but did not subjugate.the Brythonic Celts, most of whom withdrew
into remoter parts of the Briti6if Isles where'theii were left in peace.
Some of them, the Welsh, survive as a thriving speech community to this
dpy. Another, the. Cornish, lasted until around. 1800. Many moved across
the British Channel tO the northwest coast of France. They still purvive
as a speech community there -- the Bretons. The.Angles,'Saxons, and
Jutes did not come into continued direct contact'with the Goidelic
speakers of Manx, Irish, and its offshoot, Scots Gaelfc. English invasions
of these areas came much later. This dispersion'of the Brythonic Celts
of England to remoter regions is the reason that only remnants of Celtic
rOain in English -- a few terms for terrain and some place names..

..
.

. The Bi9thohic Celts'Ithd lived through an'eirlier invasion by the
Romans during the time of Julius4Caesar, 54 B.C. The:Romans did hot try.
to Romanize "barbarians° wholesale , but welcomed those Who wanted to -
become Romans. In fact;.one'who adopted theirIanguage and ways became
eligible for Roman citizenship. Thus Latin and the Brythonic Celtic .

dialects evidently fourished side by side without,any great middle.ground
mdxing of the two Any influence of the latter on English was therefore
also meager because the Roman occupation was in itself not sustained and
became,in turn,part of the Celtic withdrawal. Only a few Latin military
terms, those attached to sitesof fortification, survived from this Roman,
influencee

. The Anglo-Saxon invaders mark the beginning of English. They inherit-
ed the few Celtic and Latin leftovers; but vastly more important, they
filled with their own language (three dialects) the language vacuum left
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by the successive historical departures of the Romans and Celts. The
Angles settled in eastern Britain in what came to be c;lled Anglia; the
Saxons in the Southwest, West Saxony; and the Jutes elong the southern
shore of the Thames. As a result, four dialects grew up, the fourth being
one north of the Humber river. These four dialects constituted what we
usually call Anglo-Saxon or Old English, the basis of modern English (Anglo-
Saxon, Angleland, England, English).

The Anglo-Saxons stemmed from a simple, primarily agricultural back-
ground. Their vocabulary contributions are fheiefbre- fiarri sUCh a life:

cow stone bone eat horse seed

hen dog ox eye scythe wheat

The Old English vocabulary (and when we speak of the language in this
way,we include all its dialects, much as when we speak of American English
we include Southern, New England, Midland, etc.) was from our point of
v.iew simple, because the culture of the people was not highly developed
in technology and abstract thinking. Their life was ba4ically an agricul-
tural one,and so naturally,was their vocabulary. But its structureVas.
every bit as complex -- some people think more so .. as that of modern
English.

Here,for example, are the forms of the noun stone:

Pluial

Nominative Case Stan Stanas
(Subject)

Genetive Case
(Possessive)

Dative Case Stane
(Indirect Object)

Accusative Case Sten
(Direct Object)

-
Stinnes SC4na

(Note: Some Indo-
European languages
have 5,6, and even

Stanum 8 cases)

St;nas

Which of these forms do we still have? The nouns were also classified
as masucline, feminine and neuter (this was a matter of gramnar rather
than male and female), and as strong and weak. This meant that each
adjective also had all these forms. What is the comparative situation
today? The article, pronoun and verb were equally complex. The verbs
were classified as strong and weak, with the former changing their vowel
(as in Liu, rang, runa) while the latter remained constant (as in watch,
watched, watched). The st:cong vcrbs outnumbered the weak about three to
one.

Word formation,too,was plentiful; there were noun, adjective and

1

adverb suffixes, and sometimes pr3fixes, so,that from one part of speeth
others were formed. Words also were put into_compounds (earhring,
earring).
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Would you now accept the statement made earlier, that the structure
of Old English was every bit as complex as today's English is?

The first great influence on Anglo-Saxon or Old English was that of
Latin through the Church. Pope Gregory the Great in 597 A.D. sent St.
Augustine and his forty monks to Christianize the British Isles. There
was no armed opposition whatever, and in less than a hundred years the
task was accomplished, without a single martyrdom. This favorable recep-
tion is important linguistically, as many words were readily borrowed when:
there were no Anglo-Saxon equivAlents. Examples are altar, chalice,
candle, synod, espiale, deacon, disciple, litany, hymn, martyr, mass, cam,
psalm.

The second great influence on Anglo-Saxon was that of the Scandinav
ian Vikings: first from the e4St; later from the Dnnes, old-time neighbors
of the.Anglo-Saxons on the continent. The Vikings were seagoing people,
less given to agri,.Iture; we would expect their contributions to be in
keeping, ..and they were. They used the seaside towns as ports, as bases,
and, when they stayed on, as places of settlement.

'The later cont6cts with the Danes were even more influential on the
English language. The Danish attempts to conquer Britain ..!ame in.three
stages. From 787 to 850 A:D. there were forays against the southeastern
and eastern coasts, with much pillagilig and little settling. In 850 the
Danes invaded with 350 ships. Again there was much plundering, but also
a greater domination of territory and an attempt to eltend their influ-
ence into Wessex (earlier, West Saxony)... Early successes were nullified
by the advent cf King Alfred the Great (871.-899) and his eventual victory
over the Danes(in.878),.who were thereafter to remain east of a line from
Chester to London. Thus their previous conquest and occupation were
actually made legal!

Under King Alfred there was nOW a time of peace, during which he
could lead his people in the peaceful,civilizing tasks he had in mind fcr
them. He improved government and instituted many reforms; but what in-
fluenced the English language most of all was his sponsorship of monaster-
ies and securing same of tLe finest scholars from the continent to staff
them. He himself learned,several languages. H. then had all the temnants
of Anglo-Saxon mpuscripta still-in existenOe'Carefully copied down by the
monks, and had many Latin words trarslated into Old English. Most of the
Old English literatureAtherefore,exists today in the .version of hit day.
What dialect would thatje? This.fact would suggest that it became the
forerunnei of madin English; but such was not to be the cas,.. history
changing the obvious course,,as.we.shall see,'

The third stage of Danish invasion followed Alfred's reign. At
heroic English defenses were countered by greater invasion armiestrrode
possible byan alliance between the Kings.of Denmark and Norways. the
English begäh-to"Pay bribe or tribute money. Understandably, the price
continued to go up, and eventually actual conquest succeeded under famed
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King Cnut(in 1014),who also conquered Norway.

Since the Danes were old continental neighbors and linguistic cousins
of the Angles, Jutes and Saxons, their languages aided easy interchange,
helped by the early Christianization of the newcomers. Since the latter

settled predominantly in the East and .Southeast, the dialects there

(gercian and Northumbrian) were affected most.

, The Scandinavian vocabulary influences are not hard to find and

characterize. But there was,likewise,influence on the.structure of Old

English. First, the Scandinavian pronouns they, their, and them replaced

the Old Eaglish hie, hiera, him. Can you see why this might hnve happened

to eliminate confusion? Sometimes the _newcomers merely tipped the scales

in one direction.- Thus the plural of to be.in the north was we aron,

while in West Saxon it was ar21212 (still found in the German sind). Why,

geographically, did the former win out?

Our question regarding Scandinavian influence on English structure
presents another opportunity to show how modern linguists_ can work to

supply scientific answers. It hasoften been said that,because,leaving
out relative pronouns is a characteristic of the Scandinavian languages,

the English tendency must have come from t4ere.

Examples:

The money that he had earned.
.

The money he earned.

Those whom he loved.
Those he loved.

Linguist Max S. Kirch has done the only thing liossible. He has oonsulted

all the old Scandinavian and Old English manuscripts and found that this
tendency developed concurrently in both, though more quickly in Old English

EXERCISES

1. Think of ordinary farming terms (pre-machine) and check in .

your dictionary which are Anglo-Saxon in origin.

2. List words now in use that have the equivalentof the following
Old English suffixes: -full, -leas, -lice, -nes, -dom,

-lessipe. Do the same for the following prefixes: a-,

for-, fore-, ofer-, un-, under- .

A characteristic group of Scandinaviari contributions to English

started with sk- . Consult a dictiohary and list the main

ones (think of the sounds rather than the written letters).
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2.3. The Norman ConoustidEallsii. As the Danes had foraged,
settled and cOnquared in Brittany, they had done likewise in northwestern
France along tha Seine River. Here,too,they made a treaty (912 A.D.)
recognizing their right to occupy a limited territory, Normandy.

The Anglo.Saxons began trading with the Danes who had taken north.
western France (here they were called Normans, for Norsemen),but had them.
selves adopted the native langunge, Old French, and religion, Christianity.
One might expect the corwyerors to force their language and customs on the
conquered people, cr at least to keep theirAwn. This did not happen
because the conquere?, people had the kind of civilization art, litera-
ture, governmmt, religion, language, and the like .. which the Danes
wished to possessc These Normans thus continued the civilization and
helped it by the great Gothic cathedrals with their pointed arches
and beautiful stained.glass windows. They also sent missionaries and
scholars to the.Anglo.Saxons. The languages of the Church were Greek and
Latin; thus mnny Greek and Latin church words became part of English....Ftom
the Greek caMe bishop, Eliest, school. From the Latin came cross, sa,
rosary., scripture. Many words in other fieldé were adopted as . well.
Exampres are Astor:I:, cuatok, index, hag, intellect, 2iscae, polite,

. rational, seciiiiE, .rqstimony, tributarl nervous, ulcer, zenith.

It was only nctural that kinsmen from both sides of the channel should
have steady interchange and should intermarry and so hold sovereignty,over

,dukedoms (Norman) and earldoms (English) that include territories in both
Britain'and Normandy. Thus when the English King Edward died childless in
1066, there were claimants to the throne from all sides, including William,
Duke of Normandy. The latter landed with his forces unopposed,and defeated
the English claimant, Harold, at the famous Battle of Hastings in 100.

The.warfare of those days was man to man, with n^hles having to earn ,

not inherit, their knighthood. Consequently, the ranks of the English
jearls were decimated by their losses in the defeat. 'William replaced
.them'by appointing Normans to their titles and estates. As other English
hobles and clergy died, they were also replaced by Normans. Then, too,
the Normans.ma...0d into the Englinh noble families, there being so few
English nobles left to carry on the old lines.

We can readily see the kind of language pattern that would form: the
language of the Court and rulin, class generally became French; ths language
of the Church and Law Courts remained Latin. The Normans held French, to
be the civilized language and therefore inappropriate for le'ss civilized,
ordinary-people. These were permitted tO continue speaking English. Those
of the English upper class who wishe.d.to continue in, or return to, position
of preitige-and power would speak what language?

Do you think there was a complete split among'those who spoke French,
Latin and-English? Indicate some community activities.:which would,require
a language Overlap and just how that overlap might work out in practice.
These social conditions consecuent upon the.Conquest literally transformed
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Old English into what the scholars call Middle English, a transitional

phase in the progression of our language into Modern English.

English used by only the ordinary people and by those dealing directly

with them, vas not much bound by social deman.ds. Such freedom had already

occurred in Old English. Thus the northern or Northumbrian dialect, farthest

from its European source and from other influences, tended strongly

toward simplifying the inflectional pattern of its grammar. The new,lowly

status of English simply provided a virtually ideal climate for extending

the tendency. As a result, phonetic ease led to the change of -a endings

for nouns and adjectives to -n, thus eliminating one group of forms. The

survival of -n can easily be understood from theease of saying it. The

-n ending gradually faded, and as a consequence, the vowels in the inflec-

tional endings came to sound alike and so were eventually written as -e

(Chaucer's final -e is the result).

Nouns changed also in their plurals. Old English has -s and -es in

one group of nouns and -en in the other. The latter survives in oxen and _A

children, but lost out everywhere already in the centuries after the Norman

Conquest, except in the conservative Southern dialect where it survived in

some strength until the 13th century. Adjectives not only followed the

nouns in loss of endings, but surpassed them, so that by 1500 they had lost

all inflectional endings.

As nouns and adjectives lost more and more endings, they could,of

courselnot be ident fied by those endings. Hence a noun as actor had to

precede the verb, the acting, and the noun as receiver of action had to

follow the verb (subject + verb + object: S+V+0). Too, with the endings

of the indirect and direct objects (I0 and DO) becoming the same, these had

to come in some regular order, especially in doubtful cases. Example:

a_Baup.ulim means something quite different to us from iieljayejaim

her. Which object, then, now always comes first?

Once the word order of the English sentence becam relatively fixed,

the pronouns could also lose their infleciions. All of them did except

the personal pronouns. Why would they be an exception? To help you answer

think of what meanings each of the following sentences could have:

She gave she she.

She likes she.

The major change in verbs was a rapid continuation in the loss of

strong verbs (those with vowel change). About 160 were lost, 81 changed

over to weak, 13 developed a weak form alongside the strong one, and many

others simplified from 3 forms to 2 (slide, slid, slid; slim, uma,9121E;

man, aun). That is the score today, and the process is still

continuing; but the bulk of the changes had taken place by 1500. It should

be added that new verbs always follow the weak pattern (televise,televised;

automate, automated, a tomated; can you give some other examples?).
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We have found that,as English words lost their inflectional endings,
they had to fall into specific sentence positions so that the meaning would
be clear, This is true of phrases or word groups as well as of sentences.

For eXample, Old English prepositiols were often separated from their

objects ("and them there against fought," using the modern words). With

the loss of identifying noun endings, the preposition began to appear fairly
regularly before its object, where it now takes its position at..tor.natically.

In Old English, adjectives tended to come before nouns when they were
general, numerical, etcc, and after the noun when they were descriptive.
In Middle English they quickly tended to appear before the noun regardless
of kind. The speed of this positioning directly parallels the speed with

which the adjective shed its endings.

'.Finally, Old English used a great variety of sentence patterns. Here

are but a few of the variations, translated literally into modern English
wording:

S + V + DO: There Danes gained victory.
+ DO + S: Then met them King Alfred.

S + DO + IO 4. V: He them him back gave.
S + V-4 +10+ c-V: That was to them known.

+ S + DO: Then answered he them.
S + DO + 'V: He sleeping songfest in his mind had.

Most of these faded from general use rather swiftly in the late Middle
English period and are today quite the exception. The first,on the other

hand, has become the basic sentence pattern, as we have already noted, with
these variations of essentially the same word order: S + V; S 4. V + IO +

DO; S + V +*PN; S + V +xPA; S + V + OC (Objective Complement). Give,

Sample sentences for all these.

People could thus really use any sentence order whatever in Old English
although of course they preferred some patterns to others. We must now,

however, since English lost most of its inflectional endings -.work to

build variety into a very few patterns. So language often becomes simpler,
easier, in some war." only to become compensatingly more complex, more

J.
difficult, in others.

The structural chanvs just cited as indicative of the tremendous
influence of tile Norman Conquest on English are paralleled by significant
changes in vocabulary. Some new French and Latin borrowings began to
enter the English vocabulary almost at once, prompted primarily by commer-
cial, governmental and social necessity. People who spoke only, or almost

only, French did not need to borrow French words. People who did not
speak French at all also had no reason for such borrowing. That is why
the massive borrowing came later, when the ruling classes once more
spoke English. And then the kinds of borrowings would be obvious: terms
of government and social cl4ss; terms of t. Church and Ecclesiastical

* Predicate Noun'
Predicate Adjective
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Courts, especially with the translation of the Bible into Middle English;

terms of law; military terms; and the terms of a highly fashionable

social life -- manners, dress, sports, foods, games, the arts; terms

representative of the increasing interestin science and philosophy.

EXERCISES

1. When the Latins of Rome conquered the Etruscans from north of
the Tiber River,they got,among other things, the Fhoenician
alphabet and their way of writing from right to left. Where

did they later get the left to right way? Where, do you

suppose, did we get our left to right way?

2. The medium for sending messages is vital to communicatbn. How

are papyrus and parchment better media than clay tablets? How

may the latter be the better one?

3. The mode of communicating is also vital. Was the language use

of English tby the ordinary people after the Norman Cohquest
oral or written? Would this make any difference in language
change, like dropping the endings?

4. Why did the Humber river make such a big difference in English
dialects, whereas the Normans were able to maintain their
language quite well on both sides of a larger water barrier,
the English Channel?

2.4. English Returns as The Language. Two questions must be

answered, riFFE7E7TITISEI'M return to be the language of all the

people? Second, in view of the four dialects which we.have noted but
could hot discuss extensively, what was the 13nglish that returned?

How do you suppose the King of France.felt about Normandy as part of

the English King's realma Understandably, when the chance offered, the

French King Philip declared Normandy as French and seized it. In reprisal,

the estates belonging to French nobles were seized by English King John.

The process ofIseparation between the two kingdoms occurred by edict and
by family agreements (nost families held estates in both realms).between

1204'and 1205. In the nationalism that gradually emerged, the allegiance
to the English language, as opposed to French, became a part of the picture
English was not only tolerated, 1- t increasingly spoken as a heritage to

be proud of. The Hundred Years° dar with France (1337-1453) helped
solidify the new language alignments.

The process of re-adopting English as the national language must not
be thought of as a sudden'thing, A parallel way to think of it would be
the establishment of some language other than English as official by our
own country. Think of the mass media,courts, governments,business, and
the task of rewriting or translating eyeatt_alin, and changing over the
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entire educational system. Or think of how very little progress has been

made on something many people think needs doing overhauling our system

bf spelling. Happily, the slow, systematic character of language change

has forestalled any wholesale spelling change-over until the discovery

that English spelling, as we shall see, is morphophonically quite systemat-

ic. We have erred in thinking it phonemic and therefore phonemically

inefficient, with far too many exceptions and contradictions.

It is not surprising, therefore, that English did not come into gen-

eral use until the mid-fourteenth century, being declared as the proper,

language of London's sherriffs° courts (1356), of lawsuits under national

law (1362), as a subject in schools (1349); in general practice by 1385;

and of town and guild records (1430). The changeover thus took more than

150 years.

Our second question, what English became the English, might be

answered by a simple parallel, The Attic dialect was that of Athens and

became the official Greek. The dialect of Rome became the official Latin,

andlas it gradually changed, Italian. So also the dialects of Paris'and

Berlin became the official French and German respectively. What city held

a similar place in the affairs of England, as a center of the nation's

activities? How does thishelp explain why King Alfred's West Saxon dialect

did not become the. primary one?

Let us recall that the Angles settled eastern and middle sections of

England, and that these gradually diverged into two dialects: Northumbrian,

north of the Humber river, as the name.tmplies; and Mercian, south of'the

Humber to the Thames River. The Saxong settled the region south of the

Thames (West,Saxon dialect), while the Jutes occupied the southeastern

corner(Kentish dialect). These settlements and dialects naturally over.

lapped, but our general outlines are valid.

We have already noted that the Northumbrian (Middle English

Northern) dialect was quickest and most sweeping in its sound'changes and

in its loss of inflectional endings because it was farthest from its point

of origin and so had least contact with the continent.

,
Mercian, West Saxon and Kentish were, progressively, more Conservative

These three, with some realignment of territory, developed into Middle

English East and West Midland and Southern. Now London lay on the Thames,

the approximate border between East Midland and Southern. Its language

characteristics,therefore,were strongly East Midland and somewhat Southern.

On the other hand, since people from all dialect regions traveled through

and settled there, its language was also rather cosmopolitan. It might

even be called a dialect melting pot. Thus the overall characteristics of

London English were middle ground, with some of the conservatism of

Southern, with an overlay of cosmopolitan melting pot, and with the academ-

ic influence of Oxford and Cambridge universities.
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An event that aided both English and London cosmopolitanism was the
highly contagious disease epidemic known as the Black Death, 1348 - 1350.

It killed an almost unbelievable number of people, 30% being the carefully
reasoned estimate. It hit hardest among the poor living in close quarters:
in short, the city. It decimated the nation's labor forCe by nearly half.

Merchants, artisans, and other skil'ed workers were at a premium and flock-
ed into London from everywhere, bringing their varied English dialects with
them. Since they could command high wages, they increased their wealth
and became prominent in community affairs, all speaking English.

, Toward the end of the century, the great poet Chaucer, although a

court ambassador and therefore fluent in French, decided to write his
greatest works in English. His dialect was natively Southern modified
considerably by his long residence in London. Thus Chaucer confirmed the
pre-eminence of London English by making it the literary language, as it
had already become the language of law, commerce, education and social life.

EXERCISES

1. Whose language prevails that of the conquelor or that of the
conquered? Discuss.

2. (R) Look up the status of principal parts for the verbs
dive and strive. A much-used parallel verb is drive. Do you
think there may be any relationship between our use of it and
the other two?

3. Linguists have established that the French vocabulary influence
was very small until 1200, rose to a peak in the 1350-1400
period, and then steadily lessened. How would you account for
this? Discuss.

4. We have been using the word conservative to descr%be dialects
less inclined to change. Is a conservative dialect better than
a non-conservative? Is any dialect better than any other?
Discuss.

5. (R) Did the signing of the Magna Charta (1215) have any
language overtones? May the -roubles between Richard II (1381)
and his constituents have had any influence whatever on the
English language? Thee questions are meant to show that
occurrences are usually considered politicallylbut not from
the very important.,vieWpoint of language.

2.5. The EmergsimeitifIltleralnalish. We have noted the emergence
of English, that islof the London versidri of the East Midland dialect, as
our official language. Only two major changes characterize the transfor-
mation of Middle into Modern English.
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The first is u vowel shift. We cited the forms of segn as an example
of Old English inflections. Somewhere along the line stin-Tecame our
stone; and it occurred in a general shift of certain vowel sounds that
took place primarily in the 15th century. Once again the change was gradual
overall, and systematic.

From about 1100 on,the vowels began to be forw.ci farther forward in the
mouth, Those that were already being formed farthest forward dropped back
into the place of those that moved out of the position farthest back.

giaEripat Middle Englisil Mode= English

Examples of forward progression:

dael (pal)

mttan (great'-ahn)
mete (get'-eh)
clan (dune)

gl5f (loaf)

dale (dahl'-uh)

mate (great'-uh)
mete (threat'-uh)
doUn (as in 2u1)

glOve (strove'-uh)

Examples of forward to backward position:

star' (Warren Spahn) stall (fawn)

fyr (like German or fir (fear)
French umlant -
fur, sur)

f5da (rode/-ah') aide (rode'-uh)
gOd (go-d) g5d (go-d)

dale

mete
meat
down

glove

stone

fire

food
good

Final -e was originally pronounced fully, then less and less until
it disappeared. It survives in the writing system, seemingly as an
indicator of regular vowel lengthening (complex nucleus, a term you will
meet later): fat, fate; not, note

This shift has been illustrated by using equivalent present-day
words, because you have not yet studied the sound system of English in
dctail. When you do.so, you should return to the previous paragraph and
insert the sound symbol proper to each ewample.

A second major change toward Modern English which took place in the
early modern period was prompted by the invention of movable type for
prin..ing. Before it, all was in manuscript form. How were manuscripts
done? by whom? The painstaking style of handprint of the monks was
imitated on the new movable type to give us our first print style. Print-
ing could do the same job much faster, and so much cheaper, and thus
many people could afford books who had never been able to afford manuscripts
Further, books could be made avaiLable to students and so the necessity of

dictating all material by teacher to students;was greatly lessened, and the
time gained could be spent in discussion, reading, and research instead.
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The coming of print coincided with the age of exploration we call the
E-AaiLsance. It was an era of both outer and inner exploration. The oute
is obvious: all the famous explorations and settlements by Europeans of the
Americas, Africa, and Asia, as uell as new findings about the universe by
Galileo and Kepler. The inner exploration consisted of a re-discovery of
the learning of Greek, Roman and Medieval times through translation into
modern English made available in books. The heart of the English publish-
ing industry was the printers of London, thus further confirming London
English as the English.

Modern spelling and punctuation are attributable primarily to the
invention of printing. Earlier both .ad been done in only partial agree-
ment. Manuscripts even of Shakespeare's day,- though tending toward greater
uniformity;'often spelled the same wor several ways on a single page.
For example, the doubling of consorants ;:ter short vowels gradually .fell
off in last syllables, though meanwhile 4oth versions were often used
interchangeably (catte, catt, cat). The doubling was generally retained in
the middle of words, and dropped entirely af:er diphthongs, Compare later
and latter, biter and bitter. Can you give others? The diphthong often
came to be signaled by a silent e at the end: rat, rate; bit, bite; met,
mete. Give others. The printers tended to set the pattern of uniformity
to simplify their type and to cut costs. The changes show a gradual
systematic trend to standardization in our spell:Ing, the nature of which
is only now becoming clear to us.

In punctuation,too, certain uses gradually became more uniform,
particularly in the use of the comma for inner punctuation to separate
items in series, and words and phrases supplying additional information.
Go to some reproductions of early printing and see such tendencies at
work. Why would the London printe.es exert great influence also in
punctuation? Again, steady systematization toward our preset system is
in evidence.

Many of the basic spelliug patterns set in those days and thapted by
the printers are still in effect. Now we know that language changes in
all of its three aspects. But English had been set in its structural
patterns (form), so that these merely continue to tkae stronger and stronger
pffect. And vocabulary (meaning) never stops changing. In the third
aspect (sound) we have seen that our language changed even in the early
modern pe_iod in the vowel shift.

Of one thing there is rib doubt, then: our pronunciation is bound to
be constantly, though not quickly, changing. Therefore,the parallel betwee
talking and vriting (of which spelling is an essential) will always change,
thus seemingly Increasing the difficulty of English spelling. But since
English spelling consists of a system of written equivalents for the sounds
in various word environments, it will probably be more adaptable to future
sound change than some newly invented system that concentrates on the
present and ignores dialect differences.
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EXERCISES

1. The rooms where the monks did their writing were called

scriptoria and what they wrote were called manuscOpts.

Why, do you suppose? (Consult a dictionary)

2. Were the printers who first set our spelling and punctuation

equipped to do so?

3. If we did have one written symbol for each sound, how would

differences in dialect affect the system?

4. Why have the simplified spellings catalog(ue) develop(e), and

hono(u)r been taken up generally? Why is glamo(u)r often

an exception to such acceptance?

Amexica'n Ens lish and Its Dialects

2.6. The Beinningso Arnrican Eng1Eh0 Any age of exploration is

also an age of exchange. Exchange of commodities and ideas brings a

parallel exchange in language. Lnd when exploration eventuates in

settlement, language emigrates with the settlers and takes on the coloring

of its new environment. Thus English was carried over the years

throughout the broadening British Empire to America, Asia, Africa, and

to many isalnd groups in every ocean. In each instance it has taken on

some native coloring and then developed in its own right. The transfer

to America is no exceptiont

The earliest English settlements in America were made in the early

17th century: JamestoWn, Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay colonies. The

settlers of these would have had their language schooling, whether at home

or in school, in the late 1500's0 Thus the English that first came to

America was Elizabethan English: the English of Spenser, Marlowe, Shakes.

peare. A second ingredient was one not necessarily part of the early

learning of the emigrants, but often of their more mature concerns: the

English of the great translations of the Bible, whether Catholic, Anglican

or Puritan, prompted by the increase in denominations. Recall, too, our

earlier consideration of the vowel shift. Most of itp changes had been

completed by the time of the first emigration wave to America .

-

Thomas Wettenbaker in The Puritan Oligarchy shows how closely the New

England.settlements followed the Anglian pattern of the settlers. What

might be called American Northern dialect, then, is based largely on Britis

East Midland, including London. A second area of settlement, Jamestown

and Maryland, resulted in American Southern dialect. Partly ttis represent

a stronger British Southern factor in the Jamestown ranks, A third dialect

American Midland primarily ia New Jersey and Pennsylvania was influenced



most strongly by the Scotch-Irish wave of emigration bringing the freer .

British Northern dialect and strong Gaelic overtones. A minor influence
was that of the Germsns,which resulted in such colorful literal translations
of structure and meaning as those of Pennsylvania Dutch English.

The second stage in American English vas the movement from some coastal
areas to others: Ulssachusetts southward to Rhode Island, Connecticut and
then to New York; northward to Maine, and westward to New Hampshire. Some
of the Jamestown settlers moved southward, and some went inland and north-
west into central PennsylvanIa and western New York. Thus we see American
Northern, Midland and Southern dialects spreading, and, in the course of
time, splinteling into sub-dialects of the three. At th same time a new
wave of settlers, primarily Scotch-Irish and Germans, settled in the back
dountry. There was meanwhile also a substantial vocabulary take-over from
the languages of the American Indiano. It was this second stage of American
English, therefore, which sent it down new and freer paths, so that almost
from the beginning it became a melting pot language that subsequent waves
of immigration from other origins merely confirmed and extended.

The third stage in Americat English resulted from the push westward
beyond the Blue Ridge, Appalachian and Allegheny Mountains. The Cumberland
Gap, the Delaware Water Gap and the flatland along the eastern Great Lakes
and the Gulf, and other such breaks in the mountains afforded natural pas-
sages into the fertile central plains. Natural land routes were paralleled
by natural waterways like the Ohio, Tennessee and Shenandoah Rivers.

In the early 19th century, particularly up to 1840, manmade ways were
added to the natural ones: the great eastern trails were made into roads,
and the rivers mete connected into a network by the addition of canals.
As you know, the triumph of the canal-builders was New York's Erie
Canal, a marvel of engineering that kept east and west traffic within the
boundaries of the United States. Very soon after 1840 the importance of
many of the shorter connecting canals began to decline. What technological
transportation change was responsible for the decline? This new mode
of transportation made great strides in the East by 1850; west of the
mountains the bulk of railroad building came late.

Let us now consider the language effects of these developments in the
transpoitation of both people and goods. Even now one can follow New
England's westward influence through the houses of upstate New York, Ohio,
Indiana and even farther west. On the other hand, Pennsylvania barns also
moved westward so that from Ohio on the New England house and PennsylvaniA
barn often appear side by side. Note on your transportation map the two
westward routes which merged there. Do you think there were also language
parallels in the margin? Quite understandably, these were the New England
dialect merging with that of the Scotch-Irish who had settled in western
Pennsylvania and also adopted the basic barn of the Pennsylvania Dutch.
Some of the latter, mainly religious communities from what is.now western
and southwestern Germany, established still newer communities all the way
across into Iowa.
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The roads, canals, and railroads required workers for their building.

The latest immigrant., were often the most suitable. And when a severe

pAato famine in Ireland sent thousands of Irish to the new world iii the

1840's and 18501s, these most often became the labor gangs to lay tracks

as their predecessors had dug the canalS. Later they often sought their

independent livelihood in the west. So the various dialects encountered

each other and began increasingly to merge.

The availability of land on a large-scale basis soon transformcd the

newest immigrants into the newest class of wealth and leadership in the

west. This is a little like the rise of the artisans in England after the

Great Plague. It uas, however, faster, more general,and more comprehensive

in America. Our people went from one frontier to the next coast, upland,

mountains, ele eastern drainage basin of the Mississippi, the westward trek

from that river,and finally the big pusn to newly discovered California

gold ; and at each stage occurred further langua ge?. miying, despite the

fact that single language groups often moved together a body. That is

how we get the nationality language communities :).f. th 4,,stern farm regions

just as surely as we got them in the Eastern manufactur.ng and trading

cities.

The process occurred over and ov,r, and therefore :ione of cur dialects

ever got so set as to be strange (foreign, if you will), as has been, the

case with dialects in far smaller Germany, Italy, and England. You have

heard of pockets of nearly Elizabethan English existing down to our day in

some mountain districts of Kentucky, Tennessee, and West Virginia. These

rare exceptions only prove how general the process of dialect mdxing has

been in the United States from the very first.

EXERCISES

1. Give examples of Indian place names and other vocabulary
borrowings from Indians in your own region.

2.

3.

4.

Find examples of place names from the explorers and settlers

of the following countries: Holland, Germany, Spain, France.

Can you find others? :

(R) What Other settlers and languages influenced American
English?

(R) Collect colorful literal translations like the following:

"Throw Mama from the train a kiss" (Pennsylvania Dutch saying
which became a popular song) and "Dance MR loose I warm so

easy" (Sheboygan, Wisconsin, German):.

(R) Did New York gain a whole series of Greek names in the
early 19th century because these were settled by Greeks (Troy,

Rome, Utica, Syracuse, Aurora, etc.)?
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2.7. American Regional Varieties. American regional dialects are
gradually being recorded in a project of regional language atlases -- maps
of regional speech paZ..terns -- of which one, the Linauistic Atlas of New
Ing_l_z_w is already published and several others are under way. Together
they will eventually form the anglaticAtlas of thaUnited States and
Canada. This work in progress.has already established the three general
areas of American English.

Northern:

Southern:

New England, New York, and upperNew Jersey
and Pennsylvania westward to the Mississippi

Southern half of Delaware and Maryland and
southwestward east of the mountains ( Appalachian,
Blue Ridge)to north central South Carolina'and
below that westward to the Mississippi

Midland: The dialect between Northern and Southern
. subdivided into Northern and Southern influence
areas.

Each of these major areas is subdivided into a half dozen or more
sub-dialect regions. Some of these are important even when they cover a
comparatively small territory, like Metropolitan New York. The state of
language usage from west of the Mississippi is relatively new to systemat-
ic study; it is therefore often labeled as a "Regional Dialects" section.
Further variations ale added by the accents of people from differet nation-
ality backgrounds who learn English as a second language in their teens
or later. Also, people today move about and travel so much that clearcut
differences become rarer and overlaps beCome more and more frequent.
Finally, each of us individually, after acquiring certain regional patterns
when we are children, takes on all kinds of specific influences and .

overlays from people of oth.r regions so that he turns out to be quite a
mixture.

Each of the major,areas has certain characteristics of pronunciation
(sound), grammar (structure), and semantic meaning (vocabulary).

Metropolitan New York has hosts of people who pronounce the vowels
before r and the r in turn, bird, and ermine as a: tan. You know the
r sound added to words that end like idea by New Englanders and sub-.

New Yorkers (the sounds above came later), and the virtual dropping of r
finally (relr : rrah) and often medially (.2arkia : ahhiaa) by New
Englanders and Southerners.

Regional expressions are often generally used: midwestern Northern
'I waited on(xou, the bus) instead of the more usual wait for. From the
'same region come all the furthar, the cat wants in, and baymae it's aet5Into
;harder to find drum_in_galaaatmo all are rather generally used, even
by the educated. Other regions seem to find them quaint and so do not
demur The western and southern allowed, holding an opinionlas in "He
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allowed we'd have to work mertime," is another example. RAional differ-
ences in past participles uf verbs become optiorial in dictionaries: dived,
dove; strived, strowl, do simple past variants: sank, sunk; shrank,
shrunk; mal, -pruna; se, .shined.

We have found reLional differences in both pronunciation (phonology)
and structure (morphology). The third component of language,
meaning, also varies regionally. Sometimes diffeent words are used for
the same thing: NprthLrn streem paralleloAMidlano run and Inland Northern
creek. Eastern Northern town and village are pare.leld by Inland Norpern
ImiLla and town. Northarn coxmon,or A1,2211 is paralleled by Souther9 and
Inland Northern saulie, .Eew York City's blocks are Philadelphia's ssilpres.
And we have explored only a v'ery small set of names.

A second regional differeabe_in.semantic meaning lies'in the same
word having different meanings in ghfferent regions. Our example town
is such a one, for in one of its denotations it means a small/ denSely
populated place in the midwest,but a certain size area in the northeast.
Do you know of any others?

2.8. AmericAn StanOnrd Dialect. We now recall one important differ.
ence in the dialect deVelopment of British and American English. The latter
had so,early and 'so consistently a melting pot development, a mixing of
dialects, that we have nev2r had to adopt a formal standard dialect such
as British Standard Spckdn or High German. We have, however, developed an
American Statidard dialect. This varies mainly in its dialect pronunciations
though even these cre genarally understandable. It is highly consistent
in its gramm:Aical structures and vocabulary because of its use in the
widest avenues of pul;lic communication, the mass media addressed to a
national audience: newspapers, magazines, radio, recordings, films, tele-
vision.

Two points need to be made about this "standard". It is the product
of general languag.i interaction in our society, not the decision of some
people who might like American English usage to follow their beliefs and
taste in language. Secondly, this gendral standard is neither rigid nor un-
changing. A good illustration can be found in an advertisement that
Icaused a big stir in language circles: "Winstons taste good like a cigar-
ette should." There were shocked reactions to the use of like instead of
as, there were even editorials in some of the very periodicals that con-
"tained the:ad. Yet such use of li%e was once prevalent in English, then
virtually outlawdd, and now gaining popularity again. The media who carry
such usage and criticize it editorially actually have official guides of
American Standard for pronunciation and usage which their speakers and
writers are rPquired to follow. Examples are the announcers' handbooks of
Isheixational radio and talevision networks and Write It Rid!, a selection
Of usage dicta to the writers of The New York Times by Editor Theodore
Bernstein. These guides undero periodic revision in usage as well as
vocabulary; they seek to reflect general cultivated taste and to act as_
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a check against an anything-goes view.

All usage in whatever dialect, can be classified, as we pointed out
in Unit I, into three levels formal, general, and unacceptable -- that
function in phonology, morphology, and meaning. Here we appl, the
classification to our widest actuality of usage American Standard dialect

Formal usage is a rather limited one in our day. It is best represent-
ed by the language of legal, religious, fraternal, ceremonial and contrac-
ttual occasions and documents. Euz...epSable usage is generally that which
will not-appear in the mass media of communication. Ewa here there is.a
wide range between the media in public place---oftened darkened theatre,
movie, nightclub and those that we share L... the same time in the normal-
ly lighted home radio and television. General usage is the great middle
ground between Formal and Unacceptable which in our day often combines the
publicly serious with the homespun humorous in close combination. A
presidential addre.s, a newspaper editorial, and a testimonial speech.cati
serve as three examples of such a combination.

EXERCISES

1. (R) Look up the following words in the dictionary. What about
their use today? cars, horsecar, beau, doily, antimacassar.

2. Consider the following two lists of words pertaining to American
politics and to the automobile ard its use, and decide whether
each is a new word or an old word with new meaning. Also identify
those which are compounds()

(L) caucus, primary, write-in vc .e, absentee ballot,
referendum, recall

Can you add any other words characteristic of American
politics?

(2) automobile, windshield wiper, dashboard, glove
compartment, gas gauge, accelerator, fender, bumper,
parking, stop light, traffic lane, exchange, ramp,
gaseteria trest room, notel.

Add as many others as you can.

3. (R) What backgrounds gave us the following words, according to
your dictionary; muskrat, parachute, cole slaw, pot cheese,
chipmunk, prairie fire, liverwurst, ranch house, car rodeo,
Santa Claus, woodchuck, hamburger, slugfest, shopping plaza,
sleigh bells, waffles.
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2.9, Thel.C.sitt.i.F.L.E.1.2._.nhasison Reason and Classic Precedent. The
post.Reformation years were for people years of great religious concern.
Each breakaway from an existing Christian church -. Anglicanism, Lutheran.
ism and Calvinism from Catholicism; Puritanism from Anglicanism; Baptist's
from Puritans, and the like -. arose from reasoning that questioned and
disproved parent beliefs and developed and substantiated its own. The
process itself acquired primary importante and emphasis. This emphasis
had its foundation not only in religious reasoning, but also in, the order-
ing of scientific knowledge beginning with Bacon and eventua'ting in
Newton's discovery of the laws of matter and gravitation. The notion that
all physical things run strictly according to natural.law led to the rather

I logical feeling that non-physical things also run by natural laws, laws of
'., the intangible world of mind and spirit .. the laws of reason.

Similarly, language was though*- to function by natural laws, a fact
that led to such systematic language studies as those of Grimm and Verner
and to a strong emphasis on correctness of expression. Emphasis in
language usage was placed on balanced structure; on reasonableness of
attitude and tone; on precision of word choice; and on borrowings from the
"learned languages", Latin and Greek, for abstract thought, art and refined
social life. There was a concerted attempt to use and to regulate the "semi
barbaric English tongue" in the patterns of the "ideal" languages of
Classic antiquity. In fact, so general was the concern for the 'study and
improvement of English that the "rules" laid down by the lexicographers

.and grammarians of the 18th century became the language standards for
ithe.next. .150 years.. .

-

It might be thought that 18th century interest was so high in
language Stu 4Ythat the practice of writing became secondary. cuite the
contrary. The extremely skilled poetical workmanship in the predominant
form of the heroic couplet was matthed in prose by increased directness;
proportion and balance between the whole composition and its parts; per.
fecting of parallelism, climax and anti.climax in'sentence structure; and
cultivation of t. restrained, reasonable, tone. The models were English:
Dryden earlier, then Johnson, Goldsmith, Addison, Steele, Burke. Then an
entire generation of Americans, busy with nation.founding, adapted the
same style to as fine a single collection of political writing3as can be
found anywhere. The names are quite familiar: Henry, Dickinson, liamilton,
Madison, Jefferson, Adams, Franklin, Paine and. Freneau.

Franklin can serve as che typical American example because he could
'concoct the most polished of satireatpen the clearest of scientific obser-
Vations% and also write an autobiography so direct and even-tempered that
6ven h's greatésE criies are caught with almost matter-of-fact reasonable-
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ness. The prose style of all these writers was based on that of the great
Creek and Latin writers, as were their principles of rhetoric. The result

was the modern English sentence, a truly collaborative achievement of both
British and American writers. Thus the century that gave us grammar by
rule gave us also a prose style whose tight structure and relaxed tone can
serve us well as pattern for improvement of our own writing,

EXERCISES-'

1. Study the following brief excerpts from Benjamin Franklin,
Thomas Paine, and Thomas Jefferson. Indicate where and how
.they show the 18th century characteristics of language discussed
above.

(Viking Survey, pp. 291, 326-327, 349)

Then I made myself as tidy as I could and went to Andrew
Bradford the printer's,: I found in the shop the old man his
father, wham I had seen.at New York, and who, traveling on
horseback. had got to Philadelphia before me. He introduced
me to his son, who received me civilly, gave me a breakfast,
but told me he did not dtpresent want a hand, being lately
supplied with one; but there was another printer in town,
lately set up, one Keimer, who perhaps might employ me; if
not, I should be welcome to lodge at his house, and he would
give me a little work to do now and then till fuller business
should offer.

'

Colonial andFederal to 1800
Viking Press, page 291
by Benjamin Franklin from
The Autobiography

These are the times that try men's souls. The summer
soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink
from the service of his country; but.he that stands it now
deserves the love and thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, like
hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have this consolation
with us, that the harder the conflict, the more glorious the
triumph. What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly:
it is dearness only that gives everything its value. Heaven
knows how to put a proper price upon its goods, and it would
be strange indeed if so celestial an article as FREEDOM should
not be highly rated.

Colonial and.Federal to 180
Viking Press, pp. 326-327
by Thomas Paine

from The Crisis (No. 1)
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We hold these truths to be self.evident: that all men
are created equal; that they are endowed by their creator with
certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,
ai.d the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights,
governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed; that whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right
of the people to alter or abolish it, and to institute new
governmeot, laying its foundations on such principles and
organizing its powers in such form as to them seem most likely
to effect their safety and happiness.

Colonial and Federal to 180
Viking Press, p. 349
by Thomas Jefferson
from Declaration of the
United States

2. An interesting little essay on language, particularly American
English, was included by James Fenimore Cooper in his The
American Democrat (1838). Two excerpts follow. Are these at
all relevant to today's American English? Discuss.

While it is true.that the great body of the American
people use their language more correctly than the mass of any
other considerable nation, it is equally-true that a smaller
proportion than common attain to elegance in this accomplishment,
especially in speech. Contrary to the general law in such
matters, the women of the country have a less, agreeable utterance
than the men, a defect that great care should be taken to
rememdy, as the nursery is the birthplace of so many of our
habits.

The American Democrat
James Fenimore Cooper
Vintage Books, Inc. p. 116

The love of turgid expressions is gaining ground and ought
to be corrected. One of the most certain evidences of a man of
high breeding, is his simplicity of speech; a simplicity that
is equally remaved from vulgarity and exaggeration. He calls
a spade, a "spade". His enunciation, while clear, deliberate
and dignified, is totally without strutp showing his familiarity
with the world, and, in some degree, reflecting the qualities
of his mdnd, which,is polished without being addicted to
sentimentalism, or any other bloated feeling. He never calls
his wife, "his lady", but "his wife",.and he is not afraid of
lessening the dignity of the human race, by styling the most
elevated and refined of hiS fellow creatures, "men and women."
He does not say, in speaking of a dance, that "the attire of
the ladies was exceedingly elegant and peculiarly becoming at
the late assembl " but that"the women were well dressed at the
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last ball; nor is he apt to remark, 'that the Rev. Mr. G
gave us an elegant and searching discourse the past sabbath,"
but, that 'the parson preached a good sermon last Sunday.'

The American Democrat
James Fenimore Cooper
Vintage Books, Inc.,p.121

2.10. 11.1-Laitury_loosion. This century offers excellent evidente
that patterns set in motion tend to continue and even to have analogical
effects.

The 19th century saw the emergence of modern science and technology,
industrialization, communication, and urbanization. Let us see how these
affected English langtifge tendencies we have noted.. All of .them created
many virtually new areas of specialization: oil refining, automobiles,
chemistry, telegraphy, telephone, daily newspaper, mass magazines, to
name but a varied few. Each of these fields added a vocabulary of its
own, as well as adding new meanings for existing words. These processes
also continued any melting pot tendencies of the English language.

All the previous structural trends continued through the century. Two
forms of these have been practiced especially frequently by Americans.
These are verb.adverb combinations and compound nouns. The first includes
such combinations as rub off on, dig in, hae.112, follow through, run
down. The second, making compounds, represented an easy may for Americans
to name 'plants, animals and products new to them: bull snake, ground
squirrel, catbird, cottonwood, log cabin. Some remain as two words, while
others have become one. Can you think of any hyphenated examples? Once
the general tendency was from two wordslto hyphenated word,to one word.
This trend has lessened greatly in recent years, as we need so many new
words and so many new uses for old words that we do not tie them up
permanently, but leave them free for any and all new combinations.

The American melting pot of both city and country tended to bring
together people of various dialects and so continued the earlier trend of

. making the dialects less extreme in differences than was true in England.
The very nature of American English as a whole continued to vary more fram
the British mother tongue, as new fields like railroading, manufacturing,
agriculture, and native politics and sports developed purely American
vocabularies or somewhat different vocabularies for the same fields.

We should remindourselves that, simply because American English
early began to differ from British English, it is not always newer in its
uses. Hundreds of words have been found to survive in America, though
they have gone out of use in Britain. Look up examples of such given in
Albert H. Marckwardt's American English, pp.59-80,

.Certain aspects of American pronunciation are also due to this
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pronunciation of the a in fast, path, half, dance and others is like that
in cat. In British English the a in these is pronounced like that in our
father. This represents, in short, America's retention of a pronunciation
exported to her, while the British home product underwent change. A second
instance of such American retention is in the pronunciation of r. In

British English this has disappeared except before vowels. In "American

English it continues, though with lessened force in some dialects like
New England, New York,and Southern.

A third instance is in words like 221, 122, hot, stock, pronounced
generally in American English as parallel to %..1.212 and cmper. These have
become pronounced with partly rounded lips in British English, as is true
often in New England.

Still another instance lies in the British dropping of the third
syllable in certain words: secretary, dictionarx, Imcessary. The a is
silent. In American pronunciation, on the contrary, even when the stronges
stresé falls on a syllable other than the first, the a is pronounced:

Ammtax (educational use), contemporary, extraordinary.

These four are the major differences between British and American
pronunciation, all due to our retaining of the imported version (l6th-l7th
century), while the British one gradually changed.

But we need to look westward as well as eastward. With the coming o
railroads to centers as far west as Chicago and St. Louis (see our
.transportation map), these became jumping-off points for the West. This
time the territorial expanse was vaster, the possibility of Indian attack
strongerland the nountains eventually to be crossed far higher and more
rugged. Large wagon trains were a necessity for survival. Therefore,
.smaller groups banded together into larger ones, including varied language
and dialect groups. Thus not only were dialects exposed to one another,
but also the common bond of communication between different nationality
groups was English. This was true as well in the settlements, whether
rural or village, Each was dependent on all for help against attack,
famine, disease, weather, crime.

The routes were even fewer: the southwestern, the western one (taken
later by the first transcontinental railway), and the northwestern one
(found by the Lewis and Clark expedition), the latter not nearly so

popular as the others. Dialect mixing in this fourth stage was bound to
ciccur even more pronouncedly than before.

The prairie melting pot has been caught by such writers as Cooper,
Cather, Rolvaag, and Garland. Cooper with his The Prairie was the first.
This book has a quite improbable ruse for bringing together an English
Anglican Cavalry officer, a group of Northern Irish Bible-reading squatters,
a traveling preacher, a Spanish Catholic heroinp from Louisiana. These
and assorted others symbolize the American mixture of nationality, religiou
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and language backgrounds who must work out their survival together or

perish separately. The novels of Cather, Rolvaag, and Garland later

treated the same situation more realistically for the settlements of

Nebraska, the Dakotas,and Minnesota and Iowa, respectively. The Far

West was similarly portrayed in the fiction of Bret Harte and Mark Twain.

In all instances one finds the attempt to distinguish between backgrounds

in the dialects spoken by the characters. For instance, Mark Twain points

out in a preface.to Huckleberry Finn that he has carefully distinguished

among four dialects:

EXPLANATORY

In this book a number of dialects are used, to wit: the
Missouri negro dialect; the extremist form of the backwoods
Southwestern dialect; the ordinary 'Pike County dialect;

and four modified varieties of this last. The shadings have

not been done in a haphazard fashion, or by guesswork; but

painstakingly, and with the trustworthy guidance and support
of personal familiarity with these several forms of speech.

mke this explanation for the reason that without it
many readers would suppose that all these characters wers...

trying to talk alike and not succeeding,

The Author

The Adventures of Huckleberryiinr,

by Mark Twain
Harper and Bros.

The'westward expansion of American English is but one specific

.11 instaace .. thcush of course one very close to us .- of the general
n
& expansion of English as Britain expanded to the only frontier available

It to it"4thc.t overseas, of which the settlement of America was a substantial

1

t part.

First of all, we might wonder at the. fact that the dialects of
"tight little island' Britain persisted in greater separation than those of

Amrica. The answer lies surely in a principle of langupge change we
already know well: the basic patterns in which a language develops tends to

renain re:son,..bly constants This parallels the learning of a language by

a child -- his for:native language patterns will remain a part of him all

his life. Sinalarly, the early separating and mixing patterns,respective-

ly, of Brith and American English have continued down to our time.

The earliest of the export dialects of Britain was Scottish. Tha

characteristics of the northern dialect became so individually developed
with a strong GaeJic flavoring in the north that gradually it became a

distinct dialectr so much so that some linguists think of it as a differr
k'? ent language. But British Egglish is today's official dialect in Scotland,.

a fact due.to the Reformation, the accession of James VI as King James I

of England (1603),3nd the Act of Union (1707). The last of the predominant 1,e'r



ly Scottish dialect poets was Robert Burns. Since then the dialect has
steadily declined as a standard, even in the arts. In fact, only last
year the great Scottish Dictionary, in financial straits for years,
had to be at least tovorarily abandoned for lack of fundsb.

Irish English went through a similar development. Gaelic was grad- :

ually supplanted by English as standard, especially during the seventeenth
century, with a Celtic lilt that most hearers find very melodious. In ;

the twentieth century there has been a deliberate effort to re-establish .

Gaelic as the language of the Irish Free State by teaching it in the
schools. The attempt has not yet succeeded, bearing out what we have
learned about language: it develops naturally and to develop it artifi-
cially is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible. It is Irish English
that has become one of the chief dialect elements in American Englishi

The settlement of Australia in its earlier stageh was by prisOners
from Britain and lower class Britons who wanted to, better their-station.
The generous sprinkling of London Cockney dialect among these settlers
and the animals and plant life unique to Australia have given Australian
English a flavor all its own.

English followed Dutch in South AfriLla, as it had in New York City.
But the Dutch were proportionately more numerous in South Africa.
Consequently, South African English is strongly flavored with Dutch
words. It has had also a substantial number of African (native)
borrowings, as well as the influence of generations of Scottish school
teachers.

The English of Canada, on the other,hand, has been'molded pre-
dominantly by American English, Northern especially. Consequently,
Canadian English is in essence a dialect of American English. Most'
Canadians say schedule with sch like sh in shall instead of sk as'in
skill; they also say the diphthong in house a little differently from
most Americans. But such rather rare exceptions only prove how similar
.Canadian and American Engltih are.

7

The English of India shows its dialect in its take-over of certain
'necessary words from the main native languages because there are no
,actual equivalents in Britain (plants, animals, customs, religious
beliefs, etc.). Otherwise, Indian English is that used by the British
who ruled India for so long as well as by Indians who attended British
'universities.

We have taken a quick look at some of the main extensions of English
throughout the British Empire. How really far flung and varied these
were can be seen from a list of some of the other Empire colonies:

In Europe . Gibraltar, Malta, Aegean Islands, etc.
In Africa . Egypt, Sudan, Tanganyika, Rhodesia, etc.
In Asia . Malay States, Hong Kong
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In the Americas . British Guiana, Trinidad, Bahama

Island's, etc.

In Australasia . British New Guinea,.New Zealand

The Empire spread of English is considerably firmer than the spread

of Greek.or.Latin through the empires of Alexander and the Roman Caesars.
Conquest is but one reason. Another lies in the gradual development of
major colonies into commonwealths with a constantly grcwing autonomy,
A third reasoff-is to be found in the multitude of laguages found in some
colonies, making English not only the one nutually shared official
language, but the necessary continuation of English as official language
even after commonwealths and colonies have become.independent. Thus.

India has not been able to agree on a single native language, so English
remains the official language. This is equally true of some of the new
African nations embracing various tribes and languages.

EXERCISES

1. Identify, with the help of dictionaries and any personal'
connections, the kind of English to which each word in the
following lists belongs (some may belong to more than one
kind):

movie canteen .dorp veld
film pub village prairie
cinema snug town
bioscope bar

2. Give some of the meanings ve.rious kinds of English have for
the following:

station. camp store

.

3. Using your dictionary and any other source match the following
lists of words.

Americag British

tv petrol
hood pram
elevator lift
gas bonnet
rare bobby

underdone
truck telly
cop lorry
baby carriage wireless

Nett,
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2.11. The 20th Ce-Itury. The current century continued all the
trends we have been considering, accelerating many. Thus the increased
knowledge, specialization,and pace of contemporary life are reflected
in the many additional field vocabularies, of which aviation, electronics,
television, nuclear physicd, l'iochemistry, stereo, and radiology are but
a smattering. Since scientific knowledge has approximately doubled twice
within the last 25 years, you can see that the need for vocabulary.expar.
sion has been like nothing before in language history,

One structural development has been tremendously accelerated in our
day, particularly out of the need to coin new terms in the sciences. You

may have read that pharmaceutical companies now feed the components of

new drugs into computers to arrive at possible names for them, These must

be names that will not overlap with others and will yet be clearly,
indicative of the product's makeup. This procedure is also used widely
in the technological fields. The resultingterms are often long, difficult,
and quite intermingled in the parts of speech used. Here are some
examples '!rom recent advertisements in The Scientific American:

Collins Kineplex high-speed data transmission sysieMs
Ohio Semiconductors' Hall Effect Current Transducers

a four-point angular contact ball bearing
total fast neutron dose
automatic ambicut-temperature three-channel liquid

scintillation spectrometer
in put; out put; through put

The tendency has naturally spread more extensively than ever before
into our everyday English as well. Here is a sample drawn from a restaurant.
menu: Broiled Fresh Alaska Red King Salmon. "Escapade, the magnificent
Philip L. Rhodes designed seventy-two foot yawl" was taken from a boating
magazine. A spurts news item speaks of "the list of unbeaten untied major
small college basketball teams." One of the longest.such, from Britain,
happily carries quotation marks, though most do not: the familiar "John
dedicates this number to Mary Howard of Barnet, nertfordshire" radio valen-
tines.

Add other random examples:

on the go traffic
on the grow families

a real here is smething you ought to do quality
It's a me saver..

Give me a for instance

In every illustration the easy interchangeability of the parts of speech
is quite apparent. Identify as many of the words in the examples as you
can. Note too that signals which help show what words belong together
hyphens and quotes .. are often missing. Can you see that if your teecher
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have quite a time, unless you have several clues instead of a single

definition to help you: for example, that a noun not only names a person,

place or thing, but also forms a plural and a possessive, appears consis-

tently in certain positions ln our sentences, and often, has characteristic

suffixes.

A second great 20th century influence is the direct relationship

between the pace of our lives, the speed of our communicetion media,and

the pace of our own individual communication process. We are used to

functioning in amulti-noise context, accustamed to getting and sending

our messages through and over other sounds, used to interruptions and

doing several things at the same time. Our individual communication

make-up and process has became geared to the variety and simultaneity of

stimuli that compete for our attention and demand our responses. Among
the speed-ups is that of the flow of speech. A stenographer who served

six presidents said that each succeeding one dictated'faster. We are

not electing only fast-talking presidents; their speech pace is repre-

sentative of general practice. Faster talking necessarily means less

time per syllable and sound.

One result has been to make all the vowels of unstressed syllables

sound quite alike. This sound is shown by the symbol a called a schwa.
It made its first American dictionary appearance in 1949 and is already
by far the most frequently used symbol in the dictionary. The trend is

not new. The dictionaries have caught up with the trend in pronunciation;

but the trend has also hit the top of the speedometer. You see that the

more vowels sound alike, the harder it is to hear the distinction between

them as an aid to spelling.

Somewhat related to this matter of speech pace is the contemporary

trend to informality. It began as an emphasis on being natural: to con-

verse, discuss and give speeches as one naturally talks and not according

to some elocution system. But this in itself has been part of a larger

trend to informality. Language is a part of behavior like dress, manners,

customs. When these became more familiar, so does language.

When there are fewer dress-up affairs and even ordinary dinners, and

=re cook-outs, picnics and family room gatherings, the dress and language

follow suit. This holds not merely for ordinary people but also for

that educated minority we spoke of eaklier. Meanwhile, that minority

has grown substantially here ha a land dedicated to universal education
for universal citizenship. That minority, greatly augmented, also issues

magazines, makes state speeches, addresses formal dinners, all in a

language of taste that includes informal anecdotes and allusions as well

as literary prose, often used effective y together.

That is why, as we have seen, we tend to speak of language use that
is appropriate to a given situation rather than generally proper or correct

That is also why the designations formal and muspitaku cover far fewer
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instances of usage than ever before and vhy there is such a vast middle:.

ground called, appropriately, general.

Meanwhile, what of the spread of English as a world language? We

have noted that the successor of the British Empire, the British Common.

wealth of Nations, comprises a worldwide group of nations for whom the

official language is English. The 20th century also brought the

emergence of the United States into world affairs. Its international

influence in trade, in World conflict (World Wars I and II and others),

in the United Nations, in alliances and'in foreign aid have carried

American English to even theremoter parts of every continent.

What is the current state of English, that is, the sum total of

all English dialects? Structurally, it is quite set, with the direction

toward'even greater simplicity in inflection and word order continuing
in such things as the reduction of strong verbs; the almost exclusive

use of .s and .es as plural; the reduction in use of the possessive .by

substituting of (boy's,of the-boy); the consequent tightening of 'the

word order pattern, so that 947. of our discourse is already.done in six.'

simple patterns or combinations of them.

The sound system ofEnglish seems relatively set in its consonants

and in its short vowels, ae have noted. The tendency to intreased

regularity of stress moving forward in words,and so of more sound.alike
unstressed vowels (schwa),seems likely to continue as our speaking pace

continues brisk or more so.. The diphthongs have systematiCally continued

to shift in formation, and so in sound. Since we have seen .this to-be

one of formation with the tongue further forward and upward, where can

it end?

Also to be kept in mind are our electronic media of communication:

film; radio (various wave length); tele'Vision '(W and VHF); and recording'

(record and tape). These have shifted our language emphasis from one on

print and silent reading to one on viewing and hearing. In other words,

oral language has again become central, somewhat as it was before

priniing. And we reaind ourselves that oral language changes more and

more quickly than written language. All this sUiel5; points to possibly

rapid changes in all pronunciation.

The dialect status of English tends still toWarci.less 'distinctiveness

This is true of British English as well as American. The universality of

communications media continue to press for a common dialect.ground, as do
our .frequent travels.and changes of residence. ,A curious footnote

Carnes currently from Britain,where general dialect use is actually

increasing. It seems that a neutral language is fine for a voice over

ipdio, but not individual enough for a personality seen intimately on

television.

The English vocabulary continues to expand tremendously, but as

much by coinage and re.formation as by borrowing. The latter goes on with-
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complete adaptation .to ovc own structure. The former AnclUdes adding

rim meanings to 'the same words, compounding, and the flexible manipula-

tion of prefixes, suffixes, and word.stems.

All of these characteristics may well favor the cause of English as

possibly the world language of the near future. Discuss why'each

characteristic does or does not lend itself to such a conclusion.

Two other characteristics of English seem to represent handicaps for

its assuming world leadership. One is the great increase in idiomatic

expressions, most prevalent in verb-adverb combinations and prepositional

phrases. Can you think of examples that might strike a foreigner as

odd and theiefore difficult?

The second handicap to anyone learning English is,of courselour

spelling system. It is, however, sometimes easier for foreigners than

for natives, simply because in borrowed words the spelling is often

similar to, or even identical with, the word in the language from which

it was borrowed, our pronunciation notwithstanding: chauffeur, puahog,

hombre, zwieback, skoal.

Other points that favor the spread of English in a world sense are

(I) its numerical strength; (2) its being the language of tvo great

powers, the United States and the British Commonwealth, (3) its vocabulary

being made'up of so many borrowings from other languages, especially .

Germanic and Romance; (4) its ever-groWing strength as a second language,

and even as official language in countries whose language elements are

so diverse that they cannot agree on.a national language (India, the

Philippines, Guianaletc.).

Finally, of what importance is it really what language becomes

predominant? There must be millions who could not care less. But

these are without doubt more than matched by millions who care intensely.

Who? Why? Should we?

In a sense, the importance lies in the fact that language and ideol-

ogy do go together. This is apparent in the dual attitude toward English

in emergent nations: it is attacked as the Ianguage of colonialism,

yet it is also recognized as the language of freedom. Of perhaps

even greater importance are totalitarian attempts (Nazi and Communist)

to control people's Clinking by (1) restricting the words in dictionaries

gsnerally available; and (2) prescribing the meanings that can be listed

for the words included. The idea is to remove much of the stimulus to

independent thought by rigorously controlling the primary medium for

thinking language.' A free language is open to misuse by the irrespons.

ible and the unethica3, but it is always open to examination and to
free inquiry by all.

This historical survey of the English language is but a bird'eeye

view. Hopefully it will stimulate additional reading on your part. Most
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of all, it is meant to give you a solid notion of the way in which a
language, and English most particularly, comes into being and develops,
with the main pattern: changing systematically and gradually, not
helter.skelter to fit any one's special idea of what it ought to be. A
language in its functioninE, simply will not permit anyone to tell 3
eitherubnything goes'or"this is the way you must goV We ascertain the
state of that language at a giveu time and see *how it got that way;

only then will we be able to say something about its future.

EXERCISES

1. (R) Here are some of our World War E1 borrowings. Look
them up in the dictionary. Which seem to be translations
rather than direct carryovers? Which do you hear or see in
the day's news?

quisling blitzkrieg panzer
breakthrough elite guard pocket battleship
retreat in depth strategic withdrawal
collaborationist Anzacs

2. See how many meanings you can give for two of the following
without a dictionary, including compounds. Then turn to your
dictionary and add others. Also check if you have listed
slang words that are not in the dictionary. For one of them
use an unabridged dictionary, if your school has one.

cross bit ride ball slide rua

3. (a).110'our library has a dictionary of Americanisms look'
up the,..following, To what period do they belong?

23 skidoo straighten up and fly right
'hOdligan

Do 6.i6"older members and friends of your family use any
slang expressions that you are not used to? Which of the
slang expressions you use do you think will.die, which'
stay alive, and Thy?

4. Here are two exercises to show word order governs meaning in
modern English:

(1) Show,by underlining each word in turn, the various
oral emphases this sentence can be given: We played
the Beavers last week.
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(2) Place the word 2,12ix in as many places as possible
in this sentence to indicate the possible changes in
meaning and emphasis:

She was only a child.

The Development of the
Study of English

2.12. Pre-18th Century. The study of a language always follows
a longtime general use of that language. Thus when a full grammar of
Sanskrit appeared in about 500 B.C. that language must already have
had a lengthy development and use. English, as we have seen, emerged
into what we call modern English between the time of Chaucer and Shakes.
peare, roughly between 1400 and 1600 A.D.
It was in the 17th century, after the language had been developing for
over a thousand years that the study of English really had its beginning.

One of the earliest reasons for study of the English language lay in
the need Lir a standard orthography. What is that? Another reason lay in,

, the rhetoric of the time, which was often overly wordy 9 abstract and
I ornate, especially in the mouths of courtiers and would-be courtiers

addressing patron nobles. As a result, essays for a more direct speech
and writing began to appear. Guides fo2 discourse were developed in the
form of Vets of difficult words and their meanings, including,of course,
foreign borrowings. Such lists by Cawdrey, Bullokar, Cockeram, Blount
and Phillips (1604-1658) were the forerunners of what kind of modern
books, do you suppose? So we had books dealing with the pronunciation,
'spelling and meaning of words. What aspect of language that we stf;dy
regularly in school was not included? Grammar, of course; this aspect
,began to be a concerr later in the 17th century and particularly in the
'18th century, the latter an era known in literary annals as the Neo-
Classic Period and in historical circles as the Age of Reason.

2.13. 18th Century. We have already noted the discoveries of
rpen like Grimm and Verner -- namely, that langunges,too,change in pattern,
not haphazardly. Therefore,to study the workings of language best and
to get at hr.,' English works best is to relate it to the great polished
languages ,J.,. antiquity, Greek and Latin, both Indo-European like our
own. The aims of the 18th century students 'of English were: (1) to
discover the system of rules (laws) through which it functions, by
applying to its system or grammar what had already been established for
Greek and Latin, and,to a lesser degree,for Italian and French; (2) to
refine the language where necessary and set standards for it to counter.
act the defects which had supposedly crept into it; (3) to fix the
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language In the form proper to it. Where precedent for a rule could no
longer be ascertained, reason would be the guide. The means to these
ends were a National Academy as guardian of the language, a dictionary,
and a grammar. All of these had already been set in motion in Italy and
France. In England there was decided objection to an Academy, especially
from Dr. Samuel Johnson; he and others felt that no language could be
permanently fixed, and that Greek and Latin, which had stayed "pure"

longest, had. done so, without benefit of any academy. An academy was

neirer established.

Dr. Jc:oson, after but seven years of work, published A Dictionary
of the Lang.Ja e in 1755. The grammar was assayed by William Loughton

1734 , Joseph PrtPltley(1761),Sand Dr. Robert.Lowth (1762), eventually

a Bishop of London. Famed scientist Priestley recognized that free
usage by free people can not and will,not be bound solely by precedent,
reason, and prescribed rule, and thatEnglish had developed independently
of Latin and Greek. But this is not the view that prevailedThe world of
Johnson and Lowth became arbiters, the latter's grammar going through
ov,er twenty editions and directly influencing many other grammars as
well. Thus the first grammars that prevailed in our schools and colleges
wire those that.rigorously prescribid rules for everything. Often what

was prescribed was adopted by analogy to Greek and Latin or even out
of the personal taste (reisonableness rather than reason) of the partic-

ular grammarian or lexicogtapher. Interestingly, these general pre-

scriptive outlines, despite individual variations, endured Anto the
twentieth century, especially as part of school textbooks.

The earliest figure in America to pnisUe such language study was
Noah Webster,, As.a lawyer turned teacher, he'tried to do something about
the shortage of English texts occasioned bY tk. aevolutionary War. He

wrote a spelling book, a grammail and a reader. The speller was a

phenomenal best seller, going through edition after edition for over a
hundred years. The income frOm.it made possible his continued study of
American, as distinct from British, Eilglish. The speller reflected his
bent toward simplified American spelling, which he did not indulge as

far as he had a mind to because of the admonition against it by
Benjamin Franklin. His dictionary (2 vols., 1828) was called An American

ElstionaLofille1ishLIE2u4se.' This was but the culmination of
his linguistic nationalism, he having from the very first urged a

thoroughly American pronunciation, spelling and usage as a unifying

factor for the.colonies, and as essential to the development of an
American literature. Webster seems to have had greater success than the
British philologists who paralleled him in their concepts of language
change, but that is surely only because American English began almost
at once to vary from the British. Converr.11y, in fact, most English

(and many cultured Americans) lioked down on American speech as represent-
ative of America's geneal cultural barbarity. This attitude has persisted

and has a few adherents even to this day.
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EXERCISES (Dictionary)

(R)The following quotaticas give the views of Dr. Samuel Johnson
on language as he made them in the Preface to his (our first
comprehensive) dictionary (1755). Look up what the preface

of your own dictionary says about each of these aspects, copying
down the sentences that summarize each. Then compare the two
for likenesses and differences. Your instructor will decide
whether this is to be an individual or group Oroject.

1. The Function of the Dictionary Maker:
"Every language has its anomalies, which ..must be tolerated
among the imprefections of human things, and which we require
only to be registered, that they may not be increased,and

ascertained, that they may not be confounded: but every
language has likewise its improprieties and absurdities,
which it is the duty of the lexicographer to correct or
proscribe.. CO

to me, who do not form, but register the language; who
do not teach men how they should think, but how they have
hitherto expressed their thoughts."

2. Spelling:

. s. some (words) still continue to be variously written,
as authors differ in their care or skill: of these it was
proper to inquire the true orthography, which I have always
considered as depending on their derivation, and have
therefore referred to their original languages:"

3. Etymoloal
"It is of great importante, in examining the general fabric
of a language, to trace one word from another, by noting the
usual modes of derivation and inflection; ..."

4. Grammar:

"The words, thus selected and disposed, are grammatically
considered; they are referred to the different parts of
speech; traced, when they are irregularly inflected, through
their various terminations; and illustrated by observations

necessary to the elucidation of our language, "

5. Meaning:

"To explain, requires the use of terms less abstruse than
that which is to be explained, and such terms cannot always
be found; for the easiest word, whatever it be) can

. never be translated into one more easy,'

I have endeavoured frequently to join a Teutonick and
Roman interpretation, as to CHEER, to 24f:idea, or exhilarate,
that every learner of English may be assisted by his own
tongue."
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6. haS:.'-a2112ha:
."My purpose was to admit no testtmony of living authors, that
I 'might not be misled by partiality, I have studiously
endeavoured to collect examples and authorities from the
writers before the restoration (1660) I have fixed Sidney's
wOrk (Sir Philip Sidney, 1554-1586) for the boundary, beyond
which I make few excursions."
"Some of the examples have been taken from writers, Who were
never mentioned as masters of elegance or models of-stylq
but words must be sought where they are used;' and in what
pages, eminent for purity, can terms of manufacture or
agricUlture be found?" - -

a.

Words Included:
ft fsee to CGLLECT the WORDS of our language was a task of
greater difficulty (than the other concerns above); the
deficiency of dictionaries was immediately apparent; and
when they were exhausted, what was yet wanting, must be
sought byfortuitousand unguided excursions into books and
gleaned as industry should find, or chance should offer it,
in the bOundless chaos of a living spetCh."
"Many terms appropriate to particular.Occupational though
necessary and.significant, are undoubtedly omitted; ..."

2.14. Post-18th Century. The study of the Erllglish language
continued to be influenced primarily by the 18th ceniury philologists
and their followers. Grammar and usage as taught in the schools was
prescriptive, with a single standard of correctness and with permissive-
ness limited to very informal occasions.

.This century's great monument of English language study is the
comprehensive historical dictionary which includes earliest found use
of every word in English, and all changes in form and meaning, known
as either the NED (New E :lish bictionar on Historical Prinbi les) or
the OED (Oxford English Dictionary). Years of widespread research,
including the necessary publication of 150 volumes of Old andyMiddle
English.Manuscripts, began in 1858 and culminated.in'the gradual
appearance of the 10 volumed between 1884 and 1928: 'A supplementary
volume appeared.in 1933. It is, as Professor Baugh has said, "the
greatest dictionarY of any language in the world." And it'haslof
courseoinfluenced all later lexicography, particularly that of English.

When we turn now to the language study of this century, we willnot be surprised to find that it adapts to the social conditions justdiscussed. A first result is greater concern for Americanisms and
their status in our speech and writing. After George P. Krapp's
,The English Language in America (2 vols., 1925), came The Dictionaryof American English under editors Sir William Craigie (who had
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received his knighthood .for his work on the ExioldaBlish Dictionarx)
and James R. Hulbert (4 vols., 1938-1944). Then came the great
linguists of recent times9 most still living, whose work will be
treated in another unit. Here we shall speak of but one practical
result, one that touches all our lives, a new breed of desk dictionaries.

Linguist and lexicographer Clarence Barnhart edited the first
of these, The American Colle e Dictionary, 1949. Later he collaborated
with reading-language expert and psychologist Edward Le Thorndike to
produce the Thorndike.Barnhart school dictionaries by levels. Webster's
New World Dictionary came along concurrently, and Merriam.Webster's
Seventh Collegiatelactionary followed last year*

How did the process.of "making" these differ from that of previous
smaller dictionaries? First, entries had been taken from the unabridged
dictionary. This tended sometimes to miss popular.usage, as well as
new uses. The new approach is to take the words most frequently used
and thus include very recent ones. Second, pronunciation had been given
for the New England dialect, one not spoken by most Americans. The newer
dictionaries eliminated the distinctions no longer observed generally
and so reduced the diacritical markings by about a third. They used
what is called Inland Northern, which, despite dialect variations, is
the general dialect pattern used by a majority of the people in the
country.

A third category,of changes applied to meanings. In the new versions
any form of the word defined is kept out of the definitions. All meanings
are worded in direct, readily understandable prose. The meanings are
listed in order of frequency of use, and the etymologies of words tend
to list the curreitt usage first. A fourth change governs usage labels.
The unwieldy, and really untenable, 4-5 level scale has been simplified
to include fewer levels and more.varieties0 Slll another kind of change

4 wncame in the attitude toward punctuation. The earlier -closed" punctua-
tion, done primarily by rule, was replaced_by_the. notion. of. "open"
punctuation, the use .of -as little inner punctuation as necessary for'
clear understanding.

The shift of all major desk dictionaties to a similar linguistic
outlook.suggests that our usage has indeed been changing radically. It
also suggests that the emphasis of the study of the English language
has been changing in parallel fashion, as evidenced here in dictionaries
and later in the treatment of sound and structure in the new grammars.

The 18th century quarrel over whether language ought to be allowed
to change unimpeded is with us today, still in fullest force. Today, as
then, those who think that any language can be kept from changing with__
the changes in society are an unimportant few; ..equally few are"th6se
who think that anything goes in language use. The real argument now,
as it was then, is between those who think standards are in the hands
of people generally and those who think the educated minority has the
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responsibility to'ascertain and set such standards. For some the
difference consists essentially in who is the deciding minority. The
same conflict has centered most recently on the third edition of the
Merriam.Webster International D4ctionary,_

EXERCISE (Dictionary)

Consult a standard desk dictionary of the 1960's and one publi,4hed
before 1940 and compare them from the following aspects:

1. number of diacritical markings in the Introduction and
in the table on each page()

2. -treatment of the pronunciation of:

aunt merry/marry/Mary
forehead creek
employment sorry

3. Check the wording of the definitions of the above words
for simplicity.

4. What varieties and levels are listed in the Introduction'
of each.

2.15. The Uses of the Stututaig. Our heading means
the study of the English language, not the school subject 4nglish. You
sensed this automatically from the context in which we have been working,
'namely,a consideration of the English Language> We bring,up..this obvious
fact to'remind ourselves that we learn to talk and write.in tilglish by
imitation and practice. Of what use, then, is the.analysis.of'our.
language we are undertaking?

Consider this analogy. A man can learn how to repair cars by
watching what an expert does. But he will hardly get beyond what he
has seen the expert do; h.e cannot.analyze a new repair problem.
On the other hand, if he does not merely imitate the expert but also
studies automobiles thoroughly, he can generalize from specific
experiences and so learn from both his successes and failures.
Similarly, if you know how your language really operates, you can add
knowledge to imitation in improving yourspeaking and writing.

For instance, knowing the system of English sounds can help you
to read, spell and punctuate better. Why? Because you are then not
merely trying to memorize words, spellings and punctuation rules..you
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are able to see the reason for our patterns of words in sequence, our
sentences; for our variations in spelling when the same sound has more
than one spelling (age, gauge, pax, raid, prex) and the same letter
represents more than one sound (all, tale, pat, another, language); for
the functions which various punctuation marks perform in writing that
our voice does in speaking.

Second, a study of language is necessary to understand communication
in general, as well as the communication process, specific media of
communication,and the like.

Third, as educated members of your community who one day can have
much to say about your school system if you so wish, all of you
should know about your language. Learning about it is a natural part
of your general education, even without considering the practical value
.considered above and their cumulative effect of your future.paycheck.

Language was, after all, the first and greatest of the human inven-
tions. While we may marvel that the first man may land on the moon
sometime within the neltt decade, this technological achievement cannot

'compare with man's invention of language. In the long history of
animal life on earth, spanning many millions of years, only humans have
invented language, and they did so,according to the best scientific,
estimates, somewhere between a half and a million years ago. This
invention made it possible for man to achieve all of the wonderful things
that he has done. To show an extreme example, can you imagine
describing how to launch a rocket without using language; either in
spoken or written form? Do not think that you could merely rely on
mathematics. All of our mathematics and the sciences are based on the
logic in.our language. And not every language has the kind of system
which allows the development oi scientific methPdp..

The cause-effect principle is built right into the grammatical struc-
ture of our language. Some of the concepts of modern science cannot even
be explained in a language whichhas a structure much different from
that of the languages of Europe.--,English, Russian, German, etc., For
instance, most of you probably know that the Japanese have become
very competent in some of the sciences, such as physics, and some of
the applied areas,suchasopticsautthe interesting point is that to
truly understand modern scientific concepts. the Japanese scientists
have first had to study a western European language, usually either
English or German. The concepts ofmodern science are extremely difficult
to explain in Japanese or in the othr.Criental languages because the
idea of viewing reality as cause and effect is not built into their
languages, as it is built into ours. Our basic unit of language
continuity is the sentence, which also gives us our basic patterns for
the scientific method.



Actor/Cause Acting/Means from Cause to Effect Acted Upon/
Effect

Man

Heat

invented

melts

language

solids to
liquids and

liquids to'gthse

Similarly, another sentence pattern gives us.our defining formula:

What is to

be defined Linkin&

Lunch is the meal

Man Is the only animal

.What sets this

...42.ELS229.9.1221

between breakfast
and dinner

that talks

Still another use for the study of English comes to those of you
who are or will be studying foreign languages. If you know the sound
system of your own language, you will have a better basis forcornparison.
For instance, if you were studying Italian and you wanted to learn to
speak it with as little accent as possible, you would have to learn the
difference between the way Italians-pronounce "Os" and the way mu,
as a native speaker of English, pronounce them. Ask'your teacher, either
now or when you are studying the English "t", to demonstrate the differ.
ence for you. One reason that people speak other languages with an
accent is that nobody has ever pointed Out to them the small but
tmportant difference between the way a sound is pronounced in one
language and the way a similar but different sound is pronounced in
another language. A second example of this kind is.the difference be-
tween an "r" as it is pronounced in English and the way that it is
pronounced in many other languages; again, ask your teacher to demonstrate.
Basically, the more you know about the way your langusge functions on
all levels, grammatical as well as phonological, the more comparisons
you will be able to sake in any other language that you study, and the
more easily the system of another language, even though it is different,
will become apparent and meaningful to you.
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Dates

B.C.

1200-600

C. 500

400-200

54

A.D.

400-600

450 - 1150

597 - 700

787.850

800.1000

871 . 899

912

. 1014

1066

1150.1500

1200-1500

1300 . 1500

c. 1340 1400

1400 . 1700

1500 on

1550-1660

1582 on

1564-1616

1600 on

1603 . 1707

1604 - 1623

1607 . 1630

ENGLISH LANGUAGE TIME LINE

(Numbers in parentheses indicate

selections in historical primer)

Britishami. Empire ...Smash

Goidels(Celts) invaded Britain

Indo-European Consonant Shift

Brythons (Celts) invaded Britain

Romans invaded Britain

Angles, Saxons,.._and Jutes invaded Britain

Es.A2La.12.1cikaLL.01
Christianization of Britain

Danish forays in Britain

Danes (Norseman,Normans) conquered
what is now Normandy (Norman French)

King Alfred's Reign... Danes (1) given

rights in Southeast Britain.

Danes given rights in Normandy

King Cnut (Dane) 'conquered Britain

Battle of Hastings (Norman Conquest)

Period of Middle English

Return of English as The Language (2)

Great Vowel Shift (3)

Georfrey Chaucer (4)

Renaissance Classic Borrowings

Period of Modern English

Rise and Triumph of Puritanism (5)

Defeat of Spanish Armada.
Flowering of English Exploration,

settlement, language and literature

William Shakespeare

Development of Irish English

Emergence of Scottish English

Early Word Books and Dictionaries

American English

English Settlements (6)



Date

1614 on

1720.on

British and Empire English

1755 Dr. Johnson's Dictionary (7)
1761 J. Priestley's Grammar
17e2 R. Lowth's Grammar

1770 . 1790

1783 . 1785

1787

1803

1820

Grimm's Law

1800 on Empire English (India,
South Africa, Canada, Australia
New Zealand, etc.

1806
. Noah Webster's Dictionary

1816
John Pickering; first
Dictionary of Americanisms

1825
Erie Canal(New Englanders
to Michigan,Wisconsin, and
Northern Ohio, Indiana, and
Illinois.)

1828
Noah Webster's An American
Dictionary of the English
Language

1848 and 1859
J.R.Bartlett's Dictionary
of Americanisms

11-43

American Enalish

Dutch Settlements

Scotch.Irish and German
settlements

American Revolutionary and
Constitutional Writers (8)

Noah Webster's A Grammatical
Institute of the En lish
Languges speller, grammar,
and reader; the speller was
re.issued as the American
Spelling Book)

Northwest Ordinance,, opened
western settlement (Southern
Scotch.Irish took Appalachin
routes)

Louisiana Purchase opened
.seAtgrn_settlement still
further

1875
Verner's Law

1884 . 1928 New English Dictionary on
Nlstorical Principles (NED)
also known as Oxford_English
Dictionary (0ED)

1889
Americ an Dialect Society
founded (9)
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Date

1898 . 1905 Inzlish Dialect Dictionary.

19u; O. Jespersen's Growth and Structure

of the English Language

1925

..L938 . 1944

1939 1943

1940

1949

1951

1952

1961

G.P. Krapp'szILEadipil

.1.111Eam.11.2.612alan

English on Historical Princi.

21.9s

England

C.Fries, American Enslish

Grammar

(1) A Word Geoamtly of the
Eastern United States

(2) hallsan_kahat
Eislimau

G.L.Trager and H.L. Smith,
The Outline of English Structure

M.Mathews, A Dictionary of
Americanisms on Historical
Principles

Caries, The Structure of English

Webster's Third New International

Dictionary
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A PRiMER OF PERIOD SELECTIONS

IN ENGLISH

II.45.

1.

2.

Time Identification

9th Century

12th Century

Old'English After King Alfred

Early East Midland, Middle English

3. 1386 London Dia1ect2 Middle English

c. 1400 Geoffrey Chaucer

5. 1644 English Puritan

6. 1645 American Puritan

7. 18th Century English (Dr. Johnson)

8. Al8th Century American (Franklin, Paine, Jefferson,
Cooper)

9. 19th Century American Regional Dialects

a. I.. .

1. H.er et& se here CO Readingum on Westseaxe, ond
16ms. ymb III niht ridon II eorlas gemette hIe
Anaelwulf aldorman.on Englafelda, ond him 131-r wiP
gefeaht, ond sige nam. iams ymb III niht Anaered cyning
ond PElfred his brOlaur laar micle fierd to Readingum

gegeddon, ond wi1' laone here gefuhton; ond Pr wms
micel wm1 geslmgen on gehwaJpre hond, on IdEbelmulf
aldormon wearlD ofslEegen; ond p Denise...an atton

stOwe gewald.

...King Alred's Chronicle

2. 135 ferde Eustace 13e kinges sune tti France and nam 13e

kinges 'suster'of France tO wIfe; wende tO begEeton
Normandi P.FeArl'urph. Oc he spedde litel, and be Ode
rihte for he was 5n yvel man, for warese he (cam he) dide
mare yvel laanne gad. Ha rivede 15ndes and leeide
mic(ele gelde)s on; he brohte his Of to Eng1el5nd and
dide hire in lae caste (1 on Can)terberT; gad wimman sc5.7i

wEes oc scI hedde lItel blisse mid him.

The Peterborough Chronicle
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9 3.

4

I

TO the m22st *le and wortht 4rdes, mg2st
ryghtful and wYset anseille tO 5Wre lige L§rde the Kyng,
compleynen, if it *Ice t6 y5W, the folk of the Mercetle

of London as a membre of the same citee, of many w4nges
subtiles and al4 'hen oppressiOns yg tO hem bY 1isnge
tYme here biqre passed. Cf which gen was, whire the
elecciOn of mairaltee is CO be tO thZ fremen of th citee

bI gOde and paisible avYs of the 1437sest and trewest, at

9 day in the }ire french, t4re, noughtwiths4ndyng
the same fredam or fraunchise, Nicholus Brembre wyth his
upbMrs progsed hym, the yire next after Jpn Northampton
mair of the same citee with st4nge 11;masnde as it is Zul

knowen, and thourgh debate and strenger partYe ayeins the
ppfs biresre purveyd was c4sen mair, in destruccien of
manY ryght. For in the same yire the forsaid Nicholus,

withouten nede, ayein the ms made Overse enarmynges bi
day and Oce bI nyght, and destruyd the Kynges trewe lYges,

soffi with epen slaughtre, somme bI false emprisOnementz;

and some fledde the citee for fare, as it is sbenlich
knowen.

--From The First Petition to Parliament
in English

Bifel that, in that sesoun on a day,
In S.outhwcrk at the Tabard as I lay

Redy to wenden on my pilgrymage
To Caunterbury with ful devout corage,
At nyght was come into that hostelrye
Wel nyne and twenty in a compaignye,
Of sondry folk, by aventure yfalle

In felaweshipe, and pilgrymes were they alle,
That toward Caunterbury wolden ryde.
The chambres and the stables weren wyde,
And wel we weren esed atte beste.

And shortly, whan the sonne -was to reste,
So hadde I spoken with hem everichon,
That I.was of hir felaweshipe anon,
And' made forward erly for to ryse,

To take oure wey ther as I yow devyse.

---From the Prologue to Iaaussalullua

5. I deny not, but that it is of greatest concernment
in the Church and Commonwealth, to have a vigilant eye
how books demean themselves, as well as.men; and there-
nfter to confineOmprison; and do sharpest justice on ithem
as malefactors. For books are not absolutely dead
things, but do contain a potency %of life in them to be as
active as that soul was whose progeny they are; nay, they
do preserve as in a vial the purest efficacy and extraction
of that living intellect that bred them. I know they are
as lively, and as vigorously productive, as those fabulous
dragon's teeth; and being sown up and down, may chance to
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5.(continued) spring up armed men. And yet, on the other hand, unless
wariness by used, as good almost kill a man as kill a good
book; who kills a man kills a reasonable creature, God's
image; but he who destroys a good book, kills reason itself,
kills the image of God, as it were in the eye. Many a man
lives a burden to the earth; but a godd book is the
precious life.blood of a master.spirit, embalmed and
treasured up on purpose to a life beyond life. °Tis true,
no age can restore a life, whereof perhaps there is no
great loss; and revolutions of ages do not oft recover the
loss., of a rejected truth, for the want of which whole
nations fare the worse. We should be wary therefore what
persecution we raise against the living labours of public
men, how we spill that seasoned life of man preserved and
stored up in books; since we see a kind of homicide may be
thus committed, sometimes a martyrdom, and if it extend to
the whole impression, a kind of massacre, whereof the exe-
cution ends not in the.slaying of an elemental life, but
strikes at the ethereal ..nd fifth essence, the breath of
reason itself, slays an immortality rather than a life

....From John Milton's Areopagitica

6, For the other point concerning liberty, I observe a
. great mistake in the country about that. There is a twofold
liberty, natural (I mean as our nature is now corrJpt) and
civil or federal. The first is common to man with beasts
and other creatures. By this, man, as he stands in relation
to man simply, hath liberty to do what he lists; it is a
liberty to evil as well as to good. This liberty is in-
compatible and inconsistent with authority, and cannot
endure the least restraint of the most just authority
The other kind of liberty I call civil or federal, it may
also be termed moral, in reference to the covenant between
God and man, in the moral law, and the politic covenants
and constitutions, amongst men themselves; This liberty
is the proper end and object of authority, and cannot sub.
sist without it; and it is a liberty to that only which is
good, just, and honest. This liberty you are to stand for,
with the hazard(not only of your goods, but) of your lives,
if need be.

Governor John Winthrop's Journal

7, See Exercises 1 7, pages 36 . 37

8, See Exercises 1.2, pages 22 - 23

9, American Regional Dialects



9a. THE WAKEk WIDOW

fir 10

Thee finds me in the gi..rden, Hannah

--come in! °Tis kind of thee

To wait until the Friends were gone,
who came to comfort me:

The still and quiet company a peace

may give, indeed,
But blessed is the single heart that

comes to us at need.

Comelsit thee down! Here is the

bench where Beajarilin would sit

On First-day afternoonc in spring, and
watch the swallows flit:

He loves to smell the sprouting box,

and hear the pleasant bees
Go humming round the lilacs and

through the apple-trees,

--From "The Quaker Widow", Bayard Taylor
(Mftddle Atlantic)

9b. "Want to be a schoOl-master, do you? 'You? Well, what

would you dc in Flat Cridk deestick, I'd like to know?
Why, the boys have driv off the last two, and licked the one

afore them like blazes, You might teach a summer school,

when nothin° but children come. But I 'low it takes a

right smart man to be school master in Flat Crick in the

winter. They'd pitch you out of doors, sonny, neck and

heels, afore Christmas,"

--From The Hoosier Schoolmaster,
Edward E3gleston (Indiana)

9c. "Yes, it was at sea; leastways, on a coaster. I got

her is a sing'lar kind of way: it was one afternoon we

were lying alongside Charlestown bridge, and I heard a

young cat screeching real pitiful; and after I looked all

round, I see her in the water clutching on to the pier
of the bridge, and some little divils of boys were heaving

rocks down at her. I got into the schooner's tag-boat,
quick, I tell ye, and pushed off for her, 9n she let go
just as I got there, 'n I guess you never saw a more

misergble-looking creatur than I fished out of the water.

Cold weather it was. Her leg was hurt, an& her eye, and

I though first I'd drop her overboard again, and then I

didn't, and I tock her aboard the schoonevand put her by
the stove. I C.-ruj.lt she might as well die where it was

warm. She eat a little mite of chowder before night, but

she was very slim; but next morning, when I went to see
if she was dead% she fell to licking my finger, and she did
purr away like a dolphin. One of her eyes was out, where

a stone had took her, and she never got any use of it,
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9c.(continued) but she used to look at you so clever with the other,

and she got well of her lame foot after a while. I got

to be ter'ble fond of her;

...From Deephaven Cronies, Sarah Orne Jewett

(Down East, Maine)

-7"There was a feller here once by the name of Jim Smiley,
in the winter of 949 -- or maybe it was the spring of 950 ..
1 don't recollect exactly, somehow, though what makes me
think it was one or the other is because 1 remember the big
flume wasn't finished when he first came to the camp; but
anyway, he was the curiousest man about always betting on
anything that turned up you ever see, if he could get any.
body to bet on the other side; and if he couldn't,.he'd
change sides. Any way, that suited the other man would
suit him -. any way just so's he got a bet, he was satisfied.c:

...From ati,CelebratedapinFroof
Calaveras County", Mark Twain (California)

9e. °21 didn°t know whether you wanted me to go quite so
far back as that," he said. "But there's no disgrace in
having been born, and 1 was born in the State of Vermont,
pretty well up under the Canada line -. so well up, in fact,
that I came very near being an adoptive citizen; for 1
was bound to be an American of some sort, from the word Go!
That was about .. well, let me sees -- pretty near sixty
years ago: this is 975, and that was 920. Well, say
I'm fifty-five years old; and I've lived'em, too; not an
hour of waste time about me, anywheres! I was born on a
farm, and..."

... Silas Lapham in The Rise of Silas Lapham,
William Dean Howells (Vermont)

Even that cold spell we.uns hed about the full o' the
moon in May ain't done sot it back none, it 'pears like

likely; an° yer gyarden truck air thrivin' powerful.

ter me. But, °cording ter my way o° thinkin" ye hev got
chickens enough hyar ter eat off every pea-bloom ez soon ez
it opens."

"An° it air a toler'ble for°ard season. Yer wheat looks

... From The'Harne That Walks Chilhowee,

C.E.Craddock (Mary N.Murfree) (Tennessee)

9f.
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9g. "My eye weak, suh, but dee ain'weak nuff fer dat.c;
She shaded her eyes with her fan, and looked at me.
Then she rose brickly from her chair. "De Lord hep my
soull" she exclaimed enthusiastically. '149y, I know
you Wen you little boy. Wat make I ain° know you w'en
you big man? My eye weak, suh, but dee ain° weak nuff
fer dat. Well, suh, you mus' eat some my ginger.cake. De
Lord know you has make way wid um Wen you wuz little
boy."

From, Aunt Fountain's Prisoner,
Joel Chandler Harris (Georgia Negro)

4;-



PART I 1

THE SPEECH PACKAGE





UNIT...THREE

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

Introduc.tion

3.1. This unit mill begin your formal study of the structure of the
English language. You have been introduced to a view of What langUage
is, as a ,cultural system, and you have studied the history and develop».
ment of English. You will now see how your particular language functions.
You will start with the smallest units, the sounds, which are the
fundamental building blocks,and your study will lead you to progressively
larger units--phrases, clauses, sentences. At each of ssveral levels
of analysis you will have to learn som basic terms and 'some rules
concerning the inter action of the basic parts. Linguistic analysis
is somewhat similar to the kinds of analyses that you may have encounter-
ed in biology,where you begin with a study of the'simple cell and then
you proceed to study progressively more complex organisms. You have to
learn how the cell operates and how each of the larger clusterings of
cells operate untll you reach the complexity of the functionings of the
human body. But as you could not really understand the human body as
a biological organism without understanding the cell, so you could also
not understand how language functions without understanding the basic
sound units.

32, Segmental Phonemes. This unit will introduce you to the
cells of language, the basic sound units of the language. We cannot refer
to these sounds as "letters", because not-all letters represent one sound.
Many represent several sounds, and not all sodnds are represented by
one letter; many sotinds can be spelled several different ways. The term
that we will use to refer to a particular sound is "phoneme". To
make things even, a bit more complicated, we cannot say that each sound
used in the language.is a phoneme, for a 2horrne is actually a,group
of sounds that a native speaker will recognize as being the same. For
instance, the "p" in 211 or da is not exactly the same as the l!p" in
22in. Let us demonstrate the differelce. If you hold your hand in
front of your face When you say at,or On, you will feel quite a puff
of air as you Articulate.the "p", but as you.say sail you will feel
practically no air, except perhaps,a little as you are articulating
the "s". Go ahead--demonstrate it to yourself now. You can also
illustrate this by holding a kleenex in front of your face when you make
the same test; or hold a lighted match close to your lips and you will
see that usually the "p" in pa and at will blow out the match but the
"I)" in 221a won't, However, wait until after class to demonstrate this
test. These different kinds of "lots" are called allophones of the
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phoneme p. As a matter of convention, when we are talking about the
phonemes, we use slant lines /ph but if we are talking about one of the
allophones of the phoneme /p/, we would inclose it in square brackets

Ep)4 Another demonstration of allophones and phonemes can be found

in the English vowels. Tf we say bit and bid, we would agree that the
vowel sound is the same; thus it is part of the same phoneme /1/. But
if we listen very carefully, we could recognize that the /i/ in bit
is slightly higher than the /i/ in bid. If we wanted to show this

difference, we would talk about these two /ills being two different
allophones, and on this level we cauld describe the /i/ in,bit by
writing its allophone as Ei) and 'the /i/ in bid by writing its allophone

as [IL To a trained linguist this would tmmediately ommunicate the
fact that the /i/ in bitwas slightly, but not significantly, higher
than the /i/ in bid. Though you will not need to study the phonetic
details of English, a linguist must first describe a language phonetical-
ly before he can arrive at a phonemic solution.

From thiS point'on, we will not concern ourselves with the allophones
of English; we will be content to acquire a mastery of the phonemes.
Should you want more information about these small variations in sound,
the allophones, your teacher will be able to provide you with sources
of information concerning them. However, you should not be particularly
concerned with these until at least after you have thoroughly mastered
the phonemic system of English. *You might then also be interested'in
making a camparison with the phonemic system of same other language or
languages. Your foreign language teacher should be able to give you
information about these, and if you are studying a foreign language from
the modern point of view, using a language laboratory, you will automat-
ically be introduced to the phonemes of this language. You will also be

interested in making comparisons between the srammaticar structure of some
other language and that of_EngliSh. 4ou.will find that other languages
not only have differerit 'sounds (phonemes) than English, they also have
different grammatical structures. The statement that if you knew English
grammar you would'have no trouble with Latin or some other grammar is

not completely trUe. It is true that you might understand the grammatical
structure of Latin more easily through a comparison. But you cannot
expect that a knowledge_of_the grammatical structure of English will
enable,you to impoSe the same distinctions and categories on any other
language. One of the languages most closely related to English is
German,and even its grammatical system is considerably different frcm
Engli sh.

While we are at it, we might as well debunk another common myth, the
one that says that English is closely related to French, Latin, or any of
the Romance languages. This is not true. It is true that because the
Romans once conquered ancient Britain, and because of the Norman invasion
of England, there are many Latin.stemmed..words in English, borrowed

directly from Latin, _or through French, which is a derivation: 'of Latin.

Eut despite the influence of these borrowings, the structurethat is,the
grammar, of English was not changed. English is a Germanic language,
remaining most closely related to German,Dutch, Norwegian, and other
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members of this language family.

3.3, English Phonemes. Thera are thirty-three distinct sounds
(Phonemes) used in English structure. Nine of these are vowels; twenty. .
four are consonants or semivowels. The semi-vowels are used to make
what are traditionally called the long vowels. These will be analyzed
later.

.

3.4. Vowels The nine short vowel sounds in English are demon-
strated in the following chart. These contrasts will be adequate for
most dialects of English, but no key is adequate for handling all
dialect variations.

/i/ the .vowel .sOund in 21±.0 sit, bit, hit, pili

/e/'. ithe vowel sound n 221, set, bet, men, bed

/m/ the vowel sound in 221..., hat, bat, can, mad

/14 the vowel sound in"jest" as in "he jest came", the
first vowel.in sisedn'Or children

/9/ the vowel sound in putt, but, done, sun, mud, "uh"

the vowel sound in 221., hot not, cot (for most dialects). .

/u/ the vowel sound in put, book, foot, cOok

/o/ the first part of the vowel sound in 22, dome, 2211:2

..4.a....the.mowel sound in taught, Caiight, law, as these words
are most commonly pronounad ithis'dialect; in some
dialects /oh/ would be used in these words.

.

Not all dialects of English will employ all nine of these contrasts. In
som,dialect areas one or two of these distinctions will be blurred into.

..one-via0el sound. A common blending is the loss of the /i/ into the /i/
or-the /9/.

3.5. Consonants. The consonantal soundsof English are demonstrated
in the following list:

/p/ the first sound in at

/t/ the first sound in lae

/k/ the first sound in cat kitten

*This vowel sound..dOes not appear by'itself in many dialects. It can be
seep..in the coastal Ney.England pxonUnciation of such wards as road and
home, for those that are familiar with eat
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/bi the first sound in bat

/d/ the first sound in dot, dog.

/g/ the first sound in get, gone

/C/ the sound often spelled with ch, as in the first and

final sound in church

/j/ the first sound in Liu, the first and final sound

in judge

f the- first sound in

/8/.. the, first sound in

with the th

find) fill,

.21.B., thistle, usually spelled

/s/ the first sound in sack, 32..

/g/ the tirst sound inshi2., shack, often spelled with

the sh

/v/ the first sound in vine, villain

/cF/ the first sound, also often spelled with the th,

the, then,

.the first sound in zeal, AR,

.// .thc.sound.spelled with sln measure, treasure,

_pleasure,.with z in azure.

Am/ the first sound in met, moon

/n/ the first sound in net, Ton

/i1/ the sound spelled with ng in sing, Au, but in finger

we have an /4/ plus a /g/. Note the contrast in longer

/t/ only, one who wants samething,and longer /IV+ /g/

as when one thing is longer (in length) than :another.

/1/ the first sound in lap, lollipop', listen

/r/ the first sound in rag, rip, rap

There are several pairs of consonantal sounds in English articulated

almost exactly the samq...Q1cPPpt fox. the use of the vocal chords. For

--instance, theTnglith iprarid /b/. Th-e initial soundstn.dit-and Bill

are made by a stoppage of the flow of air through the mouth at the lips

and then a telease. The main difference is that in the case oP° ill"the
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vocal chords do nct start vibrating until we have arranged our mouth

(tongue, lips, etc.) for the formulation of the vowel sound. In the

case of Bill, the vocal chords start to vibrate before e have started

articulating the vowel sound. You may demonstrate this to yourself

by placing'your finger on your Adam's apple (larynx) and sc:ying these

two words aloud.. You will be Sable to feel how much sooner your vocal

chords start to vibrate'in-the case of Bill as contrasted with 21E.
In the following chart we will list on the top row those consonantal
sounds that are articulated without the use of the vocal chords and
directly beneath the appropriate phoneme we will list its voiced

counterpart

/p/ /0/. /t/ /s/ /g/ IC/ /k/

/b/ /17/ /d/ /d/ /z/

I

Semi-Vowels, Mere are,also three,semi-vowelsin English.
These 'are generallrlisted-vith. theconsonants because, iri-terms of

syllable structure, they fUnction.mostly consonantally; however, in

terms of the basic nature'of the production of these sounds; they are

more vowel...like in nature. These semi-vowels are used with the vowels

to make diphthongs, or glides.. These diphthongs are what are
tionally described in EngInh as long vowels. Actually, English has

no long vowels in the sense that some languages do. By this we man
simply.doubling in duration the sound of a simple vowel. In English,

these sounds actually glide from ole-position to another. This will

be demonstratee. .

The three. semi-vowels are the following:"

/w/ the first sound in wet

/y/ the first sound in yet

/h/ the first sound in hit

1

Tn the above cases, these semi-vowels functioned in the same

n

manner as any other initial consonant would. But these semi-vowels may

m

be used as on-glides (as above) or off-glides, (as you will see below).
Let us demonstrate same of the more common ones In the dhart below,

the first listing is the nurmal spelling; second,the phonemic oampositio
and finally, the key words which demonstrate the sound in ost dialects.

(-6> /iy/ the vowel sound in beet

> /ey/ the vowel sound in mate

<I> /ay/ the vowel sound in mine
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<0Y) /0Y/
use /oy/ in this word.

<CT) /ow/ the vowel sound in 12, oe as in toe

(au law/ the vowel sound in house (note: in nearby
Canada, the vowel selection in this item would
be /ew/, especially in the Toronto accent. In

parts of the South, it would be /eaw/)

the vowel sound in bov; same dialects would

i> /eh/

<i) /0/

(f.> /ay/

(al> /oh/

the vowel sound in soon (in some southern
dialects only-the u,nbt the uw, would be used;

other dialects would use

the vowel sound in air, or 222h

the vowel sound in ill

the vowel sound id night,'fight, Some dialects
would use /ay/ fh these items
the vowel sound in palm) in some dialects it
would be /ahl/

ciodo> iuw/ the vowel sound in woo

Actually, then, what are thought of as long vowels in reality are
diphthongs or glides. If you feel that you need further evidence of.this
fact, listen carefully to a singer as he or she holdsa long note, such
as the long a. You will be able to hear the exact point at which the
singer breaks from the /e/ part of the vowel sound to the /y/ glide
part of the sound, This.is good training to make yourself more conscious
of the vowel sounds in English,

3.7, The nine vowel sounds in English can be set up on the follows,:
ing sort of chart, and the area of the glide for the semi-vowels is
shownhy its placement in regard to the vowel sounds.

(3)
high

mid

low a



The vorlels in the first column are all articulated in the front of

the mouth, those in the middle column are articulated in the middle of

the mouth, and those in the back column are articulated in the back of

the mouth. The top row indicates that the vowel is made with the tongue

raised toward the top of the mouth, the middle column.ipdicates a,

mid.raised tongue positiOn, and the bottom row indicates that the tongue

is lying fairly flatly in the bottom of the mouth. A /y/ glide can

be articulated from any of these positions by gliding or raising the

tongue toward a high front position. The /w/ glide may start from

any of the nine basic positions and glide towards a high back position.

The /h/ glide, again, may originate from any of the nine short vowel

positions and glide toward a mid*central position. This makes a total

possibility of twenty*seven glides in English. No one dialect employs

all of these possibilities, but each possibility is a reality, if we

survey all the dialects of English. For instance, for most standard

American speech, the vocalic glide in house would be transcribed
phonemically as /aw/. However, as mentioned, Toronto dialect the

/ew/ is used. In the same item, in same southern dialects, the /mw/

would be used. Below is a list of whole words written in ordinary--

spelling and in phonemic transcription. Study this list to reinforce

your learning of how sounds of English are spelled, and their analysis

from a sound point of view.' This short cOmpirison shoUld give you same
insight into why spelling in English Is often a problem. It should also

adequately demonstrate why we said, early in this unit, that each letter

does not represent just one sound, nor is one sound always represented
by the same letter,

crt /kmt/
bet /btt/

ship nip/
either /iycfir/

sing /si,j/

bought /bot/

moon /muwn/
thug /Gag/

bridge /brij/

length /1e130/

said /sed/
about /Gball'y

thatch Iemc/
dream /driym/

peel / piyl/
sack /smk/

boat /bowt/

knight /naye/
those /dowz1
singer /silk/
finger /filjgf.r/

warmth /woimp8/

name /neym/

shame /geym/

It is true that if we go back far enough in history- English spell*

ing was more phonemic than it is now. This is because any live language..

that is any language that is,actively spoken by a group of_people..is
constantly undergoing change. Please recall examplesof thIs.froM the

unit that you did on the history of "lglish. Writing systems are,

inherently more conservative and speiling changes occur more Sloilly than

do sound changes. Therefore, the longer a spelling traditionjlag been

in existence, the more it will be in diverge from the prol*nciation

practices at a given time. Such English spelling as night .t.or /flayt/

was more meaningful, a thousand years ago, for the way thatAhe 1/56.id was

pronounced at that time. Currently, we may see the following indOdsis-
tencies. The a , fo example, stands for /m/ in hat, /ey/ in name ,

/A/ in abouc, for /a/ in father, and for /0/ in hall. The combination
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\ngi stands for 43/in sing andshaer, but for hjg/

On the other side of the coin is the fact that /ay/ is spelled with

<Y>inIEZ, e> in shine and <i> in li ht. : /e/ is spelled

with <e> in bet, cif> in said, and <aa' 'in bread.

There is at least one virtue in English spelling, and that is,regard-
less of the particular dialect we speak, with its own phonemic selection,
we generally spell words the same. A few exceptions are the Canadian

and British way of spelling humor and humour, honor as honour, etc,
Generally, however, despite the fact that a particular dialect may be so

far removed as to make it difficult to understand someone speaking it,

we will nevertheless have no difficulty in following his spelling.

EXERCISE ONE

Transcribe the vowels in the following words phonemically. DO NOT

concern yourselves with the consonants.

1. hat. 26. is

2$ help 27. dwell

3. bit 28. have
4. ship 29. frock

5. lap 30. gag
§. cot
7. hop

8; clock

9. sought
10; spbn
11. good

12. gun

13. shook
14. fought
15. fun

16. ham
17..Vas
18. born

19. bath
20. at

21. of

22. held
23. book

24. look

25. rim



EXERCISE TWO

Transcribe the following words phonemically, paying particular
attention to the consonants and consonantal clusters.

1. church 16. witch
2. ridge 17. which
3. ham 18. could
4. cram 19. debt
5. push 20. ring
6. lot 21. wring
7. myth 22. match
8. whiz 23. math
9. miss 24. crumb
10. rung 25. rink
11. box 26. crock
12. west 27. Rex
13. wings 28. butt
14. hat 29, but
15. scratch 30. would

EXERCISE THREE

Write the following words in normal English spelling,. As .they
ar..'mOstly commonly used words, they shoui'd provide you with
pratticb in identifying the sounds of English and the appropriate
phoifemic symbol. .._

1. /leg/
2. /log/

amm/
4. /kil]
5. /dal./

6. /kik/
7. /fled/

8. /crayn/

9. /kriym/
10. /§own/
11. /meyn/
121 :/59i/
13, /peyi/
14. /hmn/
15. /fint
16. /friyz/
17. /sow/
18, /snawt/
19. /pr.es/

20. /kl.eym/

21, /kruun/
22. /krawl/
23. /f654/
24. /Oik/

25. /layk/

26. /trayb/

27. /grouv/

28. /krenC/

29. gliy/
30. /fel/

31. /strelke/
32. /gud/

33. /hesil/
34. /eybk1/.

.35. /praym/

36, rein/

37. /med/

/wigl/'
/6iyz/

40. /öaym/

41. AirC/
42. /leyn/
43. /rowziz/
44. /skwiyl/
45. /piyl/
46. /miyl/
47. /feniy/
48. /ruwi/
49. /kot/

50. /moray/
51. /ebawt/
52. bleniy/
53, /penis/

54. /bebil/
55. /fms+n/
56. /kawC/
57. /sisiy/
58. /jarniy/.
59. /ay/

60. /weriy/

110..
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61. /dep:rtmiint/ 81.

62, /rezort/ 82.

63. /14/v 83,

64. /ggraj/ 84.

65. /fuii5/ 85.

66. /laalogwij/ 86.

67. /irjglig/ 87.

68, /spmnig/ 88,

69. /ragan/ 89.

70. /fsayt/ 90.

71, /trayt/ 91.

72, /mayt/ 92.

73. /layt/ 93.

74. hmenCan/ 94.

75, /devil/ 95.

75. /sentril/ 96.

77, /powlig/ 97.

78. /palig/ 98.

79. /tr9bil/ 99.

80. /sqabi:1/ 100.

/nat/

/mayn/

/rowm/
/hearj/

/bpi)/

/fowniym/
/fanik/

/sayt/

/kwikliy/

/pliy/
/pliyz/
/rag/

/mag/

/flag/

/ga/
/gag/
/lag/

/eleveytor/

/apireytor/

/neyCir/

EXERCISE FOUR

Write the following words in phonemic transcription. Use your own
pronunciation .as a guide and do not hesitate to refer back to the

keys that were, provided for you. Pay particular attention to the
vowels and do not hesitate to pronounce the key words and the words
in the exercise out loud, until you are thoroughly familiar with
them.

1, Sad 20, through 39. roof
2. 'but 21. craze 40. Lou
3. map 22, feed 41. do
4. Set. 23, dream 42. wine
5. ring 24. lug 43. swine
6. s'aid 25. thug 44. crime
7. tip 26. mace 45. sponge
8. cUt 27. dove 46, doll
9, wing 23. crash 47, rich
10 rang 29. mate 48. switch
11. rung 30. crate 49. which
12. sung 31. leave 50. witch
13, Mash 32. grieve 51. cube
14, -Mush 33, sieve 52. house
15. 'crush 34. crave 53. fluke
16. -Male 35. knave 54. mesh
17, 'moal 36. brave 55. ski
18. wftile 37, edge 56. clerk
19. grow 38. cram 57. crack

58. wrought
59. thought

60. bought

61, round
62. mound
63. crow
64. grow
65. snitch
66. mitch
67. thrush
68. such
69. rice
70. green

71. George
72. gorge

73. wean
74. rose
75. snows

__Th....Allem



77.
73.
79.
80,
81.
82,
83.
84.
85.
86,
87.
88.
89,

large
barge
charge
then
thee
thy
crew
pile
smile
while.
mile
blood
file

90. Lugh
91. buff
92. fluff
93. smirk
94. lurk
95. knight
96. knot
97. jerk
98. breathe
99. breath
100. death

EXERCISE FIVE

Follow the.. same directioaa.s..,f....,.t.he preceding-exercise; These
words have more than one Syllable.*- be sure to transcribe each-

.

s11.ab1e with Q vowel. If thei-voWel in an.unaccented syllable isdifficult to hear --'it is'iirdbahly a /a/ or /i/. Again, do not
. 'hesitate to refer to thelcdy and tó previous exerciges.

1. thinker
2. cncopy
3. mission
4, father
5. strengthen
6.
7. around
8. carriage
9. magic
.10. tragic
11. choral
12, rigid
1% foolish
14. thi cker
15, accept
16., ,stupid
17.. cooler
18. bristle
19. missiLe
20, Mary
21, stylish
22. duLy
23. rej ect
24. shuttle
25. engage

26;:j:: defect 51. diner
27. r refute 52. miner
28. '.:denote 53 minor
29. reMote 54. marry
30. . promote merry
31. devote . 56. MarAe
32. richer 57. greasy
33. fisher 58, housing
34, freshen

. 59. rousing
35, sassy 60, mousing
36. molding 61, curable
37., Vicious 62. student
38, racial 63. teacher
39. ruddy 64. principal
40. snooty 65. adverbial,
41; narrdw 66.. 'athlete
42. mangle 67, athletics
43. dreamy 68.. personal
44. cutter 69. personnel
45, ringer 70. construction
46; - setter 71. dev)tton
47, cleaner 72. devotee
48, : deeper 73, medi tation
49. meaner 74,, fascination
50. .schemer 75. physician
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76. benediction
77. stinker

78. thorough
79. truly

80. thruway
81. byway
02. diverged
83. diversion
34. reader
85. seeder
36. emulation
87. veneration
H. propagation

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

95,

96.

97.

98,

99.

100.

physical

quizzical

revolution
commotion
rescinding
depending
capitalize
nationalize
amazement
outrageous
biology

reiterate

3.8. The SuprasegmF,ntals of English. In addition to the thirty..
three segmental phonemes of English, there is an entirely different
kind of phoneme which has to do with the intonation patterns in English.
Some aspects of what is usually considered intonation is actually
paralanguage, which we have already disucssed. But paralanguage is
more optional; you can select different ways of saying things to give
the impressions that you want. Sometimes you use paralanguage to
achieve very subtle effects. But intonation is something you cannot
do without. It is vital to spoken syntax. You CANNOT make any
utterance whatsoever in English without intonation, even if you say
one single mord. As a practical aspect, a study of intonation should
help you in some of the problems of punctuation. There will be a
unit devote'd to just this problem. But first you have to learn
about English speaking patterns.

English intonation is composed of three kinds of suprasegmental
phonemes, which, in a sense, overlay the other phonemes. These are
phonemes of stress, pitch, and juncture. There are four of each.
We will begin our discussion with stress.

3.9. Stress. The symbology for the four degrees of stress
in English is the following:

./'/ primary stress

.1"1 secondary stress

//

weak stress

tertiary stress

.....w/Nal11IIMI011111111AIIMININIMO.S/T.IIIIIm.... vel-r
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Let us demonstrate primary stress /°/ first, If we use the word

subject as a noun, we place the louder stress on the first syllable,

as in Nhat's the sdbject?" But if we use the same word as a verb, the

louder .stress will be on the second syllable. Ne'll subjdct him to

an examination." There are many such examples in English where-a noun

or adjective will take the louder stress on the first syllable and a

verb will take it on the second syllable.

noun verb

increase incrdase

pretest protdst

rdfuse refdse

The weakeyi. degree of stress in English may be demonstrated in many

words. Here are a few examples; as they would sound if we uttered these

words in isolation .

meney fdnn'57 quicklY rdnner bdtt6n fAstgn quickest

The two intermediate degrees of stress, the iecohdary /"/ and the ter-
tiary P/ may be seen in polysyllabic words or in phrases.

adtiomObile phOtOgrAph atdrmine nliberAte cbnsider abdtgble

These intermediate degrees of stress may be demonstrated in contrasts

between what we usually consider a compound nbun type of construction
and an adjective preceding a noun. Here are a few examples: the thing

a teacher writes on is a bldckbbard, but any board that happens to be

painted black is a blAck bodrd, The species'of bird known as bldckbird

has the primary stress on the black, but any.bird that happens to be

black would be a black bird. Consider the distinction between awdet

sAlesmgn (someone who sells 'sweets) and swd'ét 'Etlesmgn (a salesman

you happen to think of as aweet). Also, 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue in

Washington, D.C.,is known as the White House. But we can also say that

"Thb White Heiuseis g white Muse. The words elevator and operator

spoken individually would receive the following stresses -dlgvAtiir,

dperAt6r; but spoken together in one phrase one of the primaries yould

be reduced to a secondary, allowing us to demonstrate all four degrees

of strdss in one utterance --elevatOr 8perAt5r.

3.10. Pitch. When we discuss pitch, we are referring to the

raising or lowering of the voice, not in terms of volume but in terms

of musical pitch, Again, we must disregard the over-all high or low
pitch of an individual's voice, and the fact he may gear his pitch
higher, especially in moments of stress, But even when we are speaking

normally, we will vary our speech between four degrees of highness or
lowness. This happens to be true even when people ere speaking a what

we call a monotone. The normal pitch of a person's vbice is part biology,

part personality. The pitch range that he selects for his whole utterance
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; is a matter of his emotional disposition at the moment. But what we

will discuss here is the.necessary change in pitch which every speaker
MUST use,every time he speaks an English utterance. This is linguistic

pitch, and there are four degrees of it:

/4/ the highest pitch
/3/ the second highest pitch
/2/ the second lowest pitch

/1/ the lowest pitch

We normally, though not always, start an utterance on pitch /2/. We

often go up to pitch /3/ in conjunction with the primary stress. Let

us examine a simp7e utterance.

?That Are you

If we wantggestly' to emphasize what the person is doing because it
panicked or alarmed us, we probably go up to pitch /4/ on the "doing".

2 4 1

, What Are you dUng?

If we want to place the emphasis on the person we are addressing. cor if

we are particularly annoyed with him, we may switch the primary stress
and the raising'd the pitch to that word.

3 .2 1

What Are A di5Ing?

Pitch /1/ is often used for an insertion, as a sort of deliberate
de...emphasis. It often contains an editorial comment that the speaker
emphasizes by underplaying.

.2 2 1 1 2 3 1

HdrrY, the ret, . went .11(Ime.

As is also indicated.in 'these examples, pitCh /1/ is often used in
conjunction with the termination of a statement. Students should be

cautinned not to expect an automatic pitch 13/ at every occurrence of
primary stress. Many speaker6 do not go up.to pitch /3/ at this pdint
in all utterances, an.d.itis not necessary:to do so in all cases.

3.11. Juncture. There are four junctures in English. Impression..

istically, we tend to associate juncture with pause, but this is not
true, strtctly speaking. It is true that pause frequently accompanies
juncture, but there are other more necessary distinctionb of juncture
The four junctures of English are described as follows:

/0 double cross juncture (signalled by a rapid falling of
pitch and fading of the voice, a decrescendo effect)



double bar, juncture (signalled by a rapid rise of
pitch, and fading of the -joice, often associated

with questions)

/I/ single bar-juncture, pitch neither rises no falls
(functions as a phonological phrase marker)

41 plus juncture, breaks the phonemic flow
e

'The double cross juncture occurs commonly at the termination of a
statement. It is usually interpreted as a signal that we have concluded a
partiCular utterance. It occurs often in a iiackage folloWing a drop

. to pitch level /1/, as in the following example;

2 3 1
..Y . He went + Mule #

If we were to make this same utterantt, but intended it as a
question, we might say it in this way.

2 .33
1.1b Jr wtn + Mine 11

es.. I

Do not associate theilll juncture as occurring only in questions. Often
it i1l occur internally within a sentence, as in the following
example:

2 2 2 2 2 2
Mr. Jdnes egging n + his + Oran found +

a-worm #

.

The singlp bar functions as a sort of phrase maker, a way to'
group words together, and it is marked by the fact that the pitch will
neither rise nor fall. Eithr o&the following ig a possible English
utterance, depending on the style of speaking that you wanted to achieve,
mainly the. number.of primary stresses.

2.
, .

2 2 2 3 1

Th& + mn + Zin + ybur + right I Is + her + brdther #

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
The + meal I bn ybur + rfght I Is + her + brdth'er #

The plus juncture is best illustrated as an interrUption.in the
flow of phonemes. It appears often between words but many longer "words
will have plus junctures vithan them and sometimes two 17words" will
be said as one phonological unit'. To Orove"to_yourself 'that )*Tou can
actually hear *the plus juncture, ompare the pronunciation / scream and
ice cream. In the first utterance, you place the 14 juncture after
the I, in the second, you place it after the S. Phonemically, you
would transcribe this pair follows:

/ay + skriym/ /ays + kriym/
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The actual pause associated with a plus juncture is only about
1140 of a second; but if you will recall our discussion of the allo-

phones of a phoneme, we can pinpoint what helps you to hear this
extremely brief pause. The/k/ that we hear after a juncture is heavily
aspirated (the puff of air) as was the /p/ in al. The /k/ that
follows an. /s/, as in /skriym/sis not aspirated at all. This differ-
ence in the pronunciation of the /k/2 which we react to subconsciously,
is what helps us place the location of the juncture. If we were not
able to hear this minute difference, the two u,terances, I scream and
ice cream would be ambigous, and we know they are mot. Even children
like to recite little poems based on puns. These are puns because
they sound almost, but not really. alike; e.g., "/ scream, you scream,
we all scream for ice cream."

Another pair we can use to illustrate the plus juncture is nitrate
/nay+treyt/ and Eiplt rate /nayt + reyt/. Compare needed rain
/niyd + d + reyni-and neeU a drain /niyd +.G

3.11. Intonation Pattern. Another important idea for you to
understand is the intonation pattern. This is a sort of phonological
phrase. /t is bounded by.a /1/, /II/ or /0, and there.can only be one
primary stress withim any one intonation pattern. Although this idea
may not strike you as very important at the moment, you will see the
significance of it, and the reason for your learning it, when we come
to :he application of what you have been learning, especially when we
study punctuation and syntax.

If you wish to place more than one primary stress on an utterance,
you have o,have.one of these three junctures intervening - /1/, /11/,

Let' s loqk .at some examples.: .

Hb 'Ant t th'e steore#

said this way, the utterance has only-one primary stress. Ve can also
place a primary stress on want. In that case, we would transcribe it:

lib want I tO th6 stdre #

" .
Not.ice that we. ailtomatically place at least a'/1/ juncture somewhere
betieen the two primary stresses.

In such an tqterance, we should also mark the pitches; and, as a
matter oE converition, we' always, mark the pitch. at the beginning of an
utterance or of an,intonation pattern, at.the end of the pattern, and
at the primary stress. We also smmetimes mark it if it changes the
pitch at some other point within the intonation pattern. Study these
possibilities:



2 - 2 1

Ht wtnt tO the stOre #

2 3 1

Ilb wtnt tO the store #

2 2 2 2 2 1

Ht wdnt to the stdre #

2222 3 1

lib Ant I to the stOre #

There is a local way of saying wonderful 1-,ich is interesting
to analyze.

2 3 1

wdondèrftil #

Notice that you raise your pitch on the second syllable even though the
stress remains on the first syllable. The way this word would be said
in most parts of the U.S. would be:

2 1

Let us look at the transcription of a longer utterance.

2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1

lib Ant 05 the st6re
2
#
2
end Wight

2
I'

2:

loaf brdad #

In listening to this sentence, pay particular attention to the difference
between pitch /2/ with /1/, pitch /2/ with tiq and pitch /1/ with /0.

EXERCISE SIX

Listen to the recording of the following sentences and mark the
primary stresses, the (I), (11), and the (#) and the changes in
pitch. Sentence 1, is done for you.

2 2 1

1. He is my br6ther.#

2. some of the men

3. He just went by.

4. I will give you pears.

5. in a hariful of dust

6. brained by a policeman

7, every single moment

3. They used it all up.

9. What's in it?

10. What's in the box?

11. three college presidents

12; three college professors

13. a very dirty kitchen sink

14. a very dirty circus clown

15. three drunken deans

16. We used to know them.

17. Who are you going with?

18. two sheepish church mice

aws-.......
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19. two sheepish mice

20. all the ten fine old stone buildings

21. The sons raise meat.

22. We send nitrates by night rates.

23. They wanted a nude eel.

24. a student of home eConomics

25. oh what strange innuendoes

26. oh what I've seen in the store

27. We needed a good flight wrap.

28. a fairly new reading lamp

sane newly planted weeping willows

30, an unreported flying saucer

31, sixteen hours flying time

32. the rabbits and hares

33. all go in pairs

34. and even the bears

35, in couples agree

36. He lives in the White House.

37. He lives in the white house.

38. He lives in the Nhite house,

39. It's a good screening device.

40. He mnacked the screaming child,



oil (Reproduced with permission
from Workboolc.in, Deserip.tive
Linguistics by Henry A. Gleason,
Holt, ainoE.1:Kt,...mi yins.tpn

I . _Op a..separate _sheet of paper,do
exercises in noimal spelling.

1, cre stiyd bit iz mmster,
haw keym. cfis ta pwhs?
hiy.hOrd cfe id pmstar
kiay, ohl fles izgaehs.

2, cfer war,Its 1az e Mar neymd
fisar

huy figt far G fi in G figar,
bat cfs fi wiid" G grin
puld (fa fii9rmin in;
nav: cfeyrfi'6113 icfa fisar farfiar

3. betiy hd 9 bit av biter hatar
hwiC meyd Gr bmtar bitar.
giy gat G bit av betar betar
an meyd ar bitar bmtar batar.

4. a fliy an a flay un G fluw
war imprizind, sow hwat kud cfey

duw?
sed cfa flay "let as fliy",
sed cfa Lily "let GS flay",
sow cfey fluw Gruw G floh

fluw,

II. Transcribe the following words
phonemically.

1, rich

2. bush

3. his

4, things

5. buff

6. bared

7, thank

3, debt

NAME

s Glom

TEACHER

Grade

9. could 35, latch

10. jug 36... them

11, ridge 37. zinc
.3.2, must 33, gem

13. hiss 39, gap

14, that 40. zest
15, guess

16. vex

17. ring

18. top

19. yes

20. sham

21. knot

22. knifed

23, hung

24. dumb

25. shock

26. wring

27. this

28. give

29, jam

30. myth

31. box

32, hook

33, which

34. Butch



NAME

SCHOOL GRADE

TFACHER

guu Part II

III. Transcribe each of the four sentences phonemically. Also include
all junctures, all primary stresses and all pitch changes. You do
not have to indicate pitch 2, but mark all chdnges f.rom pitch 2.

1. How much mee the apples?

2. Three for a quarter,

3. Sorry, they're scarce right now.

4. What about some oranges?



NAME

QUIZ II (Reproduced with pernission
f rom Workbook in Descriptive SCHOOL GRADEL1isi 'by Henry A. Gleason,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.) TEACHER

I. On a sepante sheet of paper, write
-exercipe1-4 in ndimarspbning, 11, pined 38, daze

12, sight 39, freeze
1, sed o greyt kangrigeyginil priyar

tuw e hen "yuh'r G byiwtifal kriyoar" .1.3. do 40, posed
an cfo hen, pliyzd at cfat
leyd an ehg n iz hat, 14. east

an cfas did ea hen riywohrd biyCiar.
15, loaf

2. cfarwaz a yari fella neymd hohl 16, peace
huw fel in do sprii3 in da fohl

twud air bin a sad ei 17, eyes
if iyd dayd In cfa spri73

bat iy didist, hiy dayd in do fohl. 18. loose

19. rude
3. Gre reyn it reynie an cfa jast

on ohlsow an cra anjast fele. 20. pint
bet Ciyfliy an da jast4 bikaz
(FA anjast stiylz cfa jests ambrelo. 21. sighed

22, due
4, az 0 byi.wtiy ay am nat a stahr,

dar axecforz mohr hansom bay fahr, 23, eased
bet may feys,ay dont maynd it,
far ay Gm bihaynd it; 24. healed

its do piyp1.1 n frant get cfa jahr
25, pri ze

26. raise
II. Transcribe the following words

phonemically, 27. choose

28. mate

29, down

30. place

31. dew

32. roast

33. price

34. race

35. coat

9. lose 36. made

37, bound

111111..1111111

1. Scotch

2, should

3. cup

4. lath

5, thumb

G. hod

7. peas

8. ice

10, root



NAME

SCHOOL

TEACHER

GRADE

Volla
QUIZ II - Part III

III. Transcribe each of the four sentences phonemically, Also include
'all junctures, all primary stresses and all pitch changes. You do
not have to indicate pitch 2, but mark all changes from pitch 2.

1. They're too much trouble,

2, eatlem out of a can, .

3, How many do you want?

4. But not those bruised ones,
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PARALANGUAGE 14141); KINESICS

401. In order to be able to understand the total aspects of speech, we must
take a look at two systems of .communication closely related to language;
in fact, with language they form a tightly integrated whole called_the
"speech package". We could show the relationship in the following diagram.

4.2. Kinesics is the study of the bodily gestures and facial expressions
that accompany speech. We often think of these as part of our deliberate

: efforts; but many of them automaticall2 accompany speech and many others
:are subconscious expressions of how we feel about Nhat we ourselves are
sayirTri=omeone is saying to us, ge might diilde the field of

.kinesics into two parts: those gestures and expregSions which are conscious,
:and thus deliberate, and those which are totally or.largely subconscious,
land therefore mostly beyond the deliberate control of the individual; The
conscious systems of gestures we might refer to as deliberate kinesics;
the primarily subconscious ones could be termed.simply unconscious
kinesics.

The kinesic system is sometimes used to 221121E2E2 our remarks. In
fact, it is sometimes impossible to make a statement without such kinesic
punctuation.

Let us look at some examples. All of you have surely observed the
differences in the way males and females gesture. Do not assume that this
is universal and due only to biology. Much of it is the way that our
culture tells us that males and females should behave. These character.
istics became exaggerated, subconsciously, when "flirtation" is involved.
For instance, males, as a general pattern, tend to maintain a straight
wrist line, whereas females use a relatively "limp" wrist, /n '"flirting",
these basic postures are even more apparent. When ve find a male or female
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that fails to behave in the may that we have been taught to expect, we
react negatively.to the kinesic-communication that we receive.

An example of a kinesic marker that constitutes an editorial comment
on what you are saying or what is being said to you is rubbing the nose
This generally implies considerable skepticism. Either you are sub-
consciously questioning your own sincerity, or you have some doubt about
the sincerity or validity of what is being said to you. Do not, however,
accept this as an absolute, It is possibLe that someone has an itchy
nose, Or this skepticism may be expressed by rubbing the ear, continu*
ally tugging on a,tie, or other suchlestures, Also remember Opg this
is a subconscious gesture, and you should use knowledge of this iCind

just as an aid in interpreting the total communication, Sensitive
people have always reacted to these kinds of things long before they
were formally studied. .

Another good opportunity for studying kinesics is to watch a group
of girls at a party as an attractive male enters the room. Notice how
many will move their hands to the backs of their heads and start fussing
with their hair. One of the male equivalents of this gesture is "hitching
up" the trousers. We acc6pt the cowboy sort of standard of masculinity
in our culture, As you watch a western on TV, notice how often the hero
will employ this gesture. Men also subconsciously reveal their interest
in the opposite sex (and hence their own appearance) by such gestures as
straightening their ties or Smoothing their hair.

Generally, the way a person holds.himself, his entire body posture,
the may he walks, the way he gestures, should be congruent with his age,
sex, and physical condition. If a twenty-five year old man walks too
slowly,:we.immediately wonder what kind of disability, temporafy or
permaneht.s,is causing it. If we see our friend strollkng slowly down
the corridor with hands in pockets, shoulders slumped, and eyes down-
cast, we w41 monder what is causingessiOn.

in this.sense,ye read kinesics, and sometimes the message is very
c1e6r.. .Some of the more obvious things we could point out is that in our
culture wg "jump for joy", When we are happy, we employ lively gestures
and a milling, frequently changing, facial countenance. 'then me are
depressed;'our facial muscles tend to be immobile and our gestures will
be restricted tud-lack energy. Of course, there is a type of happiness,
a serenity beyond excitment, which many people express in great calmness
of gesturing. But here the kinesics will be very smooth and the posture
will still be alert, whereas the lack of gesturing that is indicative
of depression will signal great lethargy. In the latter case, the message
almost indicates that what is being siad kinesically is "What's the usP?
14hy bother living?" The kinesics of serenity say, "I am content; / don't
have.to try; r have what I want " If these serene gestures and manners are
exaggerated, as holding the ghoulders extra rigid and having a benign,
pitying smile on the face, they then become the gestures which are those
of smtigness, These milt create ah unfortunate effect on the observers
motivating him to desirc the, removal of that smugness or over-contentment,
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The way a person handles his body is generally very indicative
of personality traits. A very rigid, more than perfect posture
wll often correlate with a rigid attitude toward life. He will often
be inflexible, with good probability of n perfectionist attitude.. On
the other hand, sloppinebs in dress will often correlate with sloppiness
in other habits. You would not expect to find someone who wore dirty,
spotted clothes to.have a neat house.

A relaxed, flexible, but alert bodily posture is most apt to
correlated with the same kind of habits in other areas of behavior.
This is why we learn so much about a person just by seeing him.

Recently, a young couple was observed at a lengthy party during
which they became engaged. Though none of their conversation was
overheard, the progress of their relationship was spelled 'out in the
gestures that were employed.

At the beginning of the eveaing, the gestures were out-going andi
aimed to include everyone in the room. During the course of the evenln,
they progressively became smaller and smaller, aimed more and. more at
one individual only. The gestures were made closer to the

bo.d.Y., Like
the lowering of the voices, they were aimed at communicating with one
in-dividual only. Even the bodily postUres changed. Originally, the
couple sat facing the whole room, aiming their kinesics toward everyone
in general. When the point of greatest intimacy in communication was
desired, their gestures mere aimied only at each other, excluding as
much as possible of the outside world in their communication. Of course,
everyone was able to read their kinesics to the degree of becoming aware
of their intense personal interest in each other.

The things that have been mentioned here are general and not far
below the threshold of awareness. The more astute students of kinesics
will look for the more subtle clues. Everyone will notice two people
obviously higtO.y interested in each other. A careful observer might be
ablc-to discern this mutual interest before the couple themselves was
aware of it. If one iudividual adjusts his facial expressions, his tone
of voice, his gestures, to another, he may be communicating subconscious
interest even before he is consciously awale of his own motives.

Some trained kinesic' specialists boast that. they are able to
detect falsehoods as accurately as a lie detector, and indeed theysoperate
on thisame principle. A lie detector finds out a deceiver by recording
subconscious changes in pulse rat breathing, or other bodily function,
The.hinesic specialist, onee he has accustomed himself to the gesturing
patterns of an individual, mill look for minute, barely perceptible
twitches, of which the individual is unaware. Or the individual may
even be so obvious as to rub his nose. .There may be Such noticeable
changes as a.difference in his bone of voice, the speed with which he
talks, the loudness, etc. The trained kinesic specialist looks for the
unconscious gestures which reveal the individual's own attitude tauard
what he is'saying.
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we

In the study of kinesics it is not important to provide a catalogue

of 'gestures and a translation of daeir meaning. hat is important is the
development of a senzitivity to these gestures and the "reading" of them

in that particular situation. Look for what "fits" or.doesn't "fit" --
after considering mho the person is and what ne situation is. If all

the gestures are appropriate for the occasion, me tend to assume that the

person is adjusted to it. If some of the gemeral postures, gestures, or
facial expressions are not appropriate, then we may begin to.look for

reasons why the individual is protesting about the position in which he
finds himself. One arning: use, sympathetically, any information you
212.1hLt you have obtained. Don't become an arm-chair psychoanalyst.
Such conceit almost inevitably leads to error. Highly trained linguists
(who are also usually social anthropologists) do work with psychiatrists
in trying to learn more, more quickly, about a patient. But they do this

only after years of intensive study. Sometimes they will aid an analyst

in interpreting the cocial significance of the subconscious communication,
but they maintain a cautious attitude about their interpretations, and
they leave the treatment of the patient strictly to the doctor.

4.3., In our disCussion of the loudness, or taetone" of a person's voice,
we began to look at 2212,122211E. It is impossible to speak without
paralanguage. A term which should help you understand this statement is
paralinguistic set. Let us assume that you are having a quiet conversation
with your boy friend or girl firend, You have just returned from one of
your nicest dates. You are alone in the room, but there are. other people

in the house.. You start to tell each Other hoW you have enjoyed the
evening, and perhaps how you feel about each other. Now the degree of
over-all loudness that you use on this occasibn, at least hopefully, would
be different than the volume yOU would select when your teacher calls on
you for an answer to a question and insists that you.speak so that every-
one can hear you. In both situations you mould still use all four degrees
of stress defined when we discussed the supra-segmentals, but the overall
loudness -- the voice set would be chosen for the occasion.

In the living room scene you would also probably use a lower voice
set in terms of the overall pitch,. but you woul'd still continue the four

contrasting phonemic pitch points, Any loweririg of the pitch range of your
voice.is usually an indication of d "confidential" 'content of speech, On
the other hand, ,at a crucial moment in your basketball team's most important
game you would probably raise the overall pitch range of your voice, as well
as increasing your volume to the point of shouting.

As you talk to your date, you would probably also use a very smooth
diction, that is, you would remove as much sharpness as. possible from
your speech. But if you suddenly become angry, dven in this kind of situa-
tion, you mi.ght "spit" the words out, articulating each sound very
forcefully and precisely, For instance, you mould use very heavy aspiration
on such phonemes is /p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, of'/g/, as you might say
"I did not!" with a little puff of air after the /d/ and the /t/,

Other exampl.es of smme special paralinguistic effects would be talking
through a laugh, or through crying, or having a "break" in your voice, or.

10,
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a rasp. You also use things klown as Eocalaciresals_, which are
paralangue rather than langu,ge, as when you say "m hm" or "uh, uh".

Again, these are only examples of paralanguage, not a complete
catalogue of possibilities. Such a catalogue has been made by linguists,
and we will lit svme of the categories for you; but you should concen-
trate on gaining the ability to make general distinctions between what
is paralanguage and what is part of the formal system of language.

Our discussion of kinesics has been general. There was no attempt
or intent to train students to became kinesic analysts. In regard to
paralanguage, however, it is necessary to offer a more detailed system
for at least a rudimentary analysis of the phenomena involved, There are
two reasons why students should know how to identify the various.astiecu .

of our paralinguistic system and how to separate those events which are
a part of language yop..er and those events which are a part of the
paralinguistic system. The first of these is the general educatiVe value
of being able to understand a system which is so ompletely involved in
our speaking, Paralanguage is such an intrinsic part of the speech
package that our writing system attempts to find a means of recording
paralanguage as well as language. And this leads to our second justifi..
cation for the necessity of some knowledge about paralanguage, Our
punctuation system is involved With the messages that we transmit.by
paralanguage as-well as language. In order for you to be able to under.,
stand how the punctuation system morks, you must be able to recogniie
certain paralinguistic events, as well as the linguistic occurrences of
the suprasegmental events -- pitch, stress, and juncture -- which you
have been studying, The exercises in the chapter on punctuation will
presuppose your ability to recognize these events, and they are designed
to improve your punctuation habits, Your study of these paralinguistic
categories should, therefore, provide dual benefits, It will give you
knowledge about how you eammunicate orally, and the application of this
knowledge should promote your effectiveness on the written page,

We will first define some of thetermp that .you will need to be able
to talk about paralanguqp, and then we will provide you with an opportunity
for som,e prattiCe in recognizing the events which these terms describe,
4,4

VOICE SET. This term 'refers to the overall qualities of a person's
voice, These are determined by such facts about the individual as
sex, age, state of health, body build, rhythm patterns, his position in
a group (status in the.pecking order), his mood, physical condition,
location while speaking, and other such factors. Even linguists have
not devised a system or a symbol for each of these factors because they
are so highly individual and combine in so many ways as to make ,this an
extremely difficult task, Before a linguist would.attempt to record the
paralanguage used by an individual'in a particular speech situation, he
voula describe the,person's voice set as a general background on which to
base a more detailed record of what transpired. The following might
serve as a typical introductory paragraph covering a speaker's voice set.
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9Frs Canfield is a small woman of 35 years

who has a high-pitched, musical 'voice, At
timeiThei voice is so high as to be irritating.
At the time of the interview, rrs. Canfield was in
a very excited and irritated condition. She is

normally very energetic, and on this day she was
not able to s:,t sf-tll.or to stop talking for

more than a very feg seconds. She used a

patronizing tone to the doctor, indicating
much more interested in her description of her
own symptoms to him than she was in his
.diagnosis of what'they might indicate.

4.5.

ELCE1---2211----MES.
In addition to voice set, which is an attempt to

describe the predominant predispositions of an individual's voice,
voice qualities are also concerned with the overall or background
characteristics of an individual's voice, In contrast to voice set,

however, the voice qualities refer to those characterizations of
speech which may extend over a short speech or even a small part of one

' utterance. In regard to voice qualities, linguists tarl about such

phenomena as pach_raus (which is the spread of pitch, an can be

, both narrowed or widened, upward or doftward); yosal.112.2215al (which
may range from a heavy rasp or hoarseness*through a slight rasp or
various degrees of openness); alottis control (which deals with Cae type
of transition in pitch, and may be sharp or smooth); articulation control
(which may be forceful and precise at one end of the continuum, or relaxed,

even to the point.of slurring, at the other end);' rhythm control (which
refers to the way in which portions of speech are set off.as units -- the
basic rhythm may range from smooth to jerky); resnnance (which may
range from a deeply resonant voice to one that is very thin); tempo
(which may be ineased or decreased from:an individual's norm).

Notice that in the description of these voice qualities, the terms
refer to extiemes. Most of the examples of paralanguage that you will
daily hear as you listen to speech will not involve such extremes. If
we attempt the task of cataloguing the paralanguage used in a particular
utterance,.we would indicate which extreme was being approximated and the
degreeof the paralinguistic inclination in that direction.
4.6.

VOCALIZATIONS. These are actual, specifically identifiable noises or
sounds or aspects of noises. Contrast these with .the voice set or voice
qualities which we have been discussing up to this point. Though these
'are sounds used in speech, do not =fuse them with actual language.
Long before the scientific study of language, observant people were
concerned with the problem of trying to describe certain sounds which
are used in accompaniment with language and with.every human language
that has eyer been discovered. Vocalizations mAy be.divided into three
sub-categories, The first of these is vocal chAracterizers, which may
cover, or co-occur with, a large segment of speech, or which can occur
between bits of language. In fhis category are such events as laughing
or crying, They can occur in accompaniment with speech, or they can
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bOtalked through'', as alking dhrough a laugh or through a sob.
Other examples of events in this category are yelling, whispering, .

moaning, groaning, whining, belching, yawning, or having a break in
your voice 0 The descriptive terms you have just been given are, again,
respresentative of extremes; and if we were to carefully document the
Nobal characterizers used in a particular utterance, we might want to be

. more precise'and use such terms as whimpering, sobbing, giggling,
snickering, or muttering,, Another division of vocalizations Is called
vocal_23421ifiers0 Again, vocal qualifiers may apply to a comparatively
long utterance or to a part of one word. The vocal qualifiers refer
to three particular'phenomena The first of these is intehsity or
loudness, the second refers to pitch height, and the third to duration.
In intensity, three degrees of otrerloudness'or oversoftness are distin-
guished Variations from the norm in pitch height are labeled by three
degrees of overhigh or overlow use of pitch. Likewise, three degrees.of .

drawl and three degrees of clipping.mark departures from the normal use
of duration or extent,

4.7. The final category of vocalizations is VOCAL SEGREGATES. These
are actual utterances which somewhat resemble language but are not a part
of the actual linguistic system. The most common of these are such things
as uh-huh, nsh", and clicks. Many of these have a sort of parallel in
the phonemic system of the language, and their .basic position of articula-
tion can be indicated through reference to a phonetic chart as in M-HM.
To distinguish these paralinguistic utterances from the actual use of
phonemes, we may desginate these paralinguistic segregates by the use of
capitalized symbols,, 3 would stand for the paralinguistic vse of "uh...
uhmuh.00".....when..a...person is trying to think.of what he would next
say, We also desginate clicks by lc 9 ah'.in'drawn breath by

3)
and an

exhaled breath by 44: A vocal segregate which will be tmportant in
our later discussion of punctuation is the vocal segregate of silence.
The way in which speech is interrupted with a complete silence is often
important to the oymmunication. Such a significant unit of structure,
which is the non-occurrence of- sound, is symbolized by lk

To summarize Our 'definition of terms, then, we first refer to voice
set, which is a basic charactetization of a person's general speaking
patterns and his adaptation of them during a particular utterance or
discourse. Vslicesualities. may apply to longer or shorter parts of a
discourse, and refer to a basic modification of speech patterns such as
raising or lowering the overall pitch range, changing the tempo or rhythm,
articulating with precision, or slurring etc. Vocalizations are divided
into the categories of vocal characterizers, such as laughter, crying,
moaning, etc0; rcli_salifiers, such as the degrees of overloudness,
ovv-high pitch, or drawl; and vocal segrezates, such as M-HM, inspired
breath, , or a vocal segregate of silence AN

This presentation of paralanguage and kinesics is based, in large
measure, on George L. Trager's article Paralanguage: A First Approximation,
from Volume 13, Studies initiaguistics, which was published at the Depart-
ment of Anthropology, state University of New York at Buffalo, 1958, It
-represents the'systeffl for describing paralanguage and kinesics' devised
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jointly by Professors Trager and Henry Lee Smith, Jr., Norman A. McQuown,

and'Ray L. Birdwhistell,

4.8. To demonstrate how linguists transcribe paralanguage, we will provide

you with two examples. You are NOT expected to learn .to transcribe

paralanguage with this lcind of detail. You might prepare such a transcrip-

tion for your use if you were a professional linguist working with a

psychiatrist to help him determine which subjects were emotionally signifi-

cant to the patient, perhaps out of his.conscious awareness, or if you

were trying to aid the psychiatrists in determining at which point the

patient was consciously or subconsciously lying. The points at which the

paralanguage changed, or became in any way unusual, might be worth

special attention by the psychiatrist-social anthropologist team.

Example One is a demonstration of relative neutral paralanguage. By this

we do not mean that paralanguage is ab: Paralanguage is always present,

but this is an example of what the indil ual normally eounds like, We

refer to this as the baseline. It is*used as a point of departure, Now

listen to th..2 tape of Example ene,

Example One:

Voice Set. Adult male, good health and condition. Reasonably clear

speech. No evidence of unusual emotional state. Matter of fact manner,

Seemingly ordinary speech for this individual. Minimum of paralanguage.

seems to be close to the individual's baseline.

11(2

Vch

r\.)

Vqu

Vsg

A.. .

--Crth.
Sup. seg.

Phonemic

214h; 212,60 4 2 , 212 - 2
+ you + want to + go + there

1
#

Phonetic
INIIIIM111!,....

Abbreviations
crth.- orthography
Sup. seg. - suprasegmentals
Vsg - vocal segregates

Vqu vocal.quaes .

Vch - vocal characterizers

VQ - vocal qualifiers

INIMI11171.....1111M
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The central line of paralinguistic transcription is that Idlich bears

the normal Orthography and the suprasegmentals. Notice that below this
there are lines for phonemic and for phonetic transcription. These lines
are usually used only when there is samething unusual about the individual's
use of the segmental phonemes which the transcriber feels should be recorded.
Switching back and forth from one dialect to another would be an example
of when it vould be significant to record the individual's phonemic
selections. On the first line above the orthography we have space for
inserting any vocal segregates used. In this case, the only vocal segre-
gate that appeared was a brief segregae of silence following Eta. If the
individual ha s d nuh,..huh", this would have been recorded on this line
as 11, in the appropriate place. It would not be recorded on the
orthography line. On the next line above, the vocal qualities are recorded.
Here we find two. A 0 A means that there was one degree of overloud-
ness (more than the individual's usual use of primarY strcss) on the word
why. () C.) means that there was also one degree of r1rawl (prolonga-
tion) on this same word. No vocal characterizers were recorded. no (N.;

means that the rhythm was evenly paced throughout the whole utterance.
Now listen to the same iniividual read the same sentence with a different
use of paralanguage.

I V- 9

Example Two

Voice Set. General description of the iniividual's voice would be
the same . However, in this sentence, there is agitation expressed
through overloudness, deliberateness of manner, and a prolcagation
of the whole utterance.

VQ

Vch

Vqu

> >

IS I "

> t

r I.

/N
A. . . . . 411\ 66"*.% re1,

(1)-n
. .4 4

4001't S -11 .11
Vsg

Crth& 4 ' 2 2
Why # do 4- 57ou 2 warit21 2 tb

Sup. Seg.

Phonemes

Phonetics

3gb 2# 2thei.e10

..

You should listen to the tape recording of Example Two several times
while you look at the above transcription. Yirst of all, note the different'
usage of the suprasegmentals. The vocal segregate of silence, *r11
remains in the same place. On the level of the vocal qualifiers, 1,
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indicates that on this part of the utterance dhere is paralinguistic
overhigh pitch, higher than that which would be expected from the use of
the suprasegmentals,. T indicates three degrees of prolongation or drawl,

indicates two degrees of drawl; and (1) indicates one d:Lzee of drawl.

/ indicates one degree of overloudness) indicates two degrees. On
the level of voice qualities, 5 indicates forceful articulation through-
out the utteran._le. >. indicates, over the parts affected, a decrease of
the tempo or rhythm of the sentence; this is in addition to the drawl
recorded on a different level, indicates pitch spread upward from the
norm, also throughout the utterance.

Such a painstaking notation of paralanguage is nct necessary for your I

purposes. In the folLowing exercise, you will be asked to focus your
attention only on certain phenomena, and you will not be asked to lea2n any I

of the above symbology.

Exertise One
1 -----

7' 1. He's known since I arrived,

2. He knew since I arrived.

3. There's a man there.

4. There, there's a.man.

5. He treated the Indians who were sick.

6. He treatet: the Indians, who were sick.

7. The whale, we are told, is a mammal.

8. The whale is a mammal, but the shark is a fish.

9. A woman, with two small children, entered"the bus.

10. Man dies as he lived -- alone.

11. Like a clown at a fair, we are full of amazement and rapture and have
no thoughts of going home.

12. Like a clown at a fair, we are full of amazement and rapture, and have
no thoughts of going home.

13. John, the king is dead.

14. John, the king, is dead.

15. Harry, my-best friend, stood by me in my trouble.

.1.1011.11,100....11111.11.10IMOMII1 ....=1.1.41110041.111101MOIFIONIFIII.M1



UNIT FIVE

EFFECTIVE ORAL COMMUNICATION

Introduction

V.1

5.1. Goals of Oial Conmunication. The goal of effective oral
communication is to select sets of proper dialect, paralanguage and
kinesics that will allow you to communicate intentionally and purpose .
fully in a particular situation, such as conversation, introductions,
interviews, discussions and speeches. You already use dialectG,
patterns of paralanguage and patterns of kinesics. Discovering this
is like finding out you've been speaking prose all your 11fe. But

notice the word "intentionally" in the first sentence.. You first
learned these three systems largely through imitation,first of your
parents, then of other people around you. Thus much of the "why and
wherefore" of your speech package cscapes you because it operates
out of awareness, and you often communicate unintentionally.

Therefore,we shall now point out guidelines for the selection of
appropriate dialect patterns, paralanguage patterns and kinesic
patterns to fit specific social situations, and to set up labora-
tory aassroom activities in practical application of principles
to carry into "outside" speaking situations.

Dy now you are aware of what dialect is because it was

discussed at length previously. .Nonetheless,let us briefly restate

th3t dialects vary by geographical area (New England, Midwest,
Central Atlantic, etc.), by occupation, by economic status, by'

education, by age groups and by;sex. Dialect covers the levels of
phonology (sound); morphology: morphemics (shapes) and syntax,(phrases,

sentence patterns); and semology (style selection, structural
meaning). The term paralanguage covers voice set, voice qualities,
vocalizations and vocal segregates. Kinesics refers to the use of
the body and parts of the bod? in communication.

Dialect Choice

5.2. American Standard Dialect. That there is a standard
American dialect should by now be apparent to you. It consists of
mutually agreed upon limits of pronunciation, inflection, vocabulary
choice and word order beyond which speakers of American English do
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not go. The greatest leeway is granted in pronunciation; less is
granted in vocabulary choice; and lea3t variation is allowed in word
inflection and word order.

There are usage levels in the Standard dialect as there are in
all other dialects: formal, .Feneral, and linasaataka. Formal is
the .evet of dialect selection to be found in such things as legal
documents, insurance forms, and religious ceremonies. The zeneral
level is that of the mass media of communication. ltasseatable is
any usage that doesn't fit into American Standard. Your communicating
falls almost wholly within the general level, with occasional slips
into unacceptable.

Bqow are a few phonological, lexical and syntactic forms that
are part of general usage in Standard American dialect:

Phonological

house /hdws/
/h&ws/
ih4ws/
/h&s/

wash

/via/

/w6hg/

Lexical

Mary /m4r.'W

/m4yriy/

/m4hx4:y/

/r11)riy/

bottle /bdt1.1/
/bd/k1/

ar

auto pop
automobile (onic
otor car

(soda

andirons
tractor-trailer fire-irons
trailer truck fire dogs
semi-trailer
semi couch
trai.ler rig sofa

divan

davenport
settle

settee
....

111=.11............
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§12152.21121.010ma

1it is I

/t's me

do you want?

Whom do you want?

Who do you,trust?

tbitle to

ecause of

Who me?

How about it?

What about me?

fthere is
Zthere are

(everyone...his
(everyone...their

nowhere to turn'to

put up with

5.3. Local Geouvhical and Social Dialects. YPM are well
aware that you change clothing to fit different social and business
situations. In'some cases, as at the swimming pool or in the grease
pit, specialized clothing geared to the needs of. the moment is called
for. At other times you dress according to cues taken from your
evaluation of the formality of the forthcoming.situation.. Here are
a few:

school day

school day - appearance in assembly
school.day . new ,gW. friend./ boy friend
dance . Hi.Y
dance . sock hop
dance . senior ball
picnic . buddies
picnic . double date
pionic - adults
interview for college or job
church - Saturday or Sunday
dining out - lunch countei'
dining out . church supper
dining out . fine restaurant with date and/or parents

To you, each of these situations Ull differ from all the others, and
the need for changes of formality in dress and appearance will be
apparent. Further, it is apparent that people of different ages and
sex dress differently. Just so, no one Americau Standard dialect
selection of language is going to stand you in equally good stead
in every situation. The shop, garage, chemistry inb, and playing field
have their own vocabulary items suited particularly to them. There
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are just as obvious differences in dialect selection and level of
usage in various other situations:

bull session with close associates

conversation with acquaintances or in mixed company

organization (club, youth group, class) discussion
conferences with teachers, principals, ministers,

employers
interview for job or college

speeches of varying formality before social groups,
school groups or church groups

introductions of varying formality

You can see that each of these calls for a shift in dialect pat-
terns. There are times when the gmera1 usage level of a local dialect
is considered perfectly acceptable, even desirable - in situations
in which "he don't", "I (you) ain't", "I seen", "he come"(past tense),
"1 give"(past tense), "it don't make no difference", "brurig" or
"brang" for brought, "I've got a cousin by (instead of in) Lancaster",
and "He's right,ain't it?' are usable._ These might be used in your
home or anywhere in the community where your local dialect is permitted.
A warning if you were "brought up" on the stlndard dialect, do not
use unacceptable syntax to "talk down to" people who do not use it,
since there are patterns in alllocal dialects which are just as
binding as those in the standard dialect. You cannot pick up chance
phrases and use them out of context without getting caught and
possibly embarrassed. This applies as surely, in using your own
social or occupational dialects as in trying to imitate another region.
al dialect by using a few chance coords arid phrases. By analogy,
imagine yourself memorizing a fc.7 trade terms like oscillator,

savcitor, ohms, variable condenser, and impedance match and then
wal.ing into a hi.fi store and posing as an.expert.

Usage levels apply also to vocabulary choice within any dialect ...
local, social or standard. This is not a matter of Tronunciation
but of actual vocabulary selection. First, of course, there is a

class of words generally considered unpr4ntable and unspeakable. We
are all aware of these and realize their extremely limited usefulness.
Interestingly, styles change by time and place, and some of these
words from time to time drift back and forth across the acceptable.
unacceptable line. However, our main concern here is not with the
sensational words. We are primarily interested in the question, "Are
there words in the standard dialect, varying from lotale to locale, the
use of which will mark you as an outlander or an illiterate?" There
are, but the lines are neither so well defined nor so firmly held
as at the level of syntax.

.

A striking example c)E such word use.by geographic area lies in the
words branch and creek. While creek is quite general, the other is so
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highly rgionnl(South nnd Sou.:hwest)thlt tht_ Northeastvrmx will drawn bla+
on hearing it. Other examples of words likely.to draw blanks when used 1

outside their geographical areas are stoneboat, _Immo& tarvy, whfffle
tree; tonic and 212.1.5221t2229.A...

Occupationl too.as noted earlier in this unit, have
in their lexicons items of specialized meanings which exclude outsiders.
Fok example, auto enthusiasts speak in terms ofpjlts, mills, racing-ca s,
hkgh speed rear ends and other items with soecialized meanings. Among

the members of this sub-group the terminolov is meaningful and
acceptable, but if the insider begins carryir.g on with these terms to
outsiders, he is likely not only draw blanks but also to build
resentment among his listeners.

The male-female dichotomy in our dialects becomes apparent in the
obscurity of the terms gather, gore, dart, plaautt shirred, smocked,
aald and tuck to the average male, They are all terms easily
recognized by females in our culture. What could be more boring or
irritating to the average male than to sit and listen to these "in-

group" terms among a group of females?.

Corisider'one more set of'examples, those of generation (age)
differences. Vocabulary items change with the passing years for many
reasons: changes in technology, changes in ways of looking at the
universe, changes in the ways we look at ourselves and other people,
to name a few. For example, few people except schola7:s any longer use
or recognize such.terms as arbalest, Spanish boot, or flogiston. It

is striking how rapidly from one generation to the next some terms
become dated and mark the uses as "quaint or just a trifle behind
the.times. Consider the following items:

sailor straw
fedora

knickers :

plus-fours

motor (verb)

wheel (bicycle)
flivver

rumble ser,t

tin-goose

fender well

aerodrome
wireless
razor-strop

ice-box

running board
flying machine
cravat
hot (now .cool)

How many of these are familiar to you? The point has been made..
There are vocabulary items that lie outside the Standard American
dialect and set their users apart in space, time, occupation and sex,
among other things. While these are all acceptable to the "in" group
in any context, when the situation involves a mixed group it is.better
tp dVoid-Specialized or dated vocabulary and to tty to adjust to a

more general vocabulary.

Generally, the greatest permissiveness in the standard dialect is
( I found in pronunciation. But in local dialects and social dialects
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pronunciation is often highly prescribed. Often people 'in a given

region make a strong prohibition against Oeviant pronunciations of

words. For instance, in western New York the accepted pronunciation

of genuine is /ydnyilwl'n 19 and the pronunciation /jehytillan / is

thought to mark an ill-spoken person. In the South east the second

pronuhciation is quite acceptable. In the case of /krfk/ versus /krfyk/

for creek, the situation is almost reversed. In the Sout.,cast, /krik/

is the unaccepted pronunciation, whereas in western New York some

"kidding" goes on about it, but it is acceptable. Apparently pronun-

ciations acceptable to one region are not always universally agreed

upon. A rule of thumb would be to use the pronunciation pattern of

your own local dialect even when speaking the standa7d dialect, and

particularly the pronunciations of the social or educatinal level you

wish to represent. People outside your :ea will generally accept

your pronunciations if they fit Into your over-all pattern of dialect

selection.

Least vaIlation from dialect to dialect and within the standard

dialect seemsto occur in syntax, Seldom if ever will you come across

a situation in which hit bill john or bill iohn hit or john hit bill

occur with the meaning "Bill hit John", But you yin find.acceptance

in some local dialc,ts of word order patterns that will seem strange
in the standard dialect. "How is you", with the answer "I's fine,' is
standard on Tristan da Cunhaland in some sections of our country. What

is accepted general usage in one local or social dialect may be

totally unacceptable in other dialects and/or the standard American

dialect.

You have seen from the examples in the preceding pages that there
is considerable variation in pronunciation, word choice, and word
order from one local dialett to another ard from one social dialect to

another. It has also been pointed out this,: in the majority, of situations

one should use the dialect.spoken by the people with whom he is trying

to communicate. A local geogiaphical dialect is perfectly a-ceptable

in the area where the majority of the people communicate by means of

it. A social dialect -- e.g., an occupational dialect -- is acceptable
when communicating with the specialists in that field. In any case,

when there is doubt about which,dialect to use in order to communicate
fully, the standard dialext should be used, We will discuss specific

situations demanding specific types of dialect in the last part of this

unit

Paralanguage and Kinesics

5.5. :.1.alinguistic and Kinesic Performance in the
Standard Dialect, Both paralanguage and kinesics go hand in hand with

language in its various dialect form and on the fixrmal, general and
unacceptable levels of usage. Following is a description of these two

systems as they are used with the standard American dialect in situations
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5.51. Voice Set. Th's is the over-all set of your voice which
is etependent on age, sex, physical condition, mood and self...image.
Over all these factors you have little control, except for altering
the image slightly to act a part temporarily, as an actor does in a
play.

5.52. Voice Qualities. These consist of pitch range, vocal lip
control, glottis control, articulation.control, rhythm control,
resonance and tempo. Your use of these qualities depends on the fol-
lowing things: The nature of your physical equipment, whether or not
you exercise conscious control of this physical equipment, your own
self-image,and the image you wish to project, as well as the relative
formality or informality of the situation. The patterns are tot so
well defined as are patterns of language usage, and guide lines are
accordingly harder to set up. If a person's usage is so poor that he
gets almost no intentional messa,a across, he needs a speech clinician. ,
However, our purpose is not speech therapy, but a general discussion
of what goes on paralinguistically and kinesicelly and how to apply
the knowledge consciously.

Your personal pitch range is dependent on yr,ur sex, age, physical
condition and physical equipment. These factors determine the length,
thickness and tension of your vocal lips or folds. About these you
can do nothing but make the most of what you have. If you feel that
you are presently not moking as good use of them as you might be, you
can find your most comfortable pitch and use it as your base-line
in speaking (pitch 2). An easy away to do so is to sing up and dowr
the scale of a viano until you find the note that you can sing the
loudest with relative ease. That is your best or optimum pitch.

With regard to the width of your pitch range, the larger the group
you are addressing and the larger the room in which you are talking,
the wider the range will.need to be. You will be using the four
linguistic pitch levels described in Unit III, but they will grow
relatively further apart. Think of the extremes; first imaging an
intimate conversation between you and a close friend, and then picture
yourself addressing an auditorium full of people.

You have little direct, conscious control over the actual bringing
together of the vocal lips. However, che relative tenseness or laxness ,

with which they are brought together is affected by the degree of
tenseness or laxness in the neck while you are speaking. In our cul-
ture the most acceptable degree of tenseness lies between that which
gives an impression of breathiness, and that which sounds brassy or
strident and eventually leads to hoarseness. If you wish to exercise
some control over this and wish to reduce some of the strained feeling
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from yelling, think of the energy for your voice as coming from your
abdominal muscles rather than from your neck region.

Glottal control refers to the relative .smoothness of the pitch
changes as you go up and down the scale when you speak. As a rule of
thumb, the more relaxed you are when you speak, the smoother this pitch
change will be.,

Articulation, the physical formation of the speech sounds, is
definitely within the domain of your conscious control. Your over-all
artinulation pattern can be as precise or lax as you wish. Also, the
general rule of acceptability within the standard American dialect is
that the more formal the situation, and/or the larger the audience, the
more precise you are expected to be. In addressing a iarge group, the
need for precision in articulation is apparent; if you are not precise,
you will not be understood.

By vocal charaeterizers we mean crying, laughing or the breaking of
the voice stream. We could impressionistically say they are indicators
of a mood that is temporarily overwhelming. People in our culture
generally tend to steer away from such extreme mood indicators in rational
situations because their presence indicates that the speaker has tempor-
arily lost control of himself. Teats and laughter can be used deliberate-
ly on occasion, but this requires much practice, and a little bit goes
a very long way.

Over- or under-loudness, very high or very low pitch and extreme
clipping or drawling are called vocal qualifiers, They are strong
indicators of deviation from calm,*rational thought; as a deliberate
device, they shou7i be used very sparingly.

5.53. Vocal Segregatesn As you remember, these are the occurr-
ences usually represented.as uh huh (yes), huh uh (no),M-M-M (maybe, good,
too bad), tch or tsk (too bad), huh? (question), uh(Hang on, I've got

. more to say, but I haven't got it figured out), ah (satisfaction). These
are acceptable in intimate and small group situations on the informal
and general levels of speaking, but their frequent use is not acceptable
in large gruup situations or in formal situations.

5.54. Resonance. By changing the sige and shape of the pharynx
and mouth cavity, the resonance of the voice may be changed to a limited
extent. Resonance is that aspect of voice that most people impressionis-
tically refer to as voice "quality". It is possible to emit most of the
stream of voice through the nasal passage, to keep any of it from flowing
through the nasal passage, or to strike a balance between the flow of
voice from the nasal passage and the mouth. Generally the third of these
is preferred in most speaking situations.
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5.55. Rhythm and Temao. The demands in these two areas change
rapidly and constantly in terms of formality of the occasion and the
mood the speaker desires to project. For instance, a smooth rhythm and

a slow tempo are thought to be well suited to the formality of a
graduation eAercise, but a staccato rhythm and a high speed delivery
may be better suited to the needs of the coaches on the sports field.

5.6. The Raue_of Kinesic Performance in the Standard Dialect.

5.61, Bodylet. This refers to the overall impressions of age,
sex, mood, health status and self-image conveyed by a speaker. Within
a limited range, these impressions can be altered by amount of muscle
tension , relative slouch or relative rigidity, Kinesics also inc1udes
specifically the use of hands, arms, legs and face. Students Of -

kinesics even divide the face into smaller areas..

We have not the space to discuss fully how to achieve the most
desirable kinesic effects. Here is one broad suggestion: practice
before a mirror and watch other people, see how certain effects are
achieved by yourself and others, and then put into practice those'
kinesics.you find valid in any particular situation

T h e Dialect, Paralanguage and Kinesics

Checklist

5,7. In every social situation from the most informal kind of
conversation to the most formal type of intervier.; or public oratory,
one must make a choice of the proper dialect and the proper para-
language and kinesics to accompany that dialect. It is possible to set
up a checklist of points for these three major categories that the
speaker must consider, consciously or unconsciously, if he is to
make the impression he wishes on his audience, be the audience one
person or hundreds. In the following sections of this unit we will
discuss specific social situationsand the range on the checklist
within which a person should normally operate in order to get his
message aCross most effectively. In classroom exercises you will find
it helpful to study the range of selection on the checklist accom-

panying the discussion of each type of situation. We will omit
kinesics from the individual exercise checklists because exact
kinesic perfomance is hard to prescribe.
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LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE

1. Dialect choice: Standard Local Social

2. Usage Level within the dialect choice: Formal General

(Unacceptable should be avoided in all social situations)

3. Pronunciation: Standard for area Non-standard

. 4. Vocabulary choice: Standard dialect items Local Ealect
items Social dialect items

5. Sentence structures: Standard Local Social

PARALINGUISTIC PERFORMANCE

1. Pitch Range : Monotone Narrow Wide Low High
2. Vocal Lip Control: Tense Normal Lax

3. Glottis Control: Smooth Not smooth
4. Articulation: Car2less Normal__ Precise Over-precise
5, Vocal Characteriszers: Crying Laughing Breaking

Whispering
6. Vocal Qualifiers: Cver-loud Medium Under-loud

Over-high Medium Oversoft
7. Vocal segregates: Overused Present. Not present
8. Resonance: Muffled Nasal Medium Emphasized
9. Rhythm and Tempo: Smooth rhythm Slow tempo

Medium rhythm Medium tempo Jerky rhythm
Rapid tempo

KINESIC PERFORMANCE

1. Body set: Congruent Incongruent
2. Arm and Hand: Congruent. Incongruent
3. Shoulders: Congruent Incongruent
4. Face: Congruent Incongruent

GENERAL COMMENTS:



The Situations

5.8. The Problems of Subject Selection, Timing and Audience
Relationship. The topic of subject selection covers the problem of
what to talk about. Each type of social situation presents this
Problem in a different way, depending.on the formality of the situation.
However, there are four basic considerations to use as guidelines.in
subject selection:

a. Purpose
b. Ability

c. Interests

d. Identity

Each of these will be treated more at length as we discuss each situarj
tion, but there are some general features applicable to each. purpose
covers the reason for the specific situation, ranging from the primarily
socializing motivation of most conversations through the primarily
informational or persuasi've purpose' of the formal speech. The question
is, why have these people come here? Ability refers to both your ability
and your listeners' ability. What areas of knowledge do you have
information on? what ideas and language are you and your listener(s)
able to handle? Interests meansyour interests and the interests of
your audience. What things do you care about? Nhat things do the
listeners want to hear about? Identity signifies who you are in .

relation to the audience. Also, who are they in relation to you and
in relation to each other? This ancept of identity will aid you not
only in subject selection, but also in establishing what kind ofjmage
of yourself you will try to present to the audience through language,
paralanguage, kinesics and dress.

Except for conversation, for which you could say that you are
constantly preparing through daily experience or that you never prepate,
you will be given both a limited time .for preparation and a limited
time for the presentation of any oral communciation. For example,
for an interview your appointment will be made one day, several days,
or even some weeks in advance. The time factor will obviously influence
the scope of your subject selection.

Regardless of which speaking.situation you find yourself in
conversation, interview, introduction, discussion or speech .40. you face
the need to make your audience relate to you sympathetically enough to
listen to what you have to say, andOiopefullytalso believe you. Use
the questions enumerated under "D" of subject Also, go
through what has already been said under dialect selection and para-
language and kinesics, since the points made there can rapidly influ-
ence the response of the hearer to what you have to say.

....miolpsormorwroreftensimer.
11111.wm
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5.9, The Use of ALdio-visual Aids. These are sight and sound

helps to help.you Jake your speaking clear and forceful. The aids

used may range from the conversation-piece or ice-breaker of the social

gathering, through the calling cards or business cards of the people you

are introducing to each other, to the sometimes elaborate equipment of

the scientific experiment lecture. Other audio-visual aids are black-

boards, slides, charts, records, models, blueprints, to name a few. We

will discuss their actual use in more detail later, but there are

potentials and pit-falls in the uses of these aids in any situation,

Their greatest potentials lie in the fact'that they couple the senses

of both sight and sound, help keep the audience's attention on a focal

point, and sometimes condense a great deal of information into relatively

small space and time. Conversely, their great weaknesses are that

they sometimes break.down, and that they may be over-used and so

digract the audience from the speaker and what he is saying.

5.10. A checklist of attject_Selectioalim:ing, and Audio-Visual
Aids,

UWECT SELECTION

1. Purpose

2. Ability

3. Interests

4. Identity

TIMING

1. Length of time for preparation
2. Length of time for performance

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS

1. Types

2. Mastery

3, Effect

AUDIENCE-SPEAKER RELATIONSHIP

Sympathetic Indifferent Hostile
O.M.WM1

GENERAL COMMENTS:
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5.11. The Situation Environment. The primary purposes for
participating in these sample speech activities are for you ,to under-stand in a practical way what spoken communciation is, and how to useit effectively in getting along with other people. Communication canbe defined as the act of sharing with other people thoughts or feelingswe have within ourselves. By now you may be thinking,"Well, if that's

.all there is to it, why all the fuss? I'm doing quite well, thank you.°Your reaction would be typical. By the time we are of high school age,most of us handle our language well enough so we usually.get the thingswe need; and want, like food, clothing, entertainment, and the like. Forinstance , we are all capable of telling others what kinds of things welike and dislike, and we can understand others when they tell us the kindsof things we ought to do, All this is rather basic stuff. But considerhow often people get angry over something you don't think you've.said, .or because they think you mean something you don't mean at all. Also,consider the many arguments you've had, or the "hard feelings" you'ye
had, because you've done the same thing. People often get angry with eachother because cf.paralanguage and kinesics. For.example, your mothermight tell you to come wipe the dishes. If you don't object, you willsay, "Yes, Mother" in one way; if you do objecc, you will say it inanother. The words stay the same, but your different moods are shownby changes in your paralanguage. Often we try to hide our feelings bynot saying anything. If we try to hide guilt or secrets or even goodnews, our kinesics often give us amay. Perhpas you have heard someof the following expressions: You look like the cat that ate the canary.You look like a kid cau ht in the cookie jar. You look as if you'djust lost your best friend. You're as nervous as a cat on a hot tinroof. You're standing on one foot then the other, You look fit to betied.

Even our dress tells things about us. If someone dresses sloppily,some people'say, °He looks like an unmade bed." We say some people's
clothes look."hoody", or that certain dress makes people look like"beatniks". 'Also, if someone overdresses in our opinion, we might referto him or her asa "clotheshorse", and we might ask, "What's th2-occasion?"or "Where are you preaChing today?"

We now see there is room for improvement, and that we should .learn-to use language, paralanguage and kinesics deliberately to help intention-al communication. Much of this'need for improvement comes from thetmitative way we learn to speak, which we have already discussed. Forinstance, if someone were to ask you how you:make a'given sound such asthe /m/ in cat, it would be a.safe bet that you couldn't do it
accurately. In the same way, if someone had asked you what.you meant.by "tone of voice", you would'have been hard pressed for an answer:before.reading these units. Clearly, when we learn things strictly by imitation,we leave much to chance, because we don't learn at: a certain way of-.talking works or how it may or may not be safely altered.
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We are also often unaware.of vagueness in our speaking. We all
soy things like, "Hand me up the watchacallit over theie that goes on the
end of the hoozis." Since we learn through imitation, it never occurs to
us that we are not being perfectly clear, We know exactly what we mean,
and we assume everyone else will too. For instance, e customer in a meat
market, wrapped in thought about the meats on display, has turned to the
butcher saying, "I'll take a pound of that." The butcher, of course, was
left at a total loss, since that meant nothing to him.

You should view this series of activities as a group of experiments
in which you will have certain responsibilities. Your primary responsibil-
ity will be to observe both yourself and your fellow students. You should
observe the kinds of reactions you get to the ways in which you say
things, and you should observe your own reaction to the things others say.
Next, as you become aware of vagueness, sloppy thinking, or unintentional
offence as problems of language, paralanguage and kinesics, you should
try to control your own mannerisms.in speech to get the desired results,
instead of leaving the outcome to chance. By listening to your fellow
students carefully, you gradually become aware that they, like you,
believe everyone automatically understands what they are trying to say.
You may even see that they also get angry when they are asked to explain
themselves more precisely, By the time you have some experience in
conscious observation, you should have a good idea why some ways of
speaking are effective and some ways are not. We should add, you will
probably observe that the way you speak will be governed by the formality
c:) thesituation. 'Your wording must be .befter organized.and more convin-
cing when you deliver a speech before a 'group than when you are a part of
a group in a discussion-The interview fria be less formal than the
speech, and conversation is surely the least formal (in the sense of
rules) form of speaking.

All this admonition to iearn conscious control of all phases of
communciation is, of course, not for the purpose of making you artifi-
cial. The purpose, like that behind most of what goes on in school, is
to increase your conscious awareness of yourself and of the world of
people around you. Only through such awareness can you become conscious
of the patterns of your culture, select those which will help you to
grow into.the adult you want to be, and learn the cultural restrictions
within which you can give fullest vent to your individuality.

5.12. ORAL INTERPRETATION. Oral interpretation is the oral
performance of written literature, It therefore includes reading to people,
recitation of memorized literature (jokes, poems, anecdotes, etc.) and
acting, Of course, the objectives of oral interpretation are to be fluent
and convincing and,at the same time,to seem to be giving a spontaneous
performance. These objectives contribute toward entertaining and
informing others.

We all know how deadly it can be to listen to our fellow students
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reading fumblingly nt their desks.What is the problem? Primarily, it
is certainly a lack of preparation. Good reading aloud, like good acting,
can be most enjoyable; and preplration is the key. What is preparation?
Largely, it consists of re-reading material until it becomes very
familiar. Obviously, thoug:i, even if you were to memorize thc content,
you might as well memorize gibberish unless you understand the author's
purpose.

Authors construct records to preseve various things. Some of these
are real events that have taken place; some arcEments the authors think
should take place; and some areevents that take place only in the
imagination (for instance, fairy tales and science fiction). There are
several reasons for these kinds of writings. First is the obvious
purpose of recording events. For many centuries,as you know, there were
no movies, tape recorders, disc recorders for preserving records of
events. The only way to record was either to draw a picture or to
write about the happening, or both.. Clearly, the main purpose of
writing systems is to record.

However, one of the great pastimes of human beings is to play
guessing games. What would happen if ...? How would we feel if ...?
So another great use of writing systems developed, that of putting down
stories, events that hadn't happened but that might, or easily cou.ld
happen "if...". Authors also record things that exist in their minds:
opinions, ideas, impressions, whatever you to call them. Some of these
.. like love, hate, fear, courage and justice -- are very real, but
equally intangible. Authors Iflake up symbols for them and weave stories
around these symbols. Sometimes these symbols are very realistic, and
sometimes they are fantastic. For instance, in many stories a hero
symbolizes the author's idea of goodness and courage, and a villain sym-
bolizes cowardice, hate, fear, etc. These-people are usually more or less
close to real people. On the other hand, authors often have used and
continue to use fairies, elves, witches,.animals and assorted monsters
to symbolize good and bad.

Finally, there is writing whose purpose is that of the material
you are reading explaining or informing. The subject may range from
the very specific and concrete fd the abstract. Note that our materials
include: the range. In summary, then, authors record, imagine, and
explain.

o.

Now to the second point--how all this is done. Obviously, the
author has at his command all the conventions of the writing system. The
English writing system has alphabetic letters to represent shapes that
form words, and marks called punctuation to reproduce the pauses of
speech and to show the beginnings and endings of intonation patterns
(capitals for beginnings and periods, exclamation points and question
marks for endings). However, the English writing system has had a devel-
opment somewhat divergent from the development of the language itself.
You have seen this reflected in spelling, and you should see it easily in



the puuctuation system if you reflect on how difficult it can be to get

from one end of some sentences to the other without running out of

breath. However, the writing system has symbols for more words than you

are likely to use in a lifetime,and these words range from unemotional

to highly emotional, from "vulgar" to "elegant", from "clear" to °obscure°

and from one syllable to several. And the punctuation system makes

possible word combinations from one to over a hundred in one sentence,

and far more kinds of sentence pattern variations than you are ever likely

to use.

Out Of these possible patterns, an author selects those which appeal

to him in terms of his own reactions, his memories, and in terms of the

task before him. For instance, a writer for children is likely to stay

closer to common-place words and patterns than is a writer for adults. A

technical writer will use words and sentence patterns oriented not only

to adults but to adults specializing in his area of knowledge, All these

are written differently,in turn,from fiction.

Now you begin to see where you, as the oral interpreter, fit into

the process as a presenter of ideas from the work of literature to the

audience. The first step in preparation is to select a work to read from.

This you do on the basis of purpose, ability, interests, and identity, as

alreddy discUssed for all"forms of oral communication. Next, read the

work as a whole. In doing so, check a dictionary for the meaning of

words new or hazy to you. Remember, words and sentence patteins are all

the author has to work with in conveying a message; and if you are going

to do him justice, you must not leave holes in your understanding. Once

you feel you understand the work as a whole, begin your re-reading. As

you read, notice parts of the work that you find striking either for their

clarity, emotion, or beauty; especially notice how the sounds of the words

and larger sound patterns contribute to the impact. Look also for the

ways in which words work in the sentence patterns. If the author has used

words and sentences in ways unusual to you, perhaps he has done it

deliberately. The author may be writing dialect as Mark Twain did so

extensively and effectively in Huckleberry Finnc He not only wrote in

local dialects, but also differentiated among several social dialects. In

the following examples, notice the contrast between Huck's conversation

and that of Jim.

Huck: What was the use to tell Jim these warn't real

kings and dukes? It wouldn't 'a° done no good;

and, besides, it was just as I said: you couldn't

tell them from the real kind.

Jim: What makes me fel so bad dis time 'uz bekase I

hear sumpn oven yonder on de bank like a whack, er

a slam, while ago, en it mine me er de time I treat

my little 'Lizabeth so ornery.
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While both dialects are different from those most of us are used to, they

are also quite different from each other. Jires is the dialect of the

Negro of the mid-18009s, and Huck's is that of the rural white of the
same time and place.

'Any strangeness may also be due to the fact that an author is of

a time and place different from yours. This is very apparent when you

first encounter the writing of Shakespeare, as shown by the speech of the
Chamberlain from Act II, scene l of the first part of Henry IV.

Chamberlain: Good morrow, Master Gadshill. It holds current
that I told you yesternight: there9s a franklin
in the wild of Kent hath brought three hundied

marks with him in gold:I heard him tell it to
one of his company last night at supper; a kind
of auditor; he that hath abundance of charge too,
God knows what.

You can easily pick out what are to us unusual words; morrow, franklin,
hath,and zsternight. But notice also the length of the sentence, and
the now-unusual structure used in the second sentence.

Even the works of so recent a writer as Charles Dickens have words

and sentence structures that are no longer as popular.as they were seventy-
five or even fifty years ago. As a result, Dickens works have sound
combinations and rhythms that seem faintly ocld to some of us when we first
meet with them. The example below is taken from the court-room scene of
the defense of Charles Darnay by Sidney Carton;

A singular circumstance then arose in the caSe. The
object in hand being to show that the prisoner went down, with
some fellow plotter untracked, in the Dover mail on that
Friday night in November five years ago,and got out of the
mail in the night, as a blind, at a place where he did not
remain, but from which he travelled back some dozen miles or

more, to a garrison and dockyard, and there collected
information; a witness was called to identify him a's having

been at the precise time required, in the coffee-room of an
hotel, in that garrison-and-dockyard town, waiting for
another person.

Notice the sentence length, the syntactic combinations that seem rather
odd like "went down6.e. in the Dover mail". The Above examples are just
some possibilities; you can undoubtedly think of moree

Futher, what intonation patterns suggest themselves to you as you
read the work? Look at the.punctuation to see how the author guides you.
Look to see whether you misread the intonation the first time. Does the
author use irony? If so, how does he indicate it? Some works are satires
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and their over-all tone is one of irony: How does the author use his words
and sentences to create suspense (if it is a story), or gaiety, or
sadness? Lastly, how will you,as the interpreter of the writing,get these
moods across to the audience? Look for word combinations that have a
great deal of sound value, and sentence patterns that create certain rhythms
Edgar Allen Poe is famous for this. He has even been known,upon occasion,
to use a word in an unusual context because he wanted the sound and
image-shaping values of that word in a particular syntactic slot. The
examples below are taken from "Bernice" and "The Fall of the House of
Usher", respectively. Notice the sound values of the overall sentence
sturcture and how each word contributes to the total impact. In the first
selection notice also the ironic juxtaposition of white andamILELE, and
the punning use of the word tndenture. Using the word indenture, Poe
evokes images of indent and denture. Compare this use of the word with the
dictionary meaning of it. In the selection from "The Fall of the House of
Usher", notice the phrase lurid tarn with ominous overtones. Check the
dictionary meaning of the word lurid. It seeems to have more associative
meaning than concrete meaning. Regard the word tarn. Alone, how much
meaning .haa this for you?

But from the disordered chamber of my brain, had not, alas!
departed, and would not.be driven away, the white and
ghastly spectrum of the teeth. Not a speck on their surface
'..-not a shade on their enamel -- not an indenture in their
edges -- but what that period of her smile had sufficed to
brand in upon my memory. (from "Bernice")

It was possible,I reflected, that a mere different arrange.
.ment of the particulars of the scene, of the detail of the
picture, would be sufficient to modify, or perhaps to
annihilate its capacity for sorrowful impression; and,
acting upon this idea, I reined my horse to the precipitous
brink of a black and lurid tarn.that lay in unruffled lustre
by the dwelling, and gaged down but with a shudder even
more thrilling than before upon the remodelled and inverted
images of the grey sedge, and the ghastly tree-stems, and the
vacant and eye-like windows. (from"The Fall of the House of
Usher")

Check your impressicns of the pace or rate of speed of the work when you
prepare. These are all things that can help you convey images and meaning
to your listeners.

Sometimes in re-converting the written record into language it may
be necessary to alter the apparent intonation pattern,either fram sheer
necessity to breathe or to heighten effect or meaning. There may also be
words so obscure that your audience will be left blank upon hearing them,
or words you cannot handle for one good reason or another and for which
you will need to substitute synonyms. Caution .. you must be sure that you
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are doing this anlyoutofdi and if a work nee%.is extensivechange for you to be able to handle it, you might better leaveit in favorof something you are able to handle easily. Most professional luthorsare not at all careless la the use of words or sentence patterns, andthey usually re-write until they feel. they have achi,eved the best combin-ations of which they are capable. Your reading can at best only
approximate the author 's intent; any t,::L.ng with words and sentencepatterns can easily destroy the intended images and thought of the work.

Now put yourself in the place of an author. This should be easybecause, after all, you are one It is a 7ole we all play from time totime. You too write: lecters, notes, essaYs, short stories, even occasionalpoems. For some of you, this is solely a part of your school work; forsome, it is a hobby, or even a preplration for an eventual career inwriting or some otfier aspect of comholnication. Regardless of the motivationmany problems of authors are thc samee. The primavy one is to make thereader "see and 'hear". Much of our purpose in this dit-Ilssion of oralinterpretation has been not only to show you the connection betweenlanguage and the written record, but also to show, you, through suggestionsof what to look for in other authors, dimensions that will enable you toincrease your own clarity and impact in spoken and written composition.It is important to realize that all composition is "seunded out" in ourheads; but since we must usually speak on the sppr of the moment, withlittle or no time for conscious preparation, we. play down or totally dis-regard the desirability of composing our delivery by sound.

We have not so far specifically dealt wi,th acting our dramatic
literature. Through acting you can gain much practice in techniques ofbody movements to convey meaning to your audience, You already knowwhat paralanguage and kinesics are. By nott you are aware of the fact thatlike language, you use them all the time. Do you use them to greatest
advantage, consciously aware of what you are "saying' with them and incontrol of them before an audience? When you act out scenes from playsusing language patterns that are not yours and paralanguage and kinesicpatterns that are not yours, in an attempt to re-create from the printedpage a person markedly different from yourself (which is just what anactor does for a living), you will begin to become sensitive to a widevariety of these patterns. 'In Ol-der'to be conVincing in a part, you mustconsciously control these patterns so the audience momentarily forgetsyou are Joe Oglethorpe or Harriet Winthrop, and is able to concentrate onthe feelings; actions'and uotds'of Ole person you ar.e_temporarily creatingfrom the black sCratchet on the 'paper,.

' By now you should sec some of the applicatbn of this kind'of exer-cise. By putting into kactice what'you have learned in these units aboutlanguage, paralanguage and kinesic patterns, and their application In
composition, you will open for yourself a wide range of these patterns
for use in any oral communication.

.

Ps I. O e 11. . 494 nel
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Here is a list of things to consider in preparing for oral
interpretation:

1. Selection

a. audience requirements
b0 your requirements
c. time for preparation

d. time for performance
e. purpose

2. Cultural Background

a. locale and time of the work
'b. locale and time of the author
c. point of view of the author toward his subject

3. Prepaiation
a. over-all intent of the work
b, language

1) dialect choice(s)

2). usage level(s)

3) vocabulary choice
4) sentence structure(s)

C. paralanguage and kinesics
1) voice set

2) vocal characterizers
3) vocal qualifiers

4) vocal segregates
5) resonance
6) rhythm(s) and tempo(s)

7) body set

8) arms and hands
9) shoulders
10) face

4. Presrntation
a. eye contact
b. paralanguage and kinesics as above

5.13. Discussion. We will talk about two kinds of discussion;
group (round table) and panel. These two types of discussion differ a
little in e-eir organization and purpose, but they are alike in that the
basis fo- oth is problem solving. This is accomplished by bringing out
various opinions and pieces of information. By problems we do not mean
those that can be solved by referring to text books. There is no point
in dThL.ussing the date of the signing of the Declaration of Independence
because this question and others like it can be answered by looking them
up in a book. Nor do we mean problems that can be answered immediately
by yes or no, It makes no sense to discuss whether or not the bell has
rung to be in the eriod. Discussionutobenust.beetricted
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to questions as to why a certain thing has happened, or questions of
what to do about a given problem, and how to do it.

All discussions require preparation, First, the problem must be
identified. Someone must state that a problem exists; for instance, that
the roads in the village are in poor shape. Then the problem must be
analyzed in order to discover.its nature. How bad are the roads, how did
they get that way, whom does the problem effect and how? Finally, eVen
before meeting as a group, the members of the group should, on their own,
begin to examine possible solutions to the problem. Then, when the time for
discussion -omes, everyone will have a definite opinion on the problem, even
if the opi...on is that nothing should be done. Also, the group members will
have information to support their opinions. In the discussion there should
be a meeting of these opinions, and, at best,a solution will grow regarding
what sflould be done,tnat,in general,will satisfy everyone in-,the,group:
This'process is known,as reaching a consensus. Sometimes a consensus is
not possible, so no action may be taken as a result of a discussion. This
does not make the discussion worthless, because each person has learned/
Lore about the problem than he knew before and he will know more .a'alcaidt...

the other people in the group than before.

Every discussion needs a leader. No group of people without a leader
will arrive at a satisfactory solution.to their problems. Without a
leader, a discussion will go off the track. Some people may talk all the
time, and others may not talk at all, The group may also get bogged
down on one point and not cover.the whole question. The discussion
leader's duties are to introduce the topic, to make sure ,that everyone is
heard, to k2ep the discussion pointed, to keep moving over the various
points, and to summarize the conclusions reached.

The specific purpose of a discussion dictates its organization. A
group discussion is organized around a group of people who are equally
informed about a common problem and whose opinions are assumed to be
equally valid. The people are usually arranged in a circle so that each
may be seen and heard equally. Sometimes, because of the number of people
involved in a problem, this is Ampossible. Also, a problem may be so
technical that the majority of the people connected with it may not have the
opportunity to become familiar with all its details. In either of these
'two situations, a paneIis abetter way to organize discussion. A panel
consists of a few people (usually no more than seven) who are very well
informed about the problem. As a group, they appear before an audience
of people also concerned with the problem, but not as well informed. The
panelists and the moderator are seated in a line in front of and.often
slightly above the audience. After the panelists have covered the topic,
the audience may be invited to question or challenge their conclusions.
Here, too, the role of the moderator is important because he is the
go.between; all the audience's questions are directed at the panel members
through him.
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When you get to exercises in discussion work, it would be interest-
ing and helpful to assign definite roles to certain discussants. You
might select one person to argue against au positive proposal that is made
and another person to "spread oil on the troubled waters" by seeking a
compromise between divergent opinions. There can also be roles for people
to represent definite iLtc,reats. For instance:Wyou were to present a

discussion of the question "How Can We Improve the Econotic Life of East
Snowshoe, New York?", the roles might be those of the banker, the
professionl (doctor, lawyer, educator, etc0)9 the small manufacturer, the
humeowner, the merChant, the laborer, a worker, and others who might
occur to you as you revieW the number of possible interests involved.
Already.you'realize that one person might be a member of more than one
interest group, perhaps even a member of two conflicting groups.

EXERCISES

I. To make the organization of the discussion easier, the class
should be divided into groups of ten or fewer students. Each
groupgs topic should fit the following points:

1. Is it a why or how question?

2. Is it of concern to the whole .group?

3. Is information readily available?
4. Can it be handled in the allotted time?
5. Can the group prepare in the assigned time?

II. Select a discussion leader 'you think can do the following
things:

I.:Introduce the topic

2. Make sure everyone is heard
3. Keep order

. 4. Keep the group to the point
5. Keep the discussion moving I.
6. Summarize gradual progress andthe conclusions

(Sometfmes a recorder is appointed to keep track)
(Only experience will tell you whether you were right or
wrong here.)

III. Each group will disbuss it's question group-style and the
members will observe the following points:

1. How did the group peiform in reference to the six
points in Section II of the exercise?

2. Which people tended to dominate the discussion?'Why?
3e Which people tended to say nothing? Why?
4. Which people distracted from the points at hand? How?
5. Did the question fulfill the requirements in Section I

of the exercise?
6. Were conclusions reached?

a) Were they sensible?
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b) Did they grow naturally out of the discussion?
c) Were they really a reflection of the majority

opinion? or even of a consensus?

IV. Let groups prepare as for the previous discussion,then
present a panel discussion. Be prepared to present your
observations on the following points:

1. Was there evidence of good preparation?

2. Were the panel members reasonable or excitable?
3. Did:the moderator fulfill his duties?
4.;* 'Were the panelists able to answer the questions of

the'audience reasonably?

5. Did the members of the audience ask reasonable
questions?

6. If not, how well did the moderator turn the questioning
to another line? .

7. Was there any manner of speaking in evidence that
appealed to you as one you would like tO folloW for
yourself? What was it?

8. Why do you like it? .

V. Write oUt ten discussion questions of your own that you feel
meet the requirements we have given.

VI. Observe a discussion.group or panel either "live or on
television and report on the following points:

1. Did any manner of speaking so disturb you that you
found ft difficult to accept what was being said?

2. What bothered you? why?

3. Was there any speaking that appealed to you? If so,why?

VII. Write a 200 word evaluation of your own behavior.in a discussion
group. Don't be afraid to aay something good aboUt yourself.
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Checklist: Roundtable-General

Language:

1. Dialect: Standard x Local x Social x

2. Usage: Formal General x

3. Pronunciation: Standard for area x Not standard for area

4. Vocabulary: Standard x Local x Social x

5. Sentence Structure: Standard x Local x Social x

Paralinguistic Performance:

1. Pitch Range: Narrow Normal x Wide

2. Vocal Lip Control: Tense Normal x Lax

3. Glottal Control: Smooth x Not smooth

4. Articulation Control: Careless Normal x Precise

Over precise
5. Vocal Characterizers: Cry Laugh Break Whisper

6. Vocal Qualifiers: Overloud Oversoft Medium x Overhigh

Overlow Medium x
7. Vocal Segregates: Present X Not present
8. Resonance: Muffled Nasal Normal x Emphasized

9. Rhythm and Tempo: Smooth x Slow
Medium x Medium x
Jerky Fast x

Subject Selectica:

1. Purpose: Problem solving-mutual information

2. Abilit, Low to high
3. Interest: Average to strong
4. Indentipy: Members of che group

Timing:

1. Preparation: Date of gathering
2. Presentation: Time allotted to discussion by mutual consent of

group members

Audio-Visual Aids:

1. Types: Still pictures Charts Models Movies Records
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Checklist:Panel Discussion-Specialized
essallMMIm

Language:

.41.11Mk

1. Dialect: Standard x Local x Social x
2. Usage: Formal General x
3. Pronunciation: Standard for area x Not standard for area
4. Vocabulary: Standard x Local x Social x
5.. Sentence Structure : Standard X Local x Social x

Paralinguistic Performance:

1. Pitch Range: Narrow Normal x Wide x
2. Vocal Lip Control.: Tense x Normal x Lax._
3. Glottal Control: Smooth x .Not Smooth.
4. Articulation Control: CarelessNormal x Precise .x

Over precise
5. Vocal Characterizers:
6. Vocal Qualifiers: Overloud x

7. Vocal Segregates: Present x Not present
8. Resonaiice: x
9. Rhythm and Tempo: Smooth x

Medium x Medium x

Medium x
Medium x

Emphasized x

Jerky Fast x
MmoNIIM.M.

Subject Selection:

1, Purpose: Problem solving and informing
2. Ability:.Panelists-high; Audience-average to high
3. Interest: Panelists-strong; Alidiende-average to strong
4. Identity: Panelists-relative experts; Audience-laymen to experts

Timing:

1. Preparation: Dete of presentation
2. Presentation: Time allotted to panelists plus question peliod

Audio-Visual Aids:

1. Types: Still pictures x Charts x Models x .Movies x Records x
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5.14. Interview. Here is a situation you will find yourself
in time and time again.during your lifetime. We have said it ir less

formal certainly than addressing an audience. However, because of the

lack of formality and because of the few guidelines of standard procedure,

interviews present their own kinds of problems. One way to.get some

insight into the possible problems of interviews is to think about the

purposes behind them and how they operate. Perhaps some of you have been
interviewed for various reasons already.

As you discuss interviews; you may note how difficult it ca.n be to

state hard and fast rules fOr conducting yourself in an interview. How-
ever, you should be able to help yourselves in regard to the types of
dress, usage, vocabulary, pronunciation, paralanguage and kinesics that
are expected of interviewees.

Checkrist: Enter.view
Language:

1. Dialect: Standard x Local x Social x
2. Usage: Formal General x
3. Pronunciation: Standard for area x Nonstandard for area

4. Vocabulary: Standard x Local x Social x
5. Sentence 'Structure: Stand6rd x Local x Social x

Paralinguistic Performance:
1. Pitch Range: Narrow Normal x Wide
2. Vocal Lip Control: Tense Normal x Lax
3. Glottal Control: Smooth x Not smooth

4. Articulation Control: Careless Normal x Precise
Over Precise

5. Vocal charactriiers: Cry Laugh Break Whisper
6. Vocal QualifierS: Overloud Oversoft. Medium x

Overhigc"--OverlOw Medium x
7. Vocal Segregates: Present x Not Present
8. Resonance: Muffled Nasal Normal x Emphasized
9. Rhythm and Tempo: Smooth x Slow

Medium X Medium x
Jerky Fast

Subject Selection:

1. Purpose: Information and persuasion
2. Ability: Interviewee-average to high; Interviewer-high

3. Interest: Interviewee-strong; Interviewer-average to strong
4. Identity: Interviewee-informant; Interviewer.:interrogator

Timing:

1. Preparation: Date of appointment
2. Presentation: Duration of interview

Audio-Visual Aids:*
Types: still pictures x Charts x Models x Movies Records

.*Perhaps noneydepending on the nature of the interview
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5.15. Conversation. This is the least formal of these speaking
situations, with the fewest guidelines. Here, as in the interview, the
very lack of guidelines can present its own problems. Obviously, conver-
sation is a broad term covering, in formality, more social situations
than other terms we have considered. Your teacher may well not have the
time to afford you the opportunity to use class time having conversations.
Nonetheless, you will do well to take time on your own, if necessary, to
compare notes with your classmates and other friends onthe subject of the
changing levels of formality of different.conversations you have been
involved in. To aid your thinking, turn back to the section on oral
communication in which me listed the many different social situations
you are likely to meet during the course of a week.

Che'cklist: Conversation
Language:

1. Dialect: Standard x Local x Social x
2. Usage: Formal General x

3. Pronunciation: Standard for area x Nonstandard for area
4. Vocabulary: Standard x Local x Social x
5. Structure: Standard x Local x Social x

Paralinguistic Performance
1. Pitch Range: Narrow Normal x Wide
2. Vocal Lip Control: Tense Normal x Lax x
3. Glottal Control: Smooth x Not smooth
4. Articulation Control: Careless Normal x Precise

Over Precise
5. Vocal Characterizers: Cry Laugh Break Whisper x
6. Vocal Qualifiers: Overloud. Oversoft x Medium x

Overhigh Overlow Medium x
7. Vocal Segregates: Present x Not present
8. Resonance: Muffled Nasal Normal x Emphasized
9. Rhythm and Tempo: Smooth x Slow x

Medium x Medium x
Jerky Fast x

Subject Selection:

1. Purpose: Socialization

2. Ability: Low to high

3. jt)terest: weak to strong

4.1dentity: Member of a group

Timing:

1. Preparation: From present to date of gathering
2. Presentation: Duration of gathering

Audio-Visual Aids:

Types:Still pictures x Charts x Models x Movies Records .
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5.16. Speeches. Speeches fall into three categories informative

persuasive, and occasional -- because of the difference in the purposes

for which they are presented. The names are accurate descriptions of

these purposes. The informative speech is a factual presentation of

knowledge the speaker wants to share with his audience. The persuasive

speech could, and perhaps should, consist primarily of fact, but its

purpose is to cause the audience to do what the speaker is asking it to

do. Ihe occasional speech is neither primarily informative nor persuasive,

but rather serves the purpose of marking a special occasion for a group

of people. The informative speech is the type you are most familiar with

in the form of a classroom lecture, The persuasive speech is usually

given either as a political talk or a commercial. The occasional speech

is the type of talk given at a graduation or the presentation of an award.

Certain things are common to the preparation of all three types.

First, you select your topic. In order to do so properly, you must know

the following:
1. What is the purpose o'f the speech; is it to be informative

persuasive, br'Occasional?
2. What will the auaience be like in terms of:

a) age group
b) interests
c) reasons for coming to hear you

d) educational level(s)
3. How much.time have you been allotted for your speech?

4. How long have you for the preparation of your speech?

5. What are your interests and abilities?

6. How easily can you get the information you will need for

your chosen topie

Once your topic is selected and narrowed, it should be outlined so that

your research will be organized. When you-do your research, whether you

use the library or get your information directly from others, you should

take notes on three by five cards, not on sheets of paper. The cards

should be numbered after you have all your points organized, so that if

they are dropped before or during the speech you will ndt be left with *a

hopeless mess. It is also much easier to hold ydur place on a small card

than on a sheet of paper, Finally,cards are easier to hold in your hand

when you do not have the use of a lecture stand.

As you prepare, time yourself constantly so that in your delivery

of the speech you will just fill the time slot you have been allotted.

Do not time yoursdlf only in the early stages'of your preparation .because,

as you get to know the speech better, you will deliver it faster.

'rake time to make sure you are.secure in the pronunciation of all

the terms you will use in the speech. Sometimes, as you probably already

know, the research on the topic will turn up unfamiliar words. This is

fine; it helps_broaden _your understanding of your subject and increages
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your vocabulary. Just make 8ure that whenyou.deliver the speech anduse the

new words you have mastered them.

A keynote to success in the presentation of any speech isrelax.

The audience does not want you to bungle, especially in your class room;

the students are all your friends, and if not, they know they will soon

he 1h-the same Poiition, so any help they give you will be welcome in

return. Nor does the teacher wish you to fail. No one is out to "get you",

Once you realize this,you can think about important things in presenting

a speech. First, body set is important; a major part of this is posture.

Obviously, relax does not pean slouch. Slouching shows your audience

you are tired, sick.or indifferent. You should stand at ease but erect,

with your weight on the balls of your feet just in back of your toes.

Your feet should be far enough apart so you have control of your balance

and so you will not sway as you.speak, Your hands should hang at your

sides until you gesture with them.. When you gesture, make sure the

gesture fits the point.. And make sure the audience can tell it is a

gesture, not a twitch , Your teacher and fellow students will guide you,

and the more speeches you give, the better you will be at gesturing.

Movement of a limited nature is always permissible in delivering'speeches.
Of Mune, if a leCtern of some sort is 'used, movement is very limited,

but you can turn froicrone side of the audience to the other. One negative

point .. do not lean oh a lectern for support, If you do not use a

lectern, your movement will be relatively free; avoid the extreme of pacing

like a caged animal, and be sure the movement is related to'fhe points you

are making. There are some rules of thumb that will aid you in your move-

ment. First, always faCeithe audience. The listeners expect you to look

at them all the time, andif you do, your chances of keeping their

attention are greatly enhanced. If you move toward the'audience slightly,

they will assume you are emphasizing a point and/or appealing to them in

some way. If you move away from them, they will feel you have finished

a given point of your speech, Some praCtide before a mirror or in front

of a friend will help you know how your movement looks. As td your

facial expression, if you are sincere, Your facial eXpreSsion wirl take

care of itself.

.
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Checklist: Informativ.e Speech-General
Language:

1. Dialect: Standard x Local x Social
2. Usage: Formal Gcneral x

3. Pronunciation: Standard for area x Not standard for area
4. Vocabulary: Standard x Local x Social
5. Sentence Structure: Standard x Local x Social

Paralinguistic Performance:
1, Pitch Range: Narrow Normal Wide x
2. Vocal Lip Control: Tense x Normal Lax
3. Glottal Control: Smooth x Not Smooth
4. Articulation Control: Careless Normal Precise x

Over precise x
5. Vocal Characterizers: Cry Laugh Break Whisper
6. Vocal Qualifiers: Overloud x Oversoft_ Medium

Overhigh Overlow Medium x
7. Vocal Segregates: Present x Not present
8. Resonance: Muffled Nasal Normal x EmphElsized x
9. Rhythm and Tempo: Smoothx Slow x

Medium x Medium x
Jerky Fast

Subject Selection:

Timing:

1. Purpose: To inform
2. Ability: Speaker-high; Audience-low to high
3. Interest: Speaker-strong; Audience-weak to strong
4. Identity: Speaker-relative expert; Audience-laymen

1. Preparation: Date of appearance
2. Presentation: Time allotted to speaker

Audio-Visual Aids:

Types: Still pictures x Charts x Models x Movies x Records x
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Checklist: Informative Speech
S ecialized

Language:

1. Dialect: Standard x Local x Social
2. Usage: Formal x Geneial x
3. Pronunciation: Standar'd for area x Not standard foi. area
4. Vocabulary: Standard x Local x Social x
5. Sentence Structure: Standard x Local x Social x

Paralinguistic Performance:

1. Pitch Range: Narrow Normal _Vide x
2. Vocal Lip Control: Tense x Normal LaxsOr .00
3. Glottal Control: Smooth x Not smooth
4. Articulation Control: Careless Normal Precisd x

Over precise x
5. Vocal Characterizers: Cry Laugh Break Whislier
6. Vocal Qualifiers: Overloud x Oversoft Medium )e

Overhigh Overlow Medium x
7. Vocal Segregates: Present x Not present
.8. Resonance: Muffled Nasal Normal x Emphasized x
-9. Rhythm and Tempo: Smooth x Slow x

Medium x Medium x
Jerky Fast

Subject Selection:

Timing:

1. Purpose: To inform
2. Ability: Speaker-high; Audience.high
3. Interest: Speaken-high; Audience-high
4. Identity: Speaker.relative expert; Audience-relative experts

1. Preparation: D.rte of appearance
2, Presentation: Time allotted to speaker

Audio-Visual Aids:

Type: Still pictures x Charts x Models x Movies x Records x
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Checklist: Persuasive Speech
Specialized

Language:

1. Dialect: Standard x Local x Social x

2. Usage: Formal x General x

3, Pronunciation: Standard for area x Not standard for area

4, Vocabulary: Standard x Local x Social x

5. Sentence'..Structure: Standard x Local x Social x

Paralinguistic Performance:

'Mt

1, Pitch Range: Narrow Normal Wide x

2. Vocal Lip Control: Tense x Normal Lax

3. Glottal.Control: Smooth x Not smooth

4. Articulation Control: Careless Normal Precise x

Over precise x

5. Vocal Characterizers: Cry x Laugh x Break x Whisper x

6. oca1. Qualifiers: Overloud x Oversoft x kedium x

Overhigh x Overlow x Medium x

7. Vocal Segregates: Present x Not present

8. Resonance: Muffled Nasal Normal x Emphasized x

9. Rhythm and Tempo: Smooth. x Slow x

Medium x Medium x

Jerky Rapid

Subject Selection:

Timing:

1. Purpose: Persuasion
2. Ability: Speaker-high; Audience-high
3. Interest: Speaker-strong; Audience-strong

4. Identity: Speaker-authoritative outsider; Audience-members of
well informed group

1. Preparation: Date of Address
2. Presentation: Time allotted to speaker

Audio-Visual Aids:

Types: Still pictures x Charts x' Models x Movies x Records x
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Checklist: Oecasional Speech.1W.....1,.MMEM
Language:

1. Dialect: Standard x Local x Social x
2. Usage: Formal x General x
3. Pronunciation: Standard for area x Not standard for area
4.. Vocabulary: Standard x Local x Social x
5. Sentence Structure: Standard x Local x Social x

Paralinguistic Performance:

1. Pitch Range: Narrow Normal Wide x
2. Vocal Lip Control: Tense x Norml LW( ,

3. Glottal Control: Smooth x Not smooth
4. Articulation Control: Careless Ncrmal 'Precise a

Over precise x
5. Vocal characterizers: diT; Laugh x Break x Whisper x
6. Vocal Qualifiers: Overloud x Oversoft x Medium x

Overhigh x Overlow x 'Medium x
7. Vocal Segregates: Present x Not present
8. Resonance: Muffled Nasal Normal x Emphasized a
9. Rhythm and Tempo: Smooth x Slow x

Medium x Medium x
Jerky Fast

Subject Selectdon:

Timing:

1. Purpose: to mark'a special event
2. Ability: Speaker-high; Audience-low to high
3. Interest: Speaker-strong; Audience. average to strong
4. Identity: Member of a group

1. Preparation: Date of occasion
2. Presentation: Time allotted to speaker

Audio-Visual Aids:

Types: Still pictures Charts Models* Movies Records

*Only in the case of an award - otherwise nothing
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5.17. We have talked about dialect selection standard, local

and social .- and levels of usage -- formal, general and unacceptable --

and we have shown the application of all these to various oral communica-

tion situations. We have also discussed several sample situations

with their environments, structures, purpoSes and problems.

As you prepare, remember what image you wish to give the audience

of yourself. It is this desired image that governs what you say and how'

you say it, this and how you dress and move before an audience. Here is

an opportunity to learn how to be who you want to be by selecting what

you feel are the best combinations for you. This selection begins with

what you choose to talk about and the viewpoint you select toward the

subject. It continues ,with your choice of expression of that viewpoint.

The selection process. includes matching your language, paralanguage

and kinesics so they are mutually helpful. Even your manner of dress

affect's t-he total communication.

As we sdid i,n.introducing the sample oral communication situations,

your most .important job is observation. You are to observe yourself and

others, so that you. are able to tal not only what you like and'dislike,

but why you like or_dislike certain patteins of language, paralanguage

and kiReiics in specific oral communication situations. Then you will

be able to select from among many poSsible patterns and use those you

believe will aid you in being the person you wish to be for yourself and

other people.

We cited several examples of possible misinterpretation of language

and paralanguage. These may have seemed very.simple to you. However,

in two years we have seen two striking examples of complex'involvement

arising from,seemingly simply misunderstandings. In the recent Panama

incident, relations between the United States of America and Panama broke

down ostensibly over two possible uses of the word nagociar . "to discuss"

or "to negotiate". During a U.N. session several years ago, Premier

Krushchev banged his shoe on the table, causing quite a stir. To us

this is very uncivil behavior, but to Russians, apparently, it juk
indicates forcefulness and/or enthusiasm. Look again at our earlier

examples to see whether the situations and their possible outcomes are

not more complex than they seem.
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5.18. Suggested further read:2as.

Boleslavsky, Richard. Acting: The First Six Lessons. New York:

Theatre Art Books, 1949
(This is an extremely valuable aid for learning the

procedure of observation.)

Braden, Waldo. W., and Brandenburg, Earnest. Oral Decision-Makkau

principles of Discussion and Debate. New York: Harper &

Brothers, 1955.
(This book is a very thorough, detailed treatment of its
title subject.)

Franklin, Miriam, Rehearsal. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall

Inc., 1950.
(This book consists primarily of a series of exercises in

acting out scenes from dramatic literature.)

Lee, Charlotte I. Oral Interpretation. Boston:Houghton Mifflin Co.,

1952.

(This book is a detailed description of the techniques and

problems of oral interpretation. It also contains many

exercises and suggestions for readings.)
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PART III

THE SHAPES OF ENGLISH

)



U T S X

MORZHOPH3NICS: THE STRUCTURE POINTS OF ENGLISH NOUS

Introduction

- 6,1, More About Dialects. In Unit 3 you were introduced to the idea

of`the phoneme° You learned that a'phoneme is a f.ittilid phonetically

related soun.d, called allophones. You also found ttlat' each phoneme of

a language contrasts with all other phonemes of that language. Thus

/sfp/ beoames a completely different word if the initial /s/ is
changed to /t/, as in tip Afp/, or if the final /p/ is changed to a
/k/, as in sick fsiki,

In Unit I we pointed out that all dialects of a language have both
many common characteristics and.many which are not shared by other
dialeci:s. This is true not only of gords and the way they are put
together...to form phrases, clauses, and sentences;but also of the phonemes

which are dsed in words. For example, the word: moon is pronounced
/rndwn/ in the NOrtheastern United States, but it is pronounced /miwn/

in some sectionS of the SUuth, The phonemes bm/, /nl; and /'/ are
common to both &alecs, in this word, but the vowel nucleus of the word

is /uw/ Northeast and /iw/ in parts'of the South. Regardless of

this difference in'tile pronunciation of moon speakers of both dialect!,

will recognize beth pronunciations as moon, The /uw/ and the /iw/ are

in some way con:lidera "equal", even titiough they are different phonemic
nuclei.

.

:n this examPle we are not saying thdt the Northeastern phonemic
combination /uw/ is the sam'e-&-s the Southern /iw/, St isn't, They are

still two separate.pkonemic vowel nuclei. All we are saying is that
when a Northeactcrner Says /mdwn/ the Southerner, who hears it correctly
as Andwn/, will tell you that /mdwn/-is the same thing as his/miwn/. By

comparing the pronunclations of many wordsln both dialects we would see
that tlhereare nomy su.ch "different but equivalent" pronunciations of
both vowef_and consonant phonemes. If we made such a comparison,we could
set up a group of equivalents. 14e could do the same thing,with all the
dialects of Enslioh. This, in fact, will.be the task of this unit. We
will be concuned w!..thsetting up equivalences of both segmental_ond
suprasegmcntal phenemes in all the dialects of English.

;

6.2, ;he loy;RlIpxhone. The phonemic equations that we will arrive
at through a ct.wparion Of the differences and common points of all Engligh
dialects --.cuch as Northeastern /uw/= Southern 4w/ in the environment
of nasals (,7ml, /n/) -- will not represent phonemes nor allophones. They
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will represent an entirely different kind of language unit. If we wrote
/mime/ and /m;wn/ as a single word representing both pronunciations, we
might write rem, where the x stands for either the /uw/ or the /iw/.
X itself would .not be a phoneme. We call such units, Ilamar.ilula
amemic equivalences between dialects, Esalloames,

A morphophone is a supfamily
of different but equivalent phonemes.

, ..=.11OMPOWFMIN
Morphophones are the smallest language unitsfrom which words and

parts of words are made. Word parts, as you will see in the next unit,
are called Tophemes. Phone, as you already know,from phonology,
allophone, and phoneme, refers to "sound". The name matatu, therefore,
indicates that these units are generalized sound families which are the
building blocks of word parts. We can not say that word parts are
actually forms from phonemes, since, as in /min4n/ and/mfwn/, one or
more phonemes may change from one dialect to another, while the meaning
remains the same.

We could use any symbol we wished to indicate the various morphophone
units of a language. We did so before when:we arbitrarily used x to
represent /uw/ and /kw/. In this book, however, we will use the letter
or letter combination which repreSents the phoneme used in the greatest
number of dialects. In this case, vie will use uw. So that the symbol
will not be mistaken for a phoneme, we will place a period after it. The
words /mdwn/ and /mfwn/ would be written morphophonically as m.dw.n.
In the case of a complex nucleus -- a vowel plus a semivowel which acts
as a nuit -- we will place the period after the entire unit , as in
m.dw.n., rather than after each member .of the unit

You may already have noticed a very interestimg and important faCt.
Even though the Northeasternersaye/mdwn/ mid the Southerner may say.
/mcwn/, we spell the word in only one way, moon. We could show yog many
more examples. For instance, the man in Toronto says /h4ws/ or Thaws/,
the New Yorker says /hgws/, and the man from North Carolina says /h&ws/.
All of these variant phonemic nuclei -- /ew/, /9w/, /aw/, and /aW--
are symbolized in writing in one way -- ou. All four of the variant ways
to pronounce the one word are symbolized by a single spelling, house In
other words, our spelling system tends to write in morphophones, not in
phonemes or in allophones. Just think how confusing it would really be
if we did as many specialists would like us to do -- "spell everything
the way it sounds." The Northeasterner would spell moon as muwn, but
the southerner would spell it as miwn.. The Canadian would spell house
as hews or hews, but the New Yorker would spell it as haws, This wouldn't
simplify our spelling system at all. It would mean that we would have
as many different spelling systems as we do dialects, and that we would
have to learn a new spelling system for every new dialect that we wished
to be able to read. Instead, English has, of its own accordlas it were,



created a simpler solution over centuries of trial and error. It has
written in these phonemic equations, the morphophones, so that no matter
how your dialect may pronounce a word compared to the ways it is pro-
nounced in other dialects, all the varieties will be atula the same.
In this way a speaker'of one dialect of English can easily read all
other dialects. This principle -- that our spelling system is based on
morphophones -- is very important. It will be discusSed at much greater
length in Unit 3, which is specifically concerned with welling. For the
moment it is enough to say that,if you understand the idea of the mor-
phophone, you will find that the "irregularities" and "difficulties" of
English spelling are not nearly so great as they are commonly thought to
be.

English-M-orphophones
6.3. Procedures for Determining the Mo hophones. In order ba

determine what the morpophones of English are we first examine the dis-
tribution of all the phonemes, segmental and suprasegmental, of a single
dialect It makes no difference which dialect we begin with. We
examine the distributibns of all the phonemes one by one with respect to
each other in eleven basic environmmts (given belov).%. The term
environment simply means the specific phonemes that immediately precede
and/or follow'the phoneme under investigation.

1. /p/, /t/, /k/ (voiceless stops)

2. /f/, 10/, /s/, /C/ (voiceless spirants and afficates)

3. /b/, /d/p /g/ (voiced stops)
; v
4. . /v/, /a/, /z/, /j/ (voiced spirants and affricates).
5 im/, /n/, /4/ (nasals)

6. /1/ (lateral)

7. /r/ (special resonant)

8. 0 (that is, the phoneme is not preceded nor
followed by any other phoneme)

9. 1i-syllables ( 2-syllable phoneme combinations)

10. Consonant clusters such as /sk/, /st/,etc.

11. /1rV/ (where. V stands for any vowel, simple or complo0
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If, by faking the same environment and varying only one phoneme,the

meaning of the resulting form changes, then .t.L.2........_22.saret_honenicontrast.

For example, if we begin with environment number I, voiceless stops, using
/prand /t/ with a-simple vowel nucleus between them, we would have, in

the Northeastern United 'States dialect:

/pit/ i2.1

/p6t/ pet

/p&t/

/p4t/ putt

/pdt/ pot

/pdt/

We have held the environment the same and simply changed the vowel nucleus.

Each time the vowel phoneme is changed the meaning of the resulting word

also changes. This indicates that /i/, /e/2 /m/ 2 /9/, /a/, and /u/

contrast Notice, however, that in this dialect we can not make a
contrast in meaning.between /p6t/ apd.../.416th both-are haard.ai the word

we spell pot. We can; however, make a opntrast between /kgt/ cot and

/kdt/ paat.in the Northeastern dialect, Though we have not used the
/p/-/t/ environment, we have used 'a vocceless stop environment, since
/k/ is a voiceless stop just as /p/ and /t/ are. In this environment we
do have a contrast in meaning between forms with /a/ and forms with

/0/; therefore, we must add /o/ as a contrasting phoneme fn this dialect.

There is no contrast in this dialect between /pdt/ and /p3t/ or
between /kOt/ and /k3t/, The.form /pcit/ would be interpreted by the

hearer as pot or p while /k6t/ would be interpreted as caught, cot,
or coat.. In neither case would it be easy to say for sure which of the
pairs was intended by the speaker. Since no contrast is made between
/o/ and /0/2 and since we have established that /0/ do*ds'contrast with /a/,

then /o/ is not a contrasting phoneme in this dialect,.

The same type of situation that is found with /orand /o/ is also
found with the phoneme /i/ in this dialect. What, for example, would

you say the phonemic combinations /pit/ and /kW mean? /Pft/ could

mean pit. /pft/ to some people, or put. /pdt/ to ethers, or perhaps even

Tat hAt/ or 221 /pgt/ to some, /Kft/ could mean kit /kft/, cut /k6t/,

cot /kdt/, or caught Adt/. There is, in other words, no contrast in
meaning which depends solely on the use of the phoneme /i/. In Chis
dialect, then, all the simple vowel phonemes, except /o/ and /i/, contrast
with each other -- they create a change in the meaning of a word, if all
other phonemes in it are held constant.

In our example above we have used only the first environment, voiceless
stops, with simple vowel nuClei2 in a single dialect. We must also
examine the simple vowels in all the other ten environments Llsted above.
We must, too, examine the environments of each of the oamplex vowel nuclei,

1

of the consonants, the semi-vowels, and the suprosegmentals. Once this

has been done we will have a list of the opntrasting phonemes for that one
dialect.
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The next task is to do the same checking for all the dialects of
English. Needless to say, this is a job for the linguistic spedialist
in English dialects, not the beginning student. It has, fortunately,
been done using the type of phonological analysis that was presented toyou in Unit 3.

Once the contrasting phonemes of all English dialects have been
established by the procedures we have just discussed one muSt equatethe phonemic variants which do not effect a change in meaning from dialectto dialect, such as /hAws/, /h4ws/, /h4ws/, h&ws,/ = house. Each group;of phonemic equivalents represents one morphophone. 5o, in the examplein the preceding sentence, we have four morphophonies: h., aw., s., and #.
Remember that the symbols we assign to each group of phonemic equivalentsare arbitrary. We usually take the phonemics symbOl used in the greateStnumber of dialects, and we always distinguish this symbol from phonemicsymbols by placing a period after it.

6.4. The klorphophone Inventory. The groups of phonemcc dialectvariants ana their morphophone symbols are given below. The list ofvariants is as complete as our current knowledge can make it, thoughthere may be others that we have not included because of incompleteknowledge of some English dialects, In this listing the = symbol means"is represented by" and the symbols means "varies with." Notice thata single phoneme or phoneme combination may represent more than one.morphophone, The vowel and suprasegmental morphophones have many dialectvariants, while the consonants have very few. Pit*ch morphophones havenot been worked .out yet. .

1. 1. = /1/ c..%.-/i/
2. e, = /e/
3. m. = /m/ "A; /eah.//:;:/ehj
4. u. = /u/
5. 0, = /0/ 74 /0/ It; /Oh/ /oh/ /0y/ 1z /Ow/ ';ZI Ow/6. 9, ' /9/ Ph/ z/GY/
7. a, = /a/ /m/ tah/ /ah/
8, oh.= /eh/ ç /mh/ /my/
9. eh.= /Gh/ fay/ #,N...--/ih/
10. eh.= fah/ /efah/
11. iy.= /iy/
12, ey.= Jey/ ,:t.t; /eh/
13. ay.= bay/ fay/
14,-. ow.. /owl -;,;,.--/Ow/...../e'w/- "c: /Ow/
15. uw.= Awl ;;;,..,
15, 'aw, = Jaw/ 2.1. /mw/ /aw/ /ew/17. 'y.uw,,..=
18, /oy/ /ay/
19. y. = /y/ /i/
20h w. =



21, h. /h/
22. p. /p/
23, b. = /b/
24. t, = /t/ (t.y.= /C/ )
25, d. = /d/ (d.'37.= /j/)
26, k. /k/
27. g. /g/
28. f, = If/
29. v. /v/
30, 0, /EV
31. d = /cf/, .

32, s. fs/ /;/)
33. z. /z/ (z.y.= n/)
34, /;/. also s.y, /g/)
35.. /6/ also t.y.= /6/)
36. 5. = /P ri/ .ai.so z.y.= /Z/)
37. tn. .= /m/
38. n. /n/
39. 23. = it/
40. 1. = /1/
41,, r, /r/ /e/i

/7 '&1"/ eA.',/'/
43. = /
44. .' = 1+1 =:-; /I/ PA-s./11/ Z/#/
45. =

As a single chart the morphophones may be listed as below, Morphophones
inside the boxes are common to all dialects. Those outside the boxes
are found in some but not all dialects. Dashes iridicate phonemes which
do not become separate morphophones.

Simple Vowels

is NC MOODS

e, G.

U.

MOSMOD

"H" Series

eh,
ah.

1110

EETITIEL...1aPla

series "V" Series
iy.
ey.

so so ea Vs

SCIOSSOCS

es so us se

ay. oy.

MmIOM

Os elle* le SOOSMOS

aw, 'ow.

1114,095N1114.

Mommft



Consonants

..
P. L; . "" k.
b. d, gef. 0. s,..' . g,v i

c. Li
.:

. L
m. n . V ,'

1. L.

Semi-Vowels

w,' "-ill.

I. INN,.

In the. tables above, notice that no 'dialect of English uses either
the phoneme /i/ or the phoneme /0/ to make contrasts in meaq.ing. These
tIio 'sounds exist only as phonemes, not as morphophones..:, 'Njoc,iCQ; too,
that most of.the phonemic complex vowelS do not exist as:.morphchones.
They do'not mdkd any meaningful contrast in words. The only c§ii,soñant
phoneme .that,does not become a morphophone is' the phoneme-I/U...., '41s.you will
see liter, th,is phoneme results from the 'combination of tfig:poztagptiones
z.y.-andiocciiii".'6'nly, in words Aich were riot Driginally
Englibh .vocabullry =At. Of them dome from Latin, French or th'e

.languages. Examples arp:

rr!orvision /vri'f'en/ from Latin through French
Zhukov Iniwk5f/=z.y.dw.k.6.f.from Russian. Now...0*

_ape IN

EXERCISE ONE

Below is a,list. of words and their Apngmic pronunciation in two
English .diale'ces. To the right of tile lidt is a blaairdr column. Write
the proper morphophonic spellings for each word in the blank column,
How did you determine the morphophones? Refer bad< to the charts
and tables on 'thp.previous pages.slherjever necessary.

11

SPELLING . DIALECT A DIALECT. B . MORPHOPHONIC SPELLING

1. pit
2. cat
3. cut
4. see
5. try

/pit/
/k&t/
/k6ht
/sy/
/trily/

/pk/.!
/kdht/..
/keit/.
/sfy/.
/trey/ .

..
w

N.

c

.0 44.... 4.
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6. flown /fldwn/ ,/f14wn/
7. grass /gr&hs/ /grdhs/

8. cute /kydwt/ ./kydwt/
9. royal /rdy51/ ./r901/

10. cot /kgt/

Morphophone interchanges
6.5. After the groups of phonemic dialect variants have been listed

and given single symbols as morphophones, we next look at the selections
of morphophones that are made in different dialects, such as r,4w.t.
'Jersus rAw.t. for the word we spell route. Notice that the two complex
vowel nuclei here aw, versus uw, have already been established as
morphophones by the procedures outlined in the earlier sections of this
unit. ure are dealing nót with the use of one phoneme combination versus
another, but with the actual use of one morphophone combination versus
another. These differences in morphophone content between dialects, making
no difference in.mesning, are calledliallmLicalaingt24,.. Unlike
the phonemic,variants given in the inventory in the preceding section,
which are binding on all speakers of a particular dialect, morphophone
interchanges are not binding. That is, a Cariadian will _always say /hdws/
if he comes from the Toronto arta, never /hdws/,' but he may say either
r.Sw.t. or .r.dig.t, for the word route. Interchanges will be symbolized
by a doublevointed arrow . The interchanges are:

A. Simple Vowel with Simple Vowel

.uwe

uw.

ow. <-4a,
ow, 0

Bo C. Complex Vowels with
Complex Vowels

f-4 a1
e, iy.

iY, o iy.

eY, 1"--4ee, oy,
ey. > e. uw.

uw,
oy, o.

oy, e..4
eh. ae,

ph. o



D. Consonatterchan es

.(1) Voiceless C. > Voiced C.
(2) 1,1 n' .

(3) r., 1., Y., w,, h all"interchange with
each other or with

(4) f., O., s., 5. all interchange with (zero)

EXERCISE TWO

Below is a list of 15 pairs of morphophonically written words. The
two morphophonic spellings for each pair represent a single word,
given in the first column. In column three, Which has been left
blank, write the formula for the morphophone interchange and indicate
whether it is a simple-simple interchange, a complex-simple inter»
Change, a oymplex-complex interchange, or a consonant interchange.

SPELLING MORPHOPHON I C PAIRS

1, can k.e.nHk.ae.n.
2, syrup s.i.r.9.p.
3. fog
4, year y.iy.r.
5. extremism

e,k,s.t.r.e.m.i.s.m,

d.dy:t.G. fihd.ae. t.9.

ey.t. He.t.
g.,uwir,

h',Th& re n.ay,cf, r,
r.uw.t,

INTERCHANGE & INTERCHANGE TYPE

6. creek
7. data
8. ate
9. sure .

10. et

-111,-neither-

12. route
13. greasy

14. singing
15. fifth

s lj t* 1..5...4s i i On.
f f f i 11°

.. .

EXERCISE THREE

Below is a list of ten word pairs written,phonemically. Thdrd Is.
a phonemic difference in one part of ach pair. Decide whether this
difference is a phonemic variant or a morphophonic interchange. In the
third, blank column write the word pair morphophonically. In pairs
in which the difference is just phonemic (which you can determine by
looking at the phonemic variant tables on the previous pages) you will
have a single morphophonic form. In pairs in which the difference is
morphophonic (an interchange, that is) you will have two different
morphophonic forms. Rc .ember: to be a morphophonic interchange, the
part of the word that changes fxon one dialect to another must have
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the status of a morphophone itself (consult the list,of. morpho-
phones on the previous pages) and must change according to one of
the patterns in the list of morphophone interchanges. An example
of each type is:

1, milk hmdlk/. /41k/

mouse hngws/ /mtws/

SPELLING

1, join

2. gums

3. dog

4. dog
5. man

6. frog
7. nice
8. sWimMing
9. 6oW
10. which

This is an interchange, since

both /e/ and /i/ have the status
of separate molphophones, as can
be seen from the table of morpho-
phones in the section an the Englis
morphophone inventory. Also e,
i. is.a regular interchange
pattern listed under the inter-
change section. The morphophonic
spelling of the two forms of the
word would be:

This would be an example of

phonemic variants, since only
/aw/ has the status of a separate
morphophone; /ew/ does not have
ehis status, as you can see by
looking at the table of the "W"
Series complex vowel morphophones
on pk The word would be morphoe-
phonically written as

/mdws/ ImAwsl =

PHONEMICALLY WRITTEN INTERCHANGE'OR VARIANTS'I7 and
WORD PA,IRS

/Sdyn/

/gdmz/
/(1611g/

/d6hg/

/rAn/
/frgg/
/ngys/

Idwfrnif4

Adw/
/whfC/

/Sgyn/

/emz/
/dgg/

/d;g/

/m&hn/
If r*Ig/

/n4ys/

/ /slatiln/.

nc61,://.

/wfC/



Morphophone Changes Within Singl.e.

Dialects

6.6. Diaohonemic variation. Once you have learned the patterns ofphonemic dialect variants and the basic interchange formula, you havelearned the most.difficult features of sound change between dialects inEnglish.. Unfortunately,however, there are three further types of changethat occur.in individual dialects. Though these additional sound changesmay' seem to be the "straw that broke the camel's back", you will find thatthey are easier to learn and much more predictable in most instances thanthe variants and interchanges, which you simply have to learn by memoryand by applying them to many examples.

The first type of sound variation within single dialects is calleddiaphonemic variation",- It will be symbolized by ::Zt In diaphonemicvariation an individual can, within his own dialect, use one phoneme oranother freely. Such variations differ widely from dialect to dialect andcannot, consequently, be listed in full. Some examples, however, aregiven below.

Dialect A jus_. j4stl Ij;st/ -- This means that the

speaker of dialect A may
say either /j4st/ or
/jfst/ on any occasion
for the word

Dialect B /j4st/jfst/=Wjrst/ gist This means .vhat
the speaker of Dialect B
will always say /jdst/ for
the word Luti., but that he

WO 0.. Wye %.

may say either /jfst/ or
/jist/ for the word ult.,
Unlike speaker A, whose -

/jfst/ means iusl, speaker
B's /j;st/ will mean sisl.

*

In these tv...o examples we might say the following: in Dialect A the phoneme/f/ is a diaphoneme of morphophone G., while in Dialect B lif is adiaphoneme of morphophone /i/. Remember, a speaker of Dialect A mayalways say /j&t/ for jast if he wishes, but he may freely use the form/Ost/ if he wishes for the same uord.

6.7. Alternates. The second type of mo'rPhophonic variation withindialects is called alternation. Alternation is binding on all speakers ofthe dialect. This simply mans that all speakers of any given dialect will
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always use the alternations. Alternation is symbolized byev, and is the
changing of one morphophone for another. It is unlike interchange in
that this replacing of one morphophone by another takes place within a
dialect, not from one dialect to another. FlArthermore, alternation takes
place aux if the following part of the word contains the molphophone y,
as a unit. There are only five vowel altexnations. They are:

1, iy,nue, extreme extremax,e,k.s,t,r,fym,
e,k,s,t,rod,m0Y.t.IY

2, 'eyotivae, insane - insanity , vsiial n so_ o 6., Ono Ail , , ote, noyotoiyo

ay.rui. sublime ..; sublimilb

..s,a.b.1,i4f,y,tiy,

ow,n, a, verbose .... VerbosiLt, v,e,r,b.dw,s. "-/

V,e,r,b,d,s,y0t,iy,

5, aw.rue, arof oun d - pro funditx, por,ow,f,Sw,n,d, rw
p0r,ow,f,d,n,d,y,t,iy,

Notide that all'the changes in'the above examples occur only in the
environment of an immediately following mo/phophone y. In these .examples
we have used, for uniformity's sake the word segment is spelled =Iti
(morphophonically -y,t,iy,), but the same chgnges would occur T.747:th-any
other following word segment containing morphophone y., such as pronounce
2........ronunsigio4o which have the morphophonic forms p.r,ow,n,dw,n,s,
p,r,ow,npunos,y,ey,t,y,9,n,

Consonant alternations are many. They, too, are binding on all
speakers and they, too, talke place only in the environment of a following
morphophone y. An example_would be the WOrds ,

hoi,s,t,6,r,y,s,f,t,iy, In this examp e the word
segment Ipelled sic and pronounced /-ik/ changes to 1.N1s/ when the
5Y...containing word_segment 1.52 is added, morphophonically this is an
alternatioh of s, in the presence of yo

EXERC/S E FOU R

-telow is a list of ten related word pairs. Each one illustrates

a particular vowel or consonant alternation within a single dialect.
Indicate in column three the proper formula for this alternation. A few
examples cantain.two alternations; Watch for these,

SPELL;NGS MORPHOPH014/C SPELLINGS ALTERNATE FORMULA

I, specific - specificity s.p,e,sa,f,y,k, r+.)

s,p,e,s,y,f,y,s,y,t,iy,
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1 2. prose - prosndy . p.r.ow.z.Np.r.a.s.y.d.iy.
3. species - specific s s.p,iY. .iY. z . arv

s,p.e.s.y.f.i.k.
4. profane - profanity p.r.ow.f.ey.n. ev

p.r.ow.f.m.n.y.t.iy.
5. divine » divinity d.i.v.ay.n. "../

d.i.v.i.n.y.t.iy.
6. denounce - denunciation d,iy.n.aw.n.s. ,-,,

d.iy.n.u.n.s.y.ey.t.y.o.n.

7. vain - vanity v.ey.n.r,./v.m.n.y.t.iy.
.

8. serene - serenity s.ar.iy.n. ev s. a r. e.n.y.t.iy.
9. discreet,- discretion d.i.s.k.r.iy.t. E.) d.i.s.k.r.e.t.y.a.no

10. define - definition difain rugdefmnitv..1 n__ .__ ___ __,,__

6.8. Replacements. tile final type of morphophonic change within

dialects is called replacement. Replacements are binding on all speakers

of a dialect. They represent the change .of one morphophone for andtber
and will be shown by . They differ from alternates (which occur only
in the...environment of morphophone y.) and from diaphonemic variations

(which OCali only in phonemtc environments) in that they occur only in the
environment of what we will later call .morphemes. Morphemes may, for
the moment, be defined as wozLiart.s. When a word has an additional word
part added to it, there may be a morphophonic replacement. Although
there are a good many replacements in Englishothey are used very freqUent-
ly and are therefore not difficult for the native speaker to learn.' Some
examples are:

tem 1521,,

foot - feet, f.u.t.

We have added the pasts.tense

indicating -t word part,

therefore the iy. -ie,

We have added a plural idea,
and, even though it has no
form in this word, we will
consider it a (zero)
form of the plural.indicatin
-s word part, therefore
u. IY.
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EXERCISE FIVE

Below is a list of ten related word pairs; The second word in each

group has been formed from the first.one by the addition of a word
part. Indicate the added word part (being careful to look for 19, word
parts) and write the replacement forMula In the third, blank column.

SPELLINGS MORPHOPHONIC SPELLINGS ADDED WORD PART AND
REPLACEMDIT FORMULA

1. mouse - mice
2. mine - came

3..sing sang.

4, eat r ate
5. write 7 wrote.

6. goose - geese

7. dream - dreamt
8. three - thrice
9. grease - greasy

16. breath(tioun ) . b

In:aW,S, --4 m.dy.s.

k.6.m.

pof 0T) soter4 e

fyot 4y.t?

g.fy.s.

0.r.Sy.s.
(pronounce these as /grfys/ and /grfyzly/ in
this example, even if you are used to saying
/grfys/ and /grfyslY/. The morphophonic

spellings are:

reathe (verb)
berofy,Cr".

Notice that all the examples above are what might be called unroductive,
types of forms in that we do not normally in Nodern English form plurals
by changing the.vowel nucleus instead we add -s. In the same way we
do not.normally form the past tense of verbs by a vowel change instead
we add -t or -ed. These unproductilid patterns, however, are relics of
an earlier stage of English when thq were USed quite widely as one of
several normal ways to form one word from another. Notice, too, that the
bulk of morphophone replacements are vowel-replacingwowel, though there
are a few of consonant-replacing.consonant,

Conclusions

r

6.9. You have studied five varieties of sound change in this unit.
Two of them, 2honemic variants and interchanges, take place between
dialects. .The other three, diahonemic variants, alternations, and
2121aseonts, take place only within single dialects. These last three
are found in almost all English dialects, This unit will undoubtedly be
the most complex in the ent;:re course, and you may feel tempted to neglect
it. A great proportion of what we will have to say in the remaining units,
however, will hinge on a rather thorough understanding of the principles

4," a

ity

rk ".
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of morphophonics, and it is therefore necessary that you understand at
least the basic ideas of each of the five types of dialect sound change.
You may not find it possible to memorize all the lists of changes. This
is perfectly all right -- they are here for you to refer to at any time.
If, however, you understand the woxkings of morphophonics, you will find
that you will soon learn to recognize each type of change when you run
across an example of it.

Below you will find a general exercise on morphophonics. Examples
of all five types of change have been mixed together in a single list.
In the third column indicate the types of change, the formula to indicate
it, and write the words morphophonically. This exercise is to be completed
as class home work. Take as much time as you wish on it. Return it to
your teacher the day after it has been assigned.



MORPHOPHONICS QUIZ

SPELLING

1, twelfth

2. room

3. log

4. belief - believe

5. put

6. due

7. sew

8. bi rd

9. urbane - urbanity

10. sleep - slept

11, merry

12. either

13. man - men

14, gate

15. fright

NAME

SCHOOL

TEACHER

PHONINIC SPELLING

/twdle/

niwm/

/16hg/

/14ifyf/

/pdt/

/ddwi

/s6w/

/bhd/

/trbdyn/

/slfyp/

/mdriy/

/fy0r/

ficAn/

/g4yt/

GRADE

TYPE OF CHANGE, FOI 'LA, AND

MORPHOPHONIC SPELLINyiS).

/twa f

/rdrn/

/1,4g/

/141 f yv/

/pft/ (wi thin the same d1a1ict)

/dydw/

/s4w/

/b6yd/

Itrb&nR1y/

/s14pt/

/mdrly/

/Aycqr/

/An/

Ig4ht/

If rdyt/ /fr4yt/



NOTE....11.m.

UNIT SEVEN

MORPHEMICS: THE STRUCTURE OF ENGLISH WORDS

With the exception of exercises of Before-position morpheme types, all
exercises for this unit have been placed at the end of the unit itself.
TI:t3se may be used either at the end of each section with which they deal,
or, if you wish to speed up presentation and then use the exercise
material, they may be held until the entire unit has been gone over
in class. In this way it is hoped that the considerable body of new
data to be learned may be dealt with in whatever manner seems most
revarding for each individual class.
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UNIT SEVEN

MORPHEMICS: THE STRUCTURE OF ENGLISH WORDS .

Introducti on

7.1.:,11,2121.22149alant As a language has sounds the phones

which bundle in' a patterhed fashioh to make'phonemes -. so does it have
forms or ihapis its words and wotd parts. The analysis and study of
these form units is the province of the second major level of linguistic
analysis, mrpholon. If you will refer back to Unit One, you will see .

that morphelogy is divided into three sub-areas in the same way that plum-
.

ology, the study of sOunds, was divided into a study *of: (1) features,
(2) phones, and'(3) phonemes. The three sub-areas of morphology are:
(1) malopthalics, (2) moreheilics, and'(3) syntax. You have already
completed the sulk of your study of English morphophonlcs in Unit Six.
In this unit you via continue your study of morphology with a thorough
consideration of.English morphemics. Syntax, the study of the arrangements
of words.to form phrases, clauseg, and sentences, will b4% considered in

, . .
Uait Nine.

4

Since we will be concerned with morphemics in this unit, let us begin
by defining the basic unit of that field of study. It is called the

mOrpheme hab been defined as the'smallest unit in language
Lthilt can cariy meaning. More technically', however, we should say that

'A MORPHEME IS THE SMALLEST UNIT OF
LANGUAGE THAT ACTS AS A STRUCTURAL
SIGNAL.'

.4 COMparison with the prOceduies we used in phonemics may make this .

definition.cledrer. In arriving at the definition of a phoneme, you will
remembe'r, we tal!ced about's iishoneme as the smallest unit of sound th t
formed a contrast between two utterances. As an example let us look (it
the.phoneme /s/. This phoneme is fourd in many words in English. We
fihd a contrast between /s/ and its voiced counterpart /z/ in the words

(/s4/) and Ala (/zip/). We find it contrasts, too, with /01 if we
look at sing (/sirj/) and thing (/eit3/). The change from /s/ to /z/ or
/0/ creates a cOntrast in meaning Of the resulting forms. Therefore, we
established /s/, /2/', and /e/ as separate phonemes in English.

When /s/ is talked about as a part of a word, however, we are
considering a new area of analysis. vie can talk.about /s/ as a word-part
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which has structural significance -- it can change a noun from a singular
to .ii-pliiraf; es in hat driwati7 and its-plural.hats (/1-Its/)0 When we look
at /s/ as a form having the power, as it were, to make a plural from a
singular we are looking at It as a morphemP a minimum unit of form
which acts as a stnictural signal. Notice that it, too, like a phoneme,
makes a contrast in meaning. Without the /s/ the word bat refers to one
thing, but with the /s/ the word hat-plus-/s/ refers to more than one
thing. Consequently', just 'as different so...ulds - English make contrasts
between two utterances (sin and zip), so do different forms nake contrasts60.1

between two utterances (bat and hats). Mc:rphemcs, like phonemes, contrast.

In defining the phc.n-mes of English 1:e notico e. another important

di,fferent sounds in. English d not constitute separate
phonEzes. Some-are.i6upel togethcr'into one&c.Acme. .This is also
trve of the forms of.Eng1411. All fcrns In English do not cOnstitute

. .sephrate morphema. 4:1

,-
An' ec.:-..aple ri .2onem4cs,should clEt..'n clarify this statement. The

-agvirated [1)0] at. in thewcrd..ye phoroti.al°i irite as..[ptatg-(oit),
the .un.azpirated [p.] a 141, the word [k94fer] (E:0:12er)r, and the unreleased
phone:[p7].arr .the word [st9Spl] (spm), wer n6t.separate phonemes.
Together they were simply ?arts or allophone.f the phoneme /p/. We
know.that :the allophcze..[p7Twill be prc,..;d1.6t0iyfound at th'e beginning
of words la Englis4, thc alloPhone [1)1] will be predictably'found

the end ofygrds,in.EnglishlIn megal posrtions,[p] is usedi There
is tc. I'etween the 'three.plIones This.cs 'why N4e.wrote
th11 all phr,nemically ar; /p/ . /pit/2 /stSp/, and /kEpE:77/,

-I. ' In tho same nannPrp.we,find that there is no contrast between the two
II

phonemes /s/ and /s/ when .ue consiflor them,rts language forms with structural
signifiancei rather than.as phonethes.:.We know that we always use the
form.../s/to frflicaty aftcr.wor.ds'which end 'in yoideless sounds .',

except the voicnlocs grooved :..pirants and affricates (1s/9 /;1/, /C/),'as
in hats (/11t.s/) , but that we use the form /z/ to indicate ihe same
thir1.10 plural, ate; words ending in.voiced punds, again except voiced
grooved spirants and affricates .(/2.4 /Z/9 /j/),,as in ci9a.s. (/dogz/).

Finally, aft-'r vc':eless and voiced 'grooved spirants:and affricates
(/s/, /z/, //, /P): we use the form P:zi to indicate plural
as in fishe (/fik.,E/) cm.. noses (/nGwz5z/). These three forms, /s/, /z/,
arid /E:s/, t;lien, are vimply: varieties. of.a .s.ingle language folm which
1Wdlcates plural n bz:.r. :They do not contrast with one .dnother.'

So far wo have been writing the yarieti0:: of morphemes in a phonemic
notation /s/, /2,/, and /bz/, for:example. The bas,ic building blocks
of.words and word-p.irts or: morphemes, however, are not, phonemes, as we
saw in Unit Six.. Ne cannot say, for instance, that the basic building
bVdcks of the word house lare /hOlgs law/ plus /s/ phis some variety of
phonemic stress. We canngt.say this, since some'people do no-pronounce
the vowel nucleus as /au/ but, rater, as /mw/, /ew/ or iew/. Instead
we must say that the building blos involved are equations of different

it
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but meaningfully equivaleat phonemes or phoneme clusters that is,
morphophones.

a.

S. ;

IF MORPHEMES CONSIST OF

COMBINATIONS OF.MORPHOPHONES,.
441E MUST. WRITE ALL MORPHEMES.

IN A MORPEOPHONIC NOTATION

If we do this for.the'phonemiC vatieties of.the'regular English 'Aural
morpheme, we will write either s. or,z. We cannqt, remember,

:since the phoneme /t/ -Joes fiot by itself form a separate morphophone in
:English. It occurs only as a phonemic variety of the morphophones
e.; 9,, u., y., or )1. In'this case the latter, for the /ti.of Az/ is'
an automatic phonemic actualization of s. or z. after a grooved spirant or
an affricate (/s/, /z/, /g/, /g/, /8/, /1/). Whether we use z. or's. iS.

determined by*the final morphophone of the word.it is added to.. MOrphophohe
z. and morphOphone s., in other words, form, a replacement formula,
(see Unit Six). Morphophone z. is.used after words taat eftd in a voiced
morphophone or the grooved spirant and affricate morptipphones s., !go, "no.,

C., and ). Morphophone s. is used to.indicate the plural in all other'
environments,

JuSt as we used one symbol to indicate the phonetic varietiqs*[0.]; [p],.

and [p'J of the phoneme "p", namely the symbol /p/, so we will use a.single.
symbol to indicat.. the morphophonic varieties of the morpheme which
indicates the regular English plural. We will.arbitrarily pick the
morphophone z., since this occurs more frequently than s. We might, how-
:k.,rer; write the full replaCement formula ( z.--4s1) if we wished.

To further indicate that we'are not Juittalking about the morphophone 3.
in a replacement formula With morphophone sAa..but, rather, as.a language

form which acts as a unit, we put the morpheme' sfgn (Al) in front of it --

N/z. This notation says that we are taiking about thp_morpheme z., not'
just a morphophone and not just a phoneme. that one simple formula says:
"we mean the phonemic cambinations /s/, /z/, and /tz/ operating as p single
meaningful unit, represented morphophonically by z. and s. in a replacement
formula, z. and symboliied by its. major,"member, z."

With this information, We can add to our definition of the'morpheme . We

can now say that:

MORPHEMES ARE THE SMALLEST UNITS
OF LANGUAGE THAT ACT 'AS STRUCTURP1

"SIGNALS. THEY CONSIST OF SINGLE
MORPHOPHONES OR SEQUENCES OF MOR-
PHrPHONES. THESE SEQUENCES RECUR
IN.A PATTERNED MANNER -- THAT IS

WE FIND THEM OVER AND OVER AGAIN IN
A LANGUAGE.



Not all recurrent sequences of morphophones are morphemes, however.
For instance, in analyzing any paragraph, almost at random, we would find
the phonemic combination /;9v/ recurring very frequently, Phonemic /9v/,
which may be symbolized morphophonically as 9,v, when under primary stress,
is a morpheme, sinbe'it can be seen to have a structural significance by
itself, 9,v, also patterns with other units, but it does not become part
OL some other basic unit, We can study the relationship of P.,y, in such
phrases as "the study of language," In the word love (114vi, 1,6070, however,
the G..01,.is siMply a fragment, not a morpheme in itself, since in this case
it carries. no structural Significance by itself, It is, to sum pp, important
to'keMember that a sequence of morphophones must carry some structural sig-
nificance that can be defined in order to be called a morph,-me. In the same
way thCmorphophone S. in the word sa (/sey/, s,ey,)is not the plural
morpheme'oiz, Why? Bedause it does not carry the pluralizing idea -- it has
no structural; significance in this particular word, It.is simply part of the
morphemeVs,ey

. We Muit also add that some sequences of morphophones carry more than
one structural significance, In such cases we are dealing with two separate
morphemés ,.;hith simply happen to haye the same morphopholic shape, An example
would be the iporphophonic sequence aw,r phonemically lawr/, which may mean
either hour or our. We might say, then, that we are dealing with,two
homophonous (sorn77-alike) morphemes which we would symbolize as,law,r,1 and

7;75717:777ew.r.1 refers to a. unit'of time; Vgw,r.2 is a pronoun, There
many :such homophonous morphemes in English,

Another way to explain the above situation is to say that a morpheme
may have one sand only one structural significance, We know, for example,
that the ,jz, plural ip the same in morphophonic shape,and phonemic shape
as the morpheme that indicates the possessive of nouns, ,atid these are both
the same in morphophonic and phonemic .shape as the morpheMe Vlat indtcates
the third person singular present tense of verbs -- boys (/boyz/, b,oy,z,),
122y2s(/bhz/, b,Oy,z;), he.goes (/gc;wz/, g,c1w,z,), hven though the phonemic
and morphophonic shapds:of.these three forms are identical they are said to
be three.separate morphemes, symbolized as ,izol (plural), Vz,2 (possessive),
and A/z,3 (rd sg, pres, tense), since three different structural significances
areinvolvecL

The reverse of this situation, ;Aowever, is not true, That is, it is not
true that for every given structural significance there is only one morpheme,
For example, the regular English plural morpheme is A/z,l. There are, though,
other plural morphemes in English; for instance, the morphemejn, which
is used to indicate the plural with the word ox (/gks/). Its plural is
oxen (/gksin/, g,k,s,n,), A/n, is a separate ;apheme by itself, even though
its str..,ctural significance is the same as theA/z,1 morpheme.

We have so far been talking about morphemes. Ne have said that they
consist of sequences of one .or more morphophones and that they must have a
structural significance, They' are symbolized byusing a morphophonic notation
in connection with the morpheme sign (,/), We pointed out that many morphemes
had several slightly different phonemic shapes,
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THESE INDIVIDUAL PHONEMIC SHAPES ARE
CALLED MORPHS: IN MUZH THE SAME WAY
THAT THE. INDIVIDUAL VARIETIES OF A
PHONEME ARE CALLED PHONES, TOO, JUST
AS WE SAID THAT A PHONEME CONSISTS OF

'ONE OR MORE ALLOPHONES, SO-WE'MAY ALSO
SAY THAT THE MORPHS THAT MAKE UP A
SINGLE MORPHEME ARE ALLOMOgHg.

111V1..M........M.

The morphs /z/, /s/, and /6:zl, for example, are allomorphs of ..the
plural morphemes iizcl and of the possessive morpheme /z02 and of the 3rd
sg. present morpheme ,/z.3, When we are writing allomorphs, we use a
phonemic nottion, since we are talking about .actual languag occurrences,and ie place them inside the root sign with a small a above it or Niirite.them between phonemic slant lines, We may talk about the allomorph Vs or/s/ of the morphemr for example.

In describing the allomorphs of a morpheme , remember that they Must
all be phonemically and morphophonically similar. We can not, that is, soithat the pho..,emic shapes In/ and /in/ are allomorphS of the'plural morphemeThey are, initead allomorphs of the plural morpheme 4/n, ,;::*

As you have undoubtedly already gathered from the discussion in thepast few pages, the term morpheme is 41.ot the same as word. Some' words, . suchas boy (/bOy/, becly.); consist of a singlemorpheme, but other words, suchas kozs (/bclyz/, b.oy.z.), consist of two or more morphemes, In the word/bOy/ the single morpheme is ,\/b.Oy. . In the word /boyz/,.the two morphemesareVb.oy. and ,\/z,l The actual allomorph of ,,/z.e.1 that we have used is R/z(or'we might also describe it simply as /z/). This is the allomorph thatis 'found after voiced phonemes with the exception of voiced grooved spirantsand voiced affricates.

IT SHOULD BE ADDED OM FINAL, TIME
THAT WHEN WE ARE WRITING MORPHEMES,
TE WPITE IN A MORPHOPHONIC NOTATION;
IF, HOWEVER/ "..1E ARE WRITING ALLOMORPHS
(ME ACTUAL OCCURRENCES OF MORPHTMES),
WE WRITE IN A. PHONEMIC NOTATION.

7.2. 111120EILcILlif_2/11able. The term syllable is generallydeined as any part of e word that contains a vowel plus one or moreconsonants. ftile such a definition is essentially the one that we willuse here, it is not precise enough for our purposes, and it will therefore
be given certain extensions,
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We may begin by saying that well over 90% of all English morphemes
contain (1) a single vowel nucleus, consisting of a simple vowel morphophone
or of a complex vowel morphophone (vouel plus h., w., or y.), and (2) one
or more consonant morphophones before, after, or both before and after the
vowel. nucleus. Examples would be the morpheies lay Ob.Oy.),
,(Jp.ow.s.t.), and pra: cip.r (v )

Very few English morphemes contain any more or any less than these

two elements, but exceptions do occur. The plural morphemeA/z.1, for

'instance, 1:acks a vowel nucleus, and the morpheme,/ey. as in the word

.atheist lacks any consonantal elements, There are also exceptions which

contain more than the two elements above. The nmore" in such instances will

always be a second/vowel nucleus, either simple or complex; for example, the

,morpheme inter- (,/i,n,t.5.r.) with two simple vowel nuclei, the morpheme

mono.- (im.ah.n.ow.) with two complex vowel nuclei, or the morpheme contra-

75511.n.t.r.a.) with one simple and one complex vowel nucleus. These

exceptions are very few, however, and it remains basically true that all

types of. English mo:cphemes contain a single vowel nucleus, simple or complex,

plus one orliore-COnsonants.

From this examination of the morphopE,nic make-up of English morphemes

and the traditional definition of syllable given above, it should be

obvious that the'definitions of morpheme and syllable are, in English,
almost identical, an& we will indeed say that,the two terms are the same
except in the unusual cases given in the last paragraph where a morpheme

has more than one vocalic nucleus.

If we say, then, that most English morphemes are monbsyllabic, the

probkem of déciding*to .whiCh syllable the various consonant morphOphOnes ,

of a word berong vanishes, fo'r once the word has been segmented nto its
morphemic parts it has also been divided into its proper syllables. Knowing
that each syllable has a vowel nucleus plus one or more consonants will help :

you identify morphemes, too, since if, after segmenting a word, you are

left with any segmedt-with Mbre than one vowel nucleus, you should suspect
that such a segment Thll actually be more than a single morpheme.

It is stfli possible, of course, that, after segmenting a word into

its morphemic paits, you may be left with a morpheme which actually does have
two vowel nuclei -- one of the exceptions mentioned above. You may usually

determine this by resorting to a dictionary. If you find that you are deal-

ing with_a true two-nucleus morpheme, the problem remains -- does it have

Ile cit to''syllabLès2 ,In. this case ue "woad say it has two syllables, each
- -

. _
one.having a vpueT nUcleus, How, then, dd you decide to iahich'bf the two
syllables the Conr!onants of the morpheme belong? The following rules may
be used to deEine the syllable 'borders:

1) A single consonant will be placed with the second yowl
nucleus, For example, the morpheme mono- Um.ah.n.ow.)
would be syllabified as Mo-no-(VM.ah. n.ow.).
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2) In a two-consonant cluster, the first COH6oriant wifl go
with the preceding vowel nucleus, and the other consonant
will go with the following nucleus. For example, the
morpheme inter- cii.n.t.2,r.) should be syllabified as
in-ter- (777- t.6.r.).

3) If three consonants come together in a single mOrpheme --
this is extremely unusual in two-syllable native English
morphenes -- one member will usually be the morphophone
r. In dividing such a cluster,-the r, goes with_the
immediately preceding consonant morphophone, no matter
what it may be, and then rule (2) above*is'applied. as
though you were dealing with only two consonants. For
example, the morpheme contra- (Aik,ah.n.tar.G.) is
syllabifiea as con-tra:77Z3h.n.

Rules of syllabification may.therefore be stated as follows:

1) Separate the word into its morphemic segments. Since
mot morphemes are monosyllabig (have one vowel nudIbus),
each dethese morphemes will be a syllable, and the
consonantal boundaries of each syllable will coincide with
the boundaries of the morphemes.

2) If any segment has more than one vowel nucleus, suspect:
(a) that it is actually more than'one morpheme, or (b)
that it is a polysiillabic morpheme._ Try to discover
which is true by reference to the dictionary when possible.

3) If you find polysyllabic segments, each vowel nucleus will,
with its surrounding oonsonants, for:7 a separate syllable.
Assign the consonants to the proper syllable by the rules
given in the paragraphs above.

'These Piinciples.might be called principles of linguistic-syllabifica-
tion, for thgy are noE. the Ones always used in spelling and.printing,
Instead of the principles' that have been outlined here, most dictionaries.
follow arbitfary.printerts conventions,in deciding.how a word should be
separated into parts. These ci,nventions differ.from one dictionar, to
another; and it is solely by acciderit.that they will on occasion happen
to agree 1.iith the principles that haVe been discussed here. The entire
problem of dictionary syllabification will be discussed at much greater
length, however, in Unit Twelve, Meardng and Composition.

7,3. Morphemic Positions and Classes.. "Later in this unit we will
discuss the various ypes of words'in English. Now, however, we may point
out that the ordinary English word may contain as many as thirteen morphemes
or as few as one. We might also say, in the light of our discussion of the
term saLans, that the maximum number of syllables a normal English word
may have is thirteen and the minimum is one. Examples are boy and
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decompartmentalizationalistically., The last variety is, fortunately, of

very infrequent occurrence,

If Ile take a word which consists of more than one morpheme, we will
see that it contains only one basic morpheme. This is the morpheme which is

the essential structural unit of the word. This Morpheme will occupy

the central-position in the word -- it may be preceded by other morphemes
and followed by other morphemes, though neither, of course, is necessarily
the ease. In the ord denart, part is the basic part of the word; de- is
a'morpheme which occupies a kElallsIsalilim with respect to the basic
morpheme, In department ue have added another morpheme, -ment, which
occupies an after-position with respect to the basic morpheme 2.E.L.
Aside from these three morpheme positions in an.English word, there is one
other slot which must be filled. This is the a'oove-position, In the
word expôrt, with primary stress on the ex- (a before-position morpheme),

the above-posttion is occupied by a morpheme consisting of primary and
tertirary stress ,/ "Je4; The total word is a noun. By changing the mor-
pheme in the above-position tb,j -- putting the primary stress on the
central-position morpheme -- we have changed the meaning of the word to
export, a:verb, Morphemes in English may consist, then, of either
segmental or suprasegmental morphophones, and they will occupy one of these
basic pOsitIons when they combine to form words.

MORPHEMES OCCUPY ONE OF FOUR POSITIONS
IN ENGLISH WORDS: CENTRAL-POSITION,
BEFORE-POSITION, AFTER-POSITION, OR
ABOVE-POSITION. IF THEY OCCUPY ONE OF
THE FIRST THREE POSITIONS, THEY WILL
OONSIST OF SEGMFNTAL MORPHOPHONES. IF
THEY OCCUPY THE ABOVE-POSNION, THEY
WILL CONSIST OF SUPRASEGMENTAL. MORPHO-
PHONES.

We may also add that the morphemes which occupy the central-position
may not occupy the before or after-positions; before-position morphemes
occupy only that position; and after-position morphemes occupy only that
poSition. Above-position morphemes -- always consisting of suprasegmentals
-- mill, of necessity, only occupy that position, Furthermore, if we
list all the morphemes whi.ch fall in each position and analyze them according
to their morphophonic content, we will find that morphemes of each position
are morphephonically different.

MORPHEMES OF EACH POSITION HAVE THEIR
OWN UNIQUE MORPHOPHONIC CHARACTERISTICS.



According to dneir morphophonic content,,Ehere are nineteen different
classes or types of morphemes in English.' Each of these will be discussed
in detail as we progress through this unit. For, the moment, however, we
will simply list them'and indl'eate which position fhey fill. In the.
before-position there are four types of morphemes: 2222222a, prewords,
?rephrases, and prefixes. In the central-position there are three types
of morphemes: free primary bases, bound primary bases, and kernel vocalics.
In the after-position there are ten types of morphemes: postbases,
designative affixes, postwords, postphrases, afterbases, non-derivational
affixes, derivational subbases, designative subbases, nostfixes, and
suffixes. In the above-position there are two types of morphemes: superfixes
and suorafixes, which consist, respectively, of morphophones of stress and
pitch,

Central Position Morphemes
7.4, Free Primary Bases. .:Pree primary bases always contain one

or more morphophonic vowel nucleus, They may bear any degree of phonemic
stress, incl6ding Prima5y /'/. They may occur in free forms as whole,
words, such as kaz (Jb.oy. )or as parts of words, such as boyish cibooy,
plus 'In addition, the free primary base will be the essential
structural unit of the word.

. In the word
compartment 0.a.m. - plus ,b,a,r,t, plus N-m,e,n.t. ), the morpheme
4p.aor.t. Ts the basic structural unit the word, The before-position
and after-position morphemes aid in refining the stgnificance of the 'word.
We will devote an entire unit to the topic of meal,ing, so,.for,our purposes
here, we will limit our statement on dhe funttion of the free primary base
to what we have already said,

7.5. Bdund primary Bases. Some English' morphemes which may be
called primary bases because tney contain the.basic significance ofthe word,
have one or mote mftphophoni.c'vowel.nuclei,'and fall under any degree of
phonemic stress, are, nelierti'leiess, riot free forms, They occur only in
combination with before- or after-position morphemes. For example, the
morpheme V's.t.r.u.k.t.- in the words structure,construct, destruction,
instruct certainly contains thebasic significance those words. It also
has the morphophonic mincent.necessary for a free prim.ary base.. It lacks,
however, the ability to occur'alone; Ais,t.r,u.k.t.-.nevets occurs as a
free word in English. Such a morpheme is called a bound primary base,

7.6. aernel Vocalics. in pronouns and several other word ty'Pes thatwill be discussed later in this unit, we will find still, another type ofcentral-position morpheme . These morphemes, tbo, occupy only the
central-position; they, too, contain a vowel nucleus which may bear anydegree of phonemic stress including /'/; they, too2 are the basic structural
units of the words in which they are found. Unlike free or bound primarybases, however, this morpheme class, the kernel vocalic, consists solelyof a vowel nucleus. Free and bound primary bases may also contain
consonant morphophones, as in the exampiPs given above, but kernel vocalics
never contain consonants, The morphemekiy,4 i.)of the pronouns he she



his is an example. This morpheme indicates third person singular

in a pronoun. The ,\/h.- of he and the Ata.- of she are other morphemes

(in the before-position) Indicating gender, while the ,\/-m. of him, the

4/..t, of it, and the 4-z, of his are morphemes in the after-position
indicating grammatical Ilcase." This unusual type of centra3-position

morpheme does not occur frequently in English. With the exception of the

kernel vocalic ,\/(ay.)iy.) of az, mine, and me, kernel vocalics are

all bound forms.

. .
discussing the varieties of before- and-after7position

morphemes, two points should be made;

(1) Unlike primary bases, which may be divided into free and bound
varieties, all before- and after-position morphemes are always bound forms,
They do not occur by themselves as free forms.

IBEFORE- AND AFTER-POSITION MORPHEMES,
BECAUSE OF THEIR BOUND-NATURE, ARE
REFERRED TO COLLECTIVELY AS AFFIXES.

(2) As you will remembrr from our discussion of primary bases, these
. forma may occur under primary Stress. There Elie-also some kinds 'of

afixes that are fcund under primary stress. These affixes are called
secondary bases and include prebases, prewords, 'prephrases, postbases,
postwords, *postphrases, designative affixeS, afterbases, and non-derivation-

: al affixes.

A BASE IS ANY MORPHEn 'MAY

OCCUR UNDER PRIMARY STRES.S. PRIMARY
BASES OCCUR ONLY IN THE CENTRAL
.POSITION; SECONDARY BASES OCCUR ONLY
IN:THE. BEFORE-. AND AFTER-POSITIONS.

. t :

Prebases. Prebases a. before-position morphemes. They
always corifain' only one-vowel nucleus, simple or complex, and, in addition,
some contain a single consonant morphophone. They may bear any degree

. .

of phonemic stress except secondary UA/). They may 2aly occur with
bound primary bases, never with free primary bases, and they muat always
occur immediately before the bound primary base. The commonest prebases
they .are few in number. are:

7



MIM1

Sthnst
Viy.- glect

abstract, ascert&in
: "Eanere, accal

Wa,*(b.)- oblepor:,, 2.2ct.alt,
seclude .-. .

. .
iihsis, enrgy

in, the ibo:sie list, morphOiThohes which are 'Placed. in' parentheses are
soinetInies iiresent- in the -form-siven, will le at. other es they are
rep1aced:13'y. oeher hiorphophones,, dep.ending upcn at tiie initial morphophnne
of the rimaV b.ase So,:. for example, the'prebase. We, (n,)- occurs
in tha't fiorm before all. primary Vas'eS except. those which begin with the
morphophones b., p., or m all lebials which'case it assumes the
form embolism, et.22212., phaj, em_erae, but enter, energy"
enthusiasm:- .

Notice that all the Primary bases involved j.n the above examples are
'bound forms::A/p.iy.-, ,,./-3.e,khtm-, A/s0t,r,m,,k'at..,,/-is,:e,r.t.,-, J-h.i.y.r.,

see.pet,,,,i-keyouw.p.-, ilka.uw.d,,./Ifem,.s.i.s;A/t.e.r.g.,-,, Try to
:think of before-position morphemes that can come between these prebases
and the primary bases yoti will. find' th'at there are acne, for prebases
L-,7.ways occur immediately. before the primary base. Notice, Loo, that the

iprebases in the above examples show every degree of r,1:3n_nic stress exams
: secondary
I . . ..
I . .

. ''
e...

. .;r; '

708.--ik-reimrc::s.,- Prewarcis are also befdra-pool':.ic...'ilirphernes,, Like,........bNrSa ,
pretases they cont7ain a vowizi nucleus. Unlifce.prebases, however, there
may be more ,t;han one .vow.el- nucleus, simple .or oi;I:.plex,..u;d they generally
have morethe?.i 'me-consonant morphophone,.. They nay bear any degree of
phonemic stress picluding secondary-WM they L.ay occar 1,7'..th either
free Or bound prisaaty bases. The corponest p: rJords ars;

.f t

de-Ase dé*stc.c7J
coim3se., cz,ntact
sUbwAy, sdemnr,
mistáke, mish&D

Ki;217
6>Ra rt,

aostpone,
arOverL, p r":Ent
5.112212, di itTo.:6-
.érfdrm,.Rerfgr:

ilaTa. (meaning no2s.)
11177m-, Instra'ar; frrWle. (mean-

inf.; in,into)



Notice, in the examples above, that the first example in each pair
shows the preword with a free primary base, while the second example in
each p ,:.-,..shows the same preword occuring with a hound primary base. Youcan also see that prewords may bear any degree of phonemic stress, includingsecondary, nitre are many other prewords, Among them are: Aiday1. (dis219) ,

4d.ay.2- (dizz292), N/m,a,n.ow.- (monotheistic), A/b.ay.- (bicycle),Wm. n.t.ay,- (anti-social),Vm.n.t,iy.- (anteroom), 4k.m.t.m.- (catalLs...))
,/h.ow.mow.- (homogenize), 4/k3a,n,t,r,G,- (contravene), 4p.a.l.iy.-
(ulna].) Wi.n.t.e.r.- (intervene), N/n.a.n.- (noasense),(transfer), 4s.i.rk,u.mo- (circum-navigate), 4Genc- (unkind), A/b.iy.-(believe), N/s,i,n,- (synthetic),Aili.ay.p,r.- (hyper-sensitive), 4h.ay.p.ow.-(h p;;Crermic), ,Itur,ay,- (tricycle), N/f.o.r.1- (forget), A/f.o.r.2- (foresight)(jatrazrzail), Wm. m.b.iy,- (ambidextrous), Wm, m.f.iy.-
(p,mphiblan)..,,,/aw.t.ow.- (automobile), (benefic, A/e.p.iy.-(epi.dermis), and many others -- largely of Greek. origin.

709. ?rephrases, Prephrases consist of a combination of: (1) two
prewords, (2) three prewords, (3) a preword and a Orebase, or (4) two
prewords and a prebase all coming immediately before a free or boundprimary base, Fo:Ins containing three prewords and forms containing
two prewords and a prebase are extremely unccimmon and therefore sound
extremely artificial. Examples are:re-excommunicate (three prewords),
hypey-misapply (two prewords and a prebase).

In comblning two prewords there is no specific order in which they
must covie? For example, in the word re-explain the preword 4e.(k.s.)-
is second in the two-preword series, while in the'word excormiunicate it isfirst in the series, It is nevertheless true that each combination tendsto recur with many primary bases. For exampte, re-ex- occurs not onlyin the word re-explain but also in the words re-examination, re-excavate,
6.0.1Wei .01VO. 0.1041
re,exchallgt!, re-exercise, re-e4)eriemrint, and many others.

If, however, a preword and a prebase come together to form a pre-phrase, the preword must always be first, and the prebase must always besecond, ccre,ng immediately next to the primary base, as in ETacct_222., or
cie-emnhas5ze, It should be added that one cannot, of course, have aprephrase which consists of two or more prebases, since one of the re-quirements in the definition of that morphemic class is that it mustalways come j.mm.erjiately, before the primary base, It is obviously impossiblefor two prebases both to come lasec...alely before the primary base in thesame word,

7.10. Prefixes, There is one final type of before-position morpheme.This is referred to as the prefix. A prefix never contains a vowel morpho-phone. A prefix consists only of one or two consonant morphophones.Prefixes are, stressless, as most English consonants are when they occuras morphemes, Finally, prefixes may occur only with kernel vocalics.
Examples of prefixes arc:
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here, hence, hither
the, there, then,.thisors ....11010 .~
none, never, nor, neither
me, ay, mine

where, whenceqjlither, when

As can be seen from the above examples, prefixes occur with arelatively small number of kernel vocalics. These usually may take avariety of prefixes. For example, the kernel vocalio./-e.-'of -ence(the,f-n.s. is an after-position morpheme) may take the prefix57-(hence), the prefix 4.- (thence), or the prefixiw.-
(whence ). Prefixesfiever occur in pairs, nor do they occur in combination with prewordsor prebases to form prephrases.

. EXERCISES

A. In the following words: (1) identify the prel.,1-,1(s), (2) give the
phonemic spelling in the word used here, (3) give the morphophonicspelling, (4) tell whether the before-position morpheme is-aprebase or a preword.

q. separate

2. ascertain

3. exit

4. reconvene
.

je subcontinent

6. redefine

7..ambidextrous

.8. discombobulate

9. occluSibri

10.,perspiCaCious

B. Attach as manyldifferent
prebases, prewords, and prephrases as youcan think of to the following primary 'bases. Try to use ones notin the lists in this section.

1.

2.

3.

-velop

-spect*

-thetic
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..pose
-ply
-struct

-gross
-elude

The Afte'r-Position Morphemes
7,11. Derivation and Designation, All other morpheme types listed

in section 703 are after- posit:.on mofphemes; with the exception of the
superfix, and suprafix morphemes, wIkich are above-position morphemes,

4.

All'af'ter-position morphemes except the non-derivational affixes are
morphemic markers; that is, when they are added to primary bases they
either designate the entire resulting form as a particular part of speech
or they derive one part of speech from another one, For example, the
bound primary base A/10og,- (log-) is in itself not a part of speech,
but when we add the after-position morpheme ,\/yek. (-ic) to it logic
thb full form is designated as a noun, In a similar manner the free
primary base,A0oy. -(bov) is in itself a ncun, but if we add the after-
po$ition morpheme /1-.1,g, (-istO to it boyish -- we have derived an
adjectiv e. from the teun bciy of I..sic importance in this distinction
between decignating and- deriving is the concept of free-versus-bound.

AN AFTER-POSITION MORPHEME ADDED TO A
FREE FORM (ONE WHICH OCCURS IN ACTUAL
SPEECH) WILL ':)ERINIFi A PART OF SPEECH.
AND THEREBY CREATE ri NO..1 FORM, AN

AFTER-POSITION MORPHINE ADDED TO A
BOILID FORM (CU WRICH DOES NOT OCCUR
BY ITSEuF IN ACTUAL SPEECH) WILL
DESIMATE THAT FORM.AS A PARTICULAR-
PAR.? C SPEECH AND WILL NOT CREATE A'
NEW FORM.*111
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742. Postbases. Postbases always' derive parts of speech. They
never designate parts ot speech. This means that postbases are only
added to free forms, never to bound forms, PostbaSes contain a single
vowel nuclevs; simple or complex, They also contain. one Or more consonant
morphophones. The vowel nucleus. may bedr primary stress (/°/) or any
degree of phonemic stress except secondary (/"/). As you can see, 'there
is a certain similarity between prebases and postbases. Morphophonically
they consist of the same tMngs: a single vowel nucleus plus consonant
morphophones, the v:mel nucleus being capable of Occurting under any degree
of phoneMic stress except secondary, The major difference between the
two morpheme types is, of course, that prebases occur only in the before.;
positiOn, while postbases occur only in the aft-..r-position. Another.d.ifference is thk,postbases mhy be added only to free material, white
lirebases may be added only to 'bound material,

Postbases may derive nouns and adjectives frt,verbs, nouns, from
nouns, verbs from adjectives,' or adjectiverfrxii nouns', 'The conmonest

.postbases are:

Noun Indicators

1

1

p.Ar.....L_Ii`ent (deriving a noun fran a verb)
dctlir (deriving a noun from a verb), fdcthr (de-

riving a noun from a noun)
c6mmnTst (deriving a noun from a noun)

Adjective Indicators

Verb Indicators

z.

gp.com

/A 37

.
---116ean (deriving an ad4ective from a noun.)

dainite (deriving an adjective .from a verb)
dctive (deriving an adjective from a verb)
linguistIc (deriving an adj.Qaive from a noun)
cOmOrtmdntn (derivingari.-adjective from a noun)

. .

cbm2L.L......nCntrilize (deriving a:verb from an-adlective)
MO

Although none of the examples above show-theepostbases uride.r primarystress, they all may occur with that degree of stress. Examplesbuilt on the words above are: dsai.:_tmental, factcir.al, corranunistfa,
Romantic, definition, actfv.ax, .linguistician,sra (thephonemic /7.17-Cif definitiono and 1:linguisticiano are phonemic formsof the postbases anTV-y.k. respectively); This ability, as it
were, of postbases to take primary stress is one of their distinguishing
characteristics.

;
a.'
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Notice, too, that each of the examples above is a_free.forM -- a..

full word, if we may call it that for the time being -- when the postbase
is removed: depart, act, fatt, commun, define, act, linguist,

rimr.somo amoOwnr

In the examples on the previous page the superscript 1 indicates that

there are other moxphemes with this gaMc morphophonic shape, in just the
same may that' We referred to/..z.l,W-z.2, and,\/-z.3, the plural, possessive,

and 3rd person singular present tense verb markers as three separate
morphemes, even though they had the same morphophonic shape. Finally, the

fact that we have uged the morphophonic spelling ,jy.k. rather than

for what is usually spelled -ic in the regular speriing systemswill be
exp1air(2d in mile detail later in the unit. For the present just accept
this morphophonic spelling.

7.13. Designative Affixes. Designative affixes -- as the name
indicates always designate parts of speech. They never derive patts
ot speech. This means that they are ad.ded only to bound forms,.never to
free forms. Designative affixes, like postbases, cantain a single vowel
nucleus, simple or complex, and one or more consonant morphophones. They,
too may'bear primary stress (/'/) or any other degree of phonemic stress
22E2EL secondary (/^/). They are particularly dharacterized hy.their
ability to occur under primary stress. In essence; the only difference
between postbases and designative affixeg is ne fact' that the designative
affixes are added to bound material, while the postbases are added to free
material.

Designative affiXes will designate forms as verbs, nouns or aliEstima.
The commonest designative affixes are:

Noun Indicators

W..y.k.
2

N/...5.13 ,4
2ii

Wmaa,n,..2

160.2 qtee.k. Oeniac

arlastL
112PIst
Christnn

Adjective Indicators

t.

A/-easr..

,71

cOntrite

Verb Indicators

2 pze . clarify'.

Examples buil-t on......the.above'vhibOhdw these designative affixes
under primary stress ake:.logician, 1;rinci Alt , linguistic, Christiallaz,
contrition, peculiAritli(the phonemic fi s-/ of"logician" and "contrition"
are phonemic formg of the designative affixes A/-y.k. andA/-ay.t. respective-
ly).
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Notice that none of the examples above is a free form -- a full word --
when the designative affix is removed: lor, 2sinsiv, lingu-,
contr-, and man-

7,14. Postwords. Postwords may be defined in exactly the same
way as designative affixes, except that they may -- and often do -- occur
under phonemic secondary Ltre-NCTA /). For convenience sake they may even
be thought of as designative affixes which may occur under secondary
stress. Postwords designate forms as verbs, nouns, or adjectives. Among
the commonest postwords are:

Verb Indicators

Ak.ey.t,1

Noun Indicators

ey

kElsinte

4ntrte, mmtinIque

Ajlecliye Indicators

frAgile

Akmay.n, clAndesttne, dIvfne

In any of these examples lArtiary stress (/'/) might be used, With oi-ey.
primary stress may occur, These forms may also be built upon to show that
the postwords may occur under primary stress: uprecietion, entree
(without any additional after-position form), Imati, slyirlitz (the
phonemic /-eyg-/ of "appreciation" is a phonemic form of the postword
A/-ey.t. ).

As you can see, postwords are added only to bound forms: 22=217,
entr-, communiq-, frag-, clandest-

7.15. Designative and Derivative Afterbases, Afterbases either
designate or derive partc of speech and are, therefore, added to either
free or bound forms. They also contain a single vowel nuclei:1, simple
or complex, and one or more consonant morphophones. Unlike any of the
other after-position morpheme types, however, afterbases always bear
primary stress. They never occur under secondary, tertiary, or weak,
They designate or derive verbs, adjectives, or nouns. The commonest
afterbases are:

11111,..111.11.
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lut.111.190eati

v4;s;

tastiaitzazsilta
4/4441. dOctrInngire

;Tarr
A/40,k# birles ue
My,k,1 obl clue .

zdiEllOst,

EiLurtejjalcitors

Ah.d.r.2
Ak.fy,1

d"ka6t%
4/4,1.

kItchenette

.ITON;MIEPJ.
tde

ire"-onder

hese
tannoi ssdur

2ILLILS

111111.10..................001111110.4

Notice that some of 'the forms "to which ihe afterbases are added In the
above sex&mpid6 are free forms .alid otheri ate bound, The bound ares

va14; ked, ob14., connoiss-, 1221217, crit...,; while the
tee orms Aios_ s1.2.21X10,a, kitchen, laton, draft, audion. Ymu

have notiCed that the only 'derivative af terbases are 4-dore ii-dor;26
ana. JIlfy, The. others are 1:1 designative,

7,16. _Derivational Subbases, Derivational subbases 4, as the name
implies «es zrtays et-----s-T47-5rtior7e speech. This means that, they ars added
only to free forms, never to bound, Derivatiimial subbases generilly dm rmtr:
Contain a vovel nucleus, though a few of them do. Usually they ^orgist cf
One of mot& Cansonatit motphophones atone, , They occur mu under weak s'
(/'/), TheY. deriva'adjectives",-nänns, -verbii. and adVerbs from adjeltives;
nouns, veibs', atid'adjvctives from nouns;.noUns from verbs; and adverbs
and nounsfrom adverb,s, The commonest derivitional subbases are

.

liktitlallattaLt

44.0S ta,
4/ ilse

AJISZIMe

J.

4/717,4.1.1
,enye-

dn st'ér (deriving a noun from a noun)
dness (deriving a noun from an adjective):

w er (deriving a noun from a noun)
br aka e (deriving a noun from a verb)
minsm (deriving a noun from a noun)

( eriving a noun from a noun)
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Verb Indicators

Adjective Indicators

vA1
A/Cf.u.1.

s 0

Adverb-Indicators11..........

16ngtheri <deriVidg a iferb from a noun)

Eriast (deriving an adjective from a noun)
kind1 1 (deriving an adjective from an

adjective)

beiyIsh (deriving an adjective from tt noun)

bedutifia. (deriving an adjective from a

noun)

sp4cioUs (phonemically the 4/-y.s. is j-ks/)
(deriving an adjective from a noun)

fr4e1 (deriving an adverb frol. an adjective

All dhe forms to which these derivational sul.bases are added are free
forms: gang, good, work, break, commun, length, grease, kind, La, 12252x.
Notice, too, that the derivational subbases are always under weak stress,
never any other degree of phonemic stress.

7.17. Designative Subbases. Designative subbases follow the same
defini,aon,.as derivative subbases, except for the fact that the designatiye
subbases are added only to bound forms, never to free. They designate
the completed forms as nouns or verbs. Some of the commonest designative
se,bases are:

Noun Indicators

V"e.
Ai-t a

s
4.4}7:, 4

Nk-'57;uw.r.

-r.2

V -ay t 2
verb. indicat:Or,

S.
ti-cf.

2

.... bieafh.`
4

act

gr;Tance (Jr.ow.m. A/m,n.t, & 4s,)
proba,bility
peptide
aulicip. (the ,,,/y.uw.1. appears as /40
verdure

nation (phonemically this is usually /-in/)
furrier
,graduate

breathe
establish

All the forms to which these designative subbases are added are bound forms:
brea-,ac-, Eoman(t17,beaut-,pept-,partic-, verd-, nat-, esta')l-. The
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designative subbases, like derivational subbases, occur only under
weak stress.

7.13.; Non-derivational Affixes:_ Non-dcrivational-afflxes,
ab'breviated nda, are after-position morphemes. They contain a single

vowel nucleus, simple of complex, nnd mny in acIdltiOn contgin.one.or

more consonant wrphophonese They may occur under any degree of

phonemic stress, including primary.. Unlike the other after-position

morphemes, theN neither derive nor-designate completed forms as partic-

IllaL2LILULTIEln. You will remeMber that derivative after-position
1..morphemes occur only with'free forms, while designative 'after-position

moTphemeseccur only, with bound forms. The nda's,being-neither
derivative or designative, may occur with either free or bound forms.

nstance, however, they crbate new bound forms: Nda's, that

/ i§, wil), never be:the,final,morptieme in a word. Since in shape and
sound :pme of them are like postbases, this provides a handy way to
distinguish them from postbases. In logic, for example;the -ie. Ls a
postbase, since the word ends with that morpheme. In particle, however
th -ic- is an nda, since there is n6 word in English'suth as aartic.

These morphemes are quite important in word-building in English.
They are base extenders. That is, they make it r3oSSible to add other
after-pasition morpheme types.which a.particular base.would normally.

.-40.re abtetccra44;-IITpla-Clrii.ah'nda between' the base that we wish
to form a new word from and the efter-position morpheme we wi6h to add;
the new word may be formed. There are two essential types of base
extension, and these will be discussed in turn below.

The fixst function of the nda's is as a base extender with free .

forms.. As you have learned, it is-nbt possible to add designative
after7position morphemes..to fret:torms;_they canbe added only to
bouria forms. Suppose, however, that we wish to take the free form
peculiar, which is an adjective, aad make a noun from it by using the
designative subbase V»iy.4 , the resulting form will be a bound fe'rm.
In this case we will use the nda , spelled in normal orthography
-it, and will have the form 2.9.221i.alt::, Peculiarit: &ie., not exist
as a free form in English; it is a bound. form. Since it Js a bound
form, we.may now add the desisnative subbase A/-iy.4 to it.,..giving us
the final word 2ecularily. In this way.the use of ndals,makes it .

possible to attach designative after-position morphemes tO.free material.
This4Ancidentally,.elables us to create a much larger toal vocabulary
than would be possible if we had to operate solely under the restrictions

,.o.fAcrivative and:deagnatiVe after-Tosition morphemes.

The second function of the nda's'is.as a base ext6nder wth bouhd
forms. The post words ,jey.t.1; the designative affixesn..1",
7yW:2, /jay., ,Ae.k., and. v4e.l. and.,the designative subbases dr.2
and jiy.4 cannot be added directli to bound forms. Instead the
bound base itself must first be extended by the .use of an nda ti,en

.

,the designative after-position morpheme may be added. Usually the-pda's
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used to make such.a bL,:, extension are7777777777aw. or one ot the
nda's which contain the morphophone i. or y.'as their initial morpho-
phone and a single consonant as the second morphophone (see the first
ten monhemcs in the list below). An example is the completed free
form liti(zate, which consists of the bound priMary base
the ndn and the postword A/ey.t.1 One'cannot directly add 4ey.t.1
to the bound primary base The base must first be extended
by the addition oc the I.-containing nda

The common2s.t nda's are those listed below:

probabi Ity
V-y.n.2 dis ,'iminate

legitimate
4-y,b. horrible

Al-Y.Y. editorial
4-y.uw. graduate

prosidy
V-i.f identify

ft

investiaate
particle
parallel
theoretical
wilderness

A./..ee.k.2 spectacular
history

V-e.n. torrent
Al..m.n:t. romantic

or the moment disregard the spellings with morphophone y. (as in
V..y.y. above). These will nhonemically sound like /i/. The reason for
sometimes indiciting it )15 m6rphaphone Land sometimes as morphophone
y. will be discussed in detail later in the unit.

From the examples above you can see that nda's occur only with a
following designative after-position moTpheme (designative affix,
postword, or designative subbase) -- neTer with any.other type of
after...position morpheme.

7.19. postphrases. Any combination of an nda and a following
designati-re after-position morpheme will be called a 2.22L112.1222, These
postphrases arc extremely common, and they recur with high frequency
in English words. There are in addition other combinations of two
after-position morphemes which -- though one member is not an nda
-- also occur very frequently in English words. These, too, are
postphrases. Below is a list of the commonest postphrases of the
two varieties:

.111=
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I. PostDhrases consisting of an ada and a designative after-position
morpheme

4y,y, 4/01c,1

%/ey,t,,1

vy.y. & 4m,r4,
vy.y. &

Vy./. & Al re2
.N/y.uu, & A/

^/y.t. & A/iy,4
& ft.lay;

& yk.2
&

16
manioc (nda & desig, affix)

deviate (nda & postword)

peculiar (nda & desig, affix)
Christian (nda & desig, affix)

& desig, subbasl)
graduáté (nda & postword)
identity (nda &.desig, subbasr)
212.11E2 (nda & desig, affix)
terrific (nda & desig, affix)
communicate (nda & postword)

II. Postphrases consisting of various combinations o aftertauitiLza
morphemes and not containing an nda:

v.t.s.t,2 Vy.k,1
A/m.1.2 & A/1.iy,2
A/iy,2 6: Vf.u.l,

&fm,l.
Vey,t,2 & Vy.n.

Postphrasesoccur as npackagesl,
forms to create new forms,

linguistic (desig, affix & postbase'i
2rincipally (desig,afqx &.deriv, subbase),
beautiful (deriv, subbase & deriv,subbase).

.

Elpyartmental (postbase.& postbase)
.t.52124512 (afterbase & desig, subbase)

and are attached as units to larger

7,20, Postfixes, Postfixes are after-positioft motphemes which
constst , like prefixes, solely-of one or two consonant morphophones,
Postfixes never contain a vowelporphophone, Lie'prefixes, they are
Stressless,*as most English consonants are when they occur as morphemes.
Finally, postfixes occur only with .kernel yocalics.

Examples of postfixes are:

2
2

it

him, whom
0.101.11

her
us
mine

Postfixes, like prefixes, occur with a relati'vely small number of
kernel vocalics, though ehey are used with great frequency in actual
speech; since they involve some of the highest frequency words in
the language,
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7.21. Suffixes. Suffixes also fill the after-dosition. They
occur only with free forms, and they consist solely of one or two
consonant morphophones, wMi the exception of the suffix Aff , . . They
may never bear more than weak stress, and unlike all other after-
position morpheme types whiCh are added to,free material -- 1Ley.ar
designative morphemes. ,1n addition they are always the last morpheme
in a word. There may be only two suffixes in a single free word.

The suffixes are;

NOUN INDICATORS

A/zi: (/-s/, /-z/, /;z/)

42 (I-sl, /-z/2 /,-.`/)

ADJECTIVE LNDICATORS

(/ -W:s1/)

VERB INDICATORS

A/D1 (/-d/2 -t/2 /-id/)

4112 .(/-d/

rotice
a word that
it 'contains

cOntain'er .

are already
con4ain adj

For 'example

theiefore 'w

/Lt/2 /40)

,

btlys, houses, -ifts, containers,.

beautifi'ers--(ALJO'. INDICATES PLURALITY) .

;

boy's, house's,' gift's, conEainerls,

Wutifrer's, b6ys', Muses', efts',
b6autifiers' (ALSO" 41111

INDICATES POSSESSION, IN SINGULAR OR
PLURAL)

milder,. greener ( ALSO INDICATES
COMPARATIVE)

mfldest, greenest ( ALSO INDICATES
SUPERLATIVE)

ha_l Cvaa, she Trilfes,he misses (ALSO
INDICATES THIRD k 3RSON2PRESETT TIME)

he lived,. we slept, he etaccided

(ALSO DEDICATES PAST TIME)

he has lived, 22-1142_21-;21 he has
1";ic6ded (ALSO limpT CATES CaiELETED
ACTIGN) .

she was singing (ALSO INDICATES

CONTINUEE AtTION)

that each suffix indicating a noun can only be attached to
is already considered a noun because of its use or baciuse
a noun-deriving or noun-designkting morphe#e,. as.the7-wota
The adjeotive s.uffixes may,be attaehed:-.onfy to Words that
considered adjectiyes becacIse of their use or because t.hey%
ectiverderiving or designating after-position morphemes.
2 .manly has_the adjective-mking postbase" .21,7 attached to it;
e know we' may say mElhirer'dr asti.jst. The same is true of

I

.

. .
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the verb suff E;; they must be attached to words that are considered
verbs already becausc of their use or because they have verb-deriving
or designating morphemes attached to them. For example, ldngth'em has
the verb-making subbace ,/n,1 attached tia it therefore.we know that we
may say he 1611(4th'en, he 1.4ngthened, he has length'ened, he is lesgth'aleing.

It is 2o3sible, as we mentioned earlier, to use as many as two
paradigmatic suffixes together. There are only two sets of suffixes,
houeverf which may occur as combinations. The first of these i-s thc
noun»pIdral and noun-possessivc combination. In pronunciation it seems,
as if only one suffix were present. Actually, when any of the three
alternates of .vt1 is present, it is followed by the identical alternate of
A/Z2. Then the resultinc sequence of identiud morphophones (-z.z. or
-s,s.) is reduced tn/z/ or ; thus, for example, bc5ye, girls', cgts',
hc5rs'es'. Notice that we show this combination of noun-plural and
noun-poSsessive in spelling by the -s'. This is an example of true
morphemic bridling, since the -s stands for the noun-plural suffix,
and the stands for thtl noun-possessive suffix, even though the latter

nat ,present in the pranunciation of the word,

...

The'edond possible combination of two paradigmatic suffixes is
the continuedaction suffix ,i-in and the noun-plural suffix,/z. This
combination occurs only when the word containing the is used
in the sentence as a noun. For example, winnings, fittings, etc. No
other two paradigmatic suffixes may be used together,. .

Although the paradigmatic suffixes given in the list§ above are
the.ones used in the great majority of cases, there are a fe other
suffixes, These, however, are relatively rare. They are all relics
of more frequently used,forms from Middle and Old EngliSh.

The \/7.,1 noun-pluril suffix sometimes is not present, In its
place the vowel of the noun-base is changed;'fdr exaMple, mice, pe4se,
Lice. In some few_words.thenoun-Plural suffix is ,/n (/-in/),

or without an dccompanying vowel change of th,.c.. base; for example,
child (r6gyld/) childr'en (r6ildfin/), dx (/iks/) dleén (MksIn/).
Some foteign words, like 'Aldmntis, gldmn'a, ddttim, etc., still use their
foreign plural forms (generally words from Satin or Greck);' for
example, "aldmni, nAmnae, dAtI.

The same type o special changes also tekes place when we wish to
indicate past-time or completed-action. Some verbs do not use the
1/D1 suffix. Instead dhey, use .a 7awel change in the verb-base; for
example, he 3:fin, she sgm, he has rdn, they have swdm. In some few
verbs the completed-action suffix is 41177r7777.7g77 with or without
an accompanying vowel change in the base; for .example, I sde - I sgw -
I have s6en I ch6ose - I chose -.1 have ch6s'en. In Ecfew cases past-
time and completed action are indicated by a vowel change plus the.
normal 4120.. suffix; for example, I think - LaciahL - I have thOught,
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All of these special cases are- relatively rare, but they do occur
in verbs that are very, frequently used, see how many other examples
of these exceptions you can think of.

Above-Posit.ion ."M'orp.he.m,es
.

7,22. Sunerfixes, In the discussionz,of morphophone variants in
Unit Six we concentrated our attention primarily on the segmental
morphophones. Though the variants of stress and juncture suprasegmental
morphophones were listed, no corrment waS made about them.. In this
section, however, we will consider the suprasegmentals briefly.

You will notice from Unit Six that we have given only two stress
morphophmes, symbolized as and Morphophone .4 has as its
variants phonemic 17, /"/, and 1'/. To disiinguish-morphophonie
primary stress from phonemic primary stress, we will refer to the
morphophonic variety as>.stronger stress. Stronger streSs ,may be
actualized in any given word in a specific dialect as phonemic primary
(/'/), secondary (/'I), ar tertiary (/`/) stress; that is, all stressphonemes except weak stress. Morphophone It has as its variants
phonemic /`/ and r/. To distinguish mOiphophonic weak stress fromphonemic weak stress, we will. refer to the morphophonic va#ety as
weaker stress, Weaker stress may be actualized in any giveiii.,wo,rd lxia specific dialect as phonemic tertiary (/*/) or phonemic.'Wdak (r/)

A merfix nloaleme is n combination of any two streas morphophones.
Since, there are only two stress morphophones, theonumber, of' supertix
morphemes is, obviously, small. In fact there will 1.1e only three possible!'superfix morphemes. These are: V + AP+ , and ',it. T.Ie
may eliminate the possible combination 'J.+ , since :every word in
alglish will bear at least one moiphophone of stronger 'stres#

f

Superfix morphemes are designative morphemes. They designate
completed forms as particular part.s .of speech. In words -which consistof before-position morphemes and primary bases (with or idthout after-position morphemes) the superfix3e-4..". desigrates the completed formas a. noun. An example is the word ôrt whic:h' consists of thepreword Ve,k.se-, the free primary 1?ase Vp.o.r.t', and the superfix

morpheme A/ + (the phonemic tertiary stress, /`./, over -isan actuali zation of morphophone The sup,erf ix + designatesthe completed form as a verb; for example, .c.Lcirktr, other uses of. thesuperfix morphemes will be discussed as we come to exainples of theiruse., "
,

7
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7.23. Suprafixes. Suprafixes are also above-position morphemes.
They consist of morphophones of pitch. All the phonemes of pitch
are also morphophones, so that we have morphophcnic pitch 4 (4.),

morphophonic pitch 3 (3.), morphophonic pitch 2 (2.), nnd mo:phophcnic
pita 1 (1.), The exact nature and workings of the suprafix morphemes
havenot yet been worked out by linguists, and, although zertain
tentative statements could be made, we will not delve further into
this area of English morphemic;

,

Etymology and Romance-derived

Forms

7.24. Thillalill.21_112mplogical Study.. The field of stymology
is probably one area .of language study'that all students have at
least been partially exposed to. This is ';:hes study of the.origin cf.
words. In English this is primarily a matter of Learning whet:her a
wop; is of-native GerManic English origin or whether it comes from
Latin through Norman French. There are, of.course, Enclish words with
other origins, too, such as those which entered English .directly
from Medieval Latin, those whiCh came from Creek throu3h Latin, thos.e
from American Indian languages and other sourtes. Our major stock
of morphemes, however,'comes from Latin via Norman French and from
native Germanic sources. This you know both from the material pre-
sented in Unit Two on the history of English and from your work on
earlier grade levels in ERglish. This unique two-way origin of the
.stock:of English morphemes is of considerable importance, fcr it
mems,that English not only utilizes Germanic morphemic patterns but
also Romance,CLatin ancrits decendant related languages morphemic
patterns. It- is.certainly not true, as some of you may have been
taught, that English is really a Romance language. It is a lenvica
which is solidly Germanic in phonemic and.morphophonic detail.
In syntax, too, it is largelY Germanic. It is solely in the area of
morphenics and, therefore;* word stock -- that is partakes of
certain'patterns which are more typidal of Norman French and the
Romantd languages in .general. It is impossible, however, to unecrstand
modern English thoroughly, without at least same familiarity with the
Remnce morpheme patterns which It uses. These will, of course, affect
only morphemes of Romance origin. It is the purpose of this section
of Unit Seven.to discuss the morphemic patterns which affect morphemes
which are of Romance origin; Yor this reason it will oftnn be of great

, value to'you to learn.to dse the historical information which any good
dictionaiyawilI give you about each word. In most standard
dictionaries, following the spelling and pronunciation of the word, there
will be given a brief sentence telling you from what language the word
comes. Though browsing through the dictionary is often said to be the
sign of true bookworms, in this case it will be very helpful, After a
.short_time you will came to recognize Romance-derived prewords, prebases,



primary bases, and after-position morphemes. You will be amply
rewarded, particularly when it comes to spelling these forms in'standard
orthography, for any such efforts that you make.

7.25. The Morphophone Y. and Romance Alternation Patterns. In Unit
Six we discussed!a1ternation of morphophones as a type of sound change.
We discussed the vowel alternations of the five basic patterns and
briefly said that there werE consonant alternations. too. Before going
on in this section, you should go back to Unit SiX (Op. 11-14) and
:carefully review the information given there'on alternations.

Alternations are actually just a special type ol replacement pattern.
Replacement patterns are patterns of morphophone change.which take
place when-the meanin&of a word iS.altered thiough.the addition of
after-position,morphemes -- the additiOn of suffiX.AJd,l, for example,
to the primary base',A.iy;p. (kee0), Which.causes the replacement of
the vowel nucleus iy. by e. (kept); Alternations are simply Romance
language replacement patterns. They are caused when an after-position
morpheme containing the morphophone y. is added to another form. Thern
changes that take place in the vowels are not too difficult to learn,
but there are also other predictable consonant changes,which must be
considered. This is what we will do here. The five rules below should,
if necessary, be memorized. They may on fixst sight look rather complex,
but, if you apply them carefully to the exereise.following this section,
you will find them rather Simple to use

RULE 1.

;--
In ROmance-derived morpheMeL'only morpheffie-final
becomes s.1.(both written.always as 1), k. becomes s,
(both.written always as c), and d, becomes z. (written
as d and s respectively) before any after-position
morpheme which contains the morphophone y. This does
not include the morphophone combination y.uw., which
acts as a unit morphophone. Exceptions are: when
morpheme-final d, is preceded by z., when morpheme-final
t. or k, is preceded by..s., .or when norpheme-final
d., t., or lc, is preceded by a- complex vmel rnorphophone
(not phoneme) plus any consonant morphophone. Finall
morpheme-final morphophone s. becomes z. (both written
always as s) only after morphophon.e r.
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RULE

The following morphophone combinations are pronounced
as: (+ indicates that the preceding consonant is
morpherne-final, and the y. is morpheme-initial):

= rg/ /sy/
z.+y.

/1/ cz./dy/
te+y. /t:/

cg:/i/

This is true Y:then the y. is followed by any morphophonic
\revel (including uw,) or by the morphophones m n.,
ri 1,, y..w., and h. Otherwise; s,+y,=/s/,
/z/, g.+)70=---./g/0

RULE 3,

Vowel alternation of the _p rimy_bae only, from
complex to simple morphophonic nucleus, in the five
patterns discussed in Unit Six, also occurs before
any after-position morpheme which contains y"; or y.uw.
if the y, Qry.uw. are .foLlowgd by stops %or 'affricates'.

RULE 4. .
All y.-cont.aining and y.u-conaining after-position
morphemes occui with other morpheme types only, under
a superfix Morp'heme which has '4, on the iirmediately
preceding morphemic segment.

7

RULE 5.
, --

In morphemes which are native Germanic in origin:
d,y.=/37, and

always,

We will assume that these five rules .have thoroughly frightened
any', lingulstic sense you have learned so far completely out of your
head; Let us, however, look at several examples in detail, and the
workings of these rules will become both apparent, and it is to,-
be hoped -- simple,
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In the word nation (/n4yn/) the bound primary base is 0a.ey.t.-

It is a Romance-derived base. It is also found in the words native,
nativity, nature and other forms. When we add the designative subbase
4,/-y.n, to the bound base,/n.ey.t,- Rule 1 is applied. This rule staEes
that morpheme-final in .Vn.ey.t,- alters to s, before any after-
position morpheme containing the morphophone y. rorphophonically, then,
nation is n.ey.s.y,n. Applying Rule 2, morpheme.6final s., as.in our
altereld bound base4n.ey0s.- is phonemically actualized as /6/ wIlen before
morphophone y. if morphophone y. is in turn followed by a vowel, semi-
vowel, nasal, or 1. .Applying Rule 3, the bound base th.ey.s.- does
not show vowel alternation from ey. to Ee., since the y.-containing

.

after-position morpheme, V-y.n,, does .not,contain a stop or affricate
morphophone. This gives. us phonemic /neysin/. According to Rule 4
morphophonic stronger.stress must be on the bound base 4n0ey0s.- , since
it immediately precedes the y.-'containing after-position morpheme. The"
final phonemic fo& then, is /ndyn/.

. .

;

/n the word nature, the hound base is still ,\/n.ey.t.-,
is, like Af-y.n., a designative subbase. Applying Rule 1 we find that
morpheme-final t,, does not alter to:s. before an after-position morpheme
which begins with the morphophonic unit y.uw. Applying Rule 2, morpheme-
final t0 plus morphophone y, is phonemically actualized as /c/. FollowingRule 3, the nucleus of ,Vn.ey:t.- does not alter twee. , giving us,the
total form /ney c4r/0 FolLaving Rule 4, morphophonic stronger.stresswill be found on the morpheme twediately preceding theA/-y.uw.r.,
giving us the final word /n4y6i.3?/0', Notice'that in both nation and nature
the letter t is used to spell' morPhophone t, and morphophone.si no\matter how they are actualized phonemically,

Now let us look at the word righteous (/rgyCIs/)'. The free
Primary base is ,Vr.ay.t. (ri"ght);. This is a morpheme of native Germanic
Origin. \/y.se is a derivational. subbase. Since,.however,4r.ay.t. isa Germanic base, morp-hemefinal t, does not change,to s., and,,appAying
Rule 5, morpheme-final to plus morph6pone y, is phpnemically actualized
as /6/.

7.26. Homophonous After-position Morpheme Pairs. If you willdMmb....Ober...m.
fook back at our discussion of the various kinds of after-position
morphemes you will see that:_in several instances' we have used the'
morphophone y. to spell What phonemical.ly would be actualized as /i/ or
RI, whereas. at other'times we have used morphophone i, to indicatethe same phonemic actualizations. This is a result of groups of
homophonous morphemes, one of which is an nda and the others , typesof fter-position morphemes, Only five groups .of such after-position
morphemes are invol7ed, They are:

,.. .

1

.
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NDA

1, 4y.d.
2, qy.n,2
3. VY.t.
4. Vy.y,
5,

P3 DA DER.SB DES.SB

4Y.k,2

Viad,

The y.'s have been used whenever the after-position morpheme conforms to
the five rules given in the preceding section of this Unit, If none
of the changes indicated in those rules take place, then the phonemic
/i/ or /i/ sound has been interpreted as morphophone since it is
only morphophone Y, that seems to induce such changes. Examples of the
pairs and triplets given aliove ere:

il

VY,dt.(nda) prosidy /pr4sI.diy/

iii.d. .(desig, subbase) fetid /f4t:4d/

ify.n.2 (nda) discriminate /dIskrfm;neyt/
,,/ywn,1 (desig, subbase) nation /n4ygl'n/

tjy,t, (ndA) probabilit9. /prabhcqtiy/
/ILI:, (postbase) definite /defInW

ilvY,y. (nda) editorial /W-t6rlyn/
Aliy.2 (derive subbase) beauty /bydwtiy/
A/iy,3 (deriv, subbase) breezy /briytIy/

(desig, subbase) probability. /prAgbilkiy/

[

,ji,k, (nda) partiCle.
)y.k,1 (postbase) linguistic /lirigwfstlk/
4.y.!! Xdesignative.afii)0 logic /1431k/

In the above examples notice that the after-position morphemes spelled
morphophonically with y, all conform .to Rule 4 --they all "pulln the
primary, stress of the word.to the.morpheft7or morphene segment immediately,
before the y,-containing after-pdsition'morpheMe, while the forms which
have been spelled with morphophone i, do not,

7.27. Two y,-containing After-position Morphemes iri the Same Form,
It symetimes happens that a uord will contain more than one N-containing
after-position morpheme. In tflis case Rule 4 concerning thd placing of
morphophonic stronger stress (i.) becatnes vague*, For'such occurrences
we must modify that rule to state that morphophonic stronger stress
comes on the morpheme or morpheme segment which immediately precedes the
y.-containing after-position morpheme which is,clo,9est to the end of
the word. An example would be the word electricity, The primary base,
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bound, ofithis word is 40,1.e.k.rt,r,-. iS a designative affix.
Since it contains morphonhone .y, the stronger stress of electric falls,
on the segment of ,,/e.l.e,k1t.r,- whiCh ignediatelynamely, the syllable -e,kto:-';' The \iy:.t.'" is .an nda. It, 'too, .1Ipulls"the stronger stress, to the morphert-te-dramediatelY before 'it, namelY,the k, .of which as altered .to s. accbrding to Rule' 1. It is, then'," thelast of the two 7 -containing after-position morphemes that Rule 4 applies

.to.
" t t 4

Romance Replacement patterns.. Romaficetaerlved words Shos.fi
!not on.1.#1.,:the 4ltern,:ations-- di-Cussied--iri the pages able,'-bift, CO6, tliey, Ishow .a seri esof ieplaceme.nt pattemS. 'Llevietri the diSciffision'ofc repla6e;.- : 11_. r 1mentS-iilAnp Six 'before you -coriErnIZ w,i,th. the Material' 'ileraL ThOS'e' '',"..,"- ,4. ,-,--.- !,r1-,, . 'r .31:rireRlaaceMe,nt,q ,k?em4V,Trcl"illarilYidrolice.rnear.w,ith dolphemés -6'f native- Ger.tiVin.C.f., . 1origin -.:4 on,es csning tqi'4,9;derniticlitsb: fieti11741,ddle)nd ()MI6:JO:LA."7'f' ":;',', I1./. :4 -.' - . . - 444- . - ga ,. r , - - -Thereafe 4-p qlt.okiii, .rEipl,accimedt :patterns -ithgt ,:0'ocui bay' \di, _. _ ..., , .

of thi:sfsub4asey,caues the ustial .five.voWl altethations to' take'plaCe'

'''''' ''',, Ina ,,
4 1_, t ' - . - - ,of Ro4ance, oy.irgin,,i,,These:tifitern.,-thelise

40ft Tetie .1110.iii.rldesfgnat'kng '..',,,
subSLA ei.,3).,;.: Ali s i pl)batliqi --j, t'Wf, ILE .:of.:ROmahcorsii.,iin. r '4,4hen'l1 tt== 'L. 1-ti-ieh' ird-'71,-; rir ,--1% "ci i.. 6: ;- these' Mo'x'-' 241 0

phophone,T bpcomp xespectiVely: k. s 9. , p : -, At' the' s'ame, time th'e -addij,-611.
.

., .. .t.-,,Examples are:. ,agent (ley.g. & 4e.n. 6t. A/t.) - act (.,/.k. 8J..,/t), .

receive (4r,iy,7 &-Ais.iy.v.) - reception (..,/r.iy.- & Vs.e,p. S: A/t. 8: Vy.n. , !

i

descri-ge (id,iy, ,Ez.Vs.k.r.ay.b.) - description Wd.iy.- &Vs-.k.r,i.p. &Tt7-17,/y.n.)4

There are several other Romance replacement patterns, but they willnct be considered here, since ,they occur with much less frequency thanthe above patterns.

Word Types
7.29. Lexical Items and the Principle of BinarY Combination. Wehave so far been talking about word segments or morphemes. Though we haveused the term.word in our earlier discussions, it has been done withbuta definition Of its precise meaning, .and, in truth, it_has been rather

i loosely used, Now:that ,we haNie- talked about all the various morphemetypes that are'used in English to make free forms, We should.go back andexplain exadtly what we mean when-we say 71:word, ve will start bysaying that the very-term word"-itself has -beefi given. so mahy variousmeanings ill the past that we will abandon it for a more desc'xiptive- °ire.Our new term'will be lexiCal item,
.0,44.4.4.4.444.4.44.444.4444404.44.4444.444..4444.

.=11WM.!

*-



.41 LEXICAL ITEci IS THE SMALLEST
UNIT OF FORV THAT CAN BE USED
BY ITSELF AS A FREE iOPM, IT
MUST CONTAIN AT LEAST ONE PRIMARY
BASE AND A SUPMFIX MORPHEME..

One should also remember that every superfix morpheme will contain at
least one'moxphoph.one of stróngest streas ), Which will be phonemicalli/..actualized -as /`/ TV; or

Frain the above.definition we can see that all 'free primary .bases
are also leXical. items,. canalso see that primary bases plus before-and/or after-posiion morpheme; are lexical. items, if the total cOmbina-tion is a free fom.. If,l'hbwever, a primary base plus 'before- and/or
after-position morphemes is.a bound form., .then. that fOrm is not a lexicalitenl,

A second important 'poilit to. iiimeinber. is .that morphenfes are,put
together to form' lexical, items': on1.2_121...., 'This i_.._._sr.111.2..prinsi.p.1.1.21..
binary combination, It-says, in ..esenter,-that when we create a lexical
item such.as dable, we do not put toether all four morphemes at the
same time, We do not join the preword 4ek,s.-5. the bound primary base

e0n,d,, the .pda A/..),13,...; and the designative subbase simultanmeously Instead, we put togeth'er the'Ve8k,s,. and the 4.ipenbd, to
form one unit, We also put the 4-m,b,- and the togehter to forma 4nit, T;le finally combine the 4e1k6s4p,e,n,d, and the Aidesm.b,1, toform the final lexical item, We have in each case been combining only.
twc; elements at a time., and this procedure is .continued -until the finallexical item is formed, The principle of binary combination is fundamentalto all languages, It is, perhaps, 'one of a very few, language-uraversals,

When we use the principle of binary combination to forn lexical items,we do so by forming four basic types of structufes, 'These are called
2.1.e.phEases., postphrases, stemS, and strings. You have already studiedprephras'es and postphrases, You know that a prephrase consists of a
combination of .prewords and prebases or of -'Prewords alone, You know-that a postphrae consists Of an nda plus a designative after-position
morpheme or of two after-position morphemes regardless of. type, In theexample of mendable that we used above, the ifee4b.1-, was a postphrase,If we had said unsTendable, the A/G,n,e,k,s,- would be a prephrase

, consi.sting of two prewords. Ve,ks,p,e,n,d when used to build a largerfree form such as .expendable, is a stem?, A stem cnnsists of a primarybase Ifree or bound) with or without before.- or after...position morphemesattached to it, In the lexical item boyish, 4b,oy, is the stem, In thelexical item practical, 4p,rew,k,t,- is the stem, A strin , on'theother hand, consists of a postphrase of any 61-the varieties that 'you have
, learned in earlier -sectioris of this..unit glus something else,. MA . . .

f
r[something elsen may be any type of morpheme exce t a primary base, Anexample is the word racticalness, -The bound primary base ,./p,r,m,k,t,-1 is the stem; the nda i k., and the designative affix Vee,l, for a

_,
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a postphrase; and the entire bound form Vi.k. &.,in,s. (a derivative
subbase) form a strin, conSisting of a postphrase and a derivative
subbase,

Morphemes combined in binary pairs to form stems, strings, prephrases,
and postphrases are then in turn, es we have shown in the examples
above, combined by twos to form lexical items. There are three types
of lexical items, These will be called: TaUE T4OnDS , EXPANDED WORDS,and

WORD PIMASES. Each of these lexical itan types will be defined in the
paragraphs below, . ..

7.30. True Words, .T.rue words are lexical items which contain one
and only. one primary base (free or bound) or kernel vocalic. They ma
also contain suffixes and/or subbases, or, if the. central-fiosition is
filled by a kernel vocalic, they may contain prefixes and postfixes..
In addition they must contain a lexical superfix morpheme in which
morphOphonic stronger stress is on the primary base or kernel vocalic.
They may not contain any other morpheme type, Ritamples would be;

.11u (vb.ey.) consisting of a free primary base; ,boys (Atb.cly. & Vg1),
consising of a free primary base and. a suffix; .1291ish Wb.dy. & qg))

1 consisting of a free primary base and a derivational sUbbase; mine
(vm. & Vi4y. & vn.) , consisting of a prefix, a kernel vocalic, and a
postf ix; act (A/Et,k. Ait.), consisting of a bound primary base and
a designative subbase. Lexical items like emend,, depart, deRartment,
which contaiLL prewords and postbases are not true words, since they
contain morpheme types other than those given in our definition above,

7.31. &uncial jialicav....Expanded words are lexical items which
contain.one aryl onl the primary base (free or bound). They njaz
also contain suffixes and/or subbases., and they must contain some
other before- or after-position, morphemes other than suffi xes and/or
subbases. They will finally contain a lexical superfix morpheme which
t2s22.11.2. has .morphophonic stronger stress on 'ttie. primary base (exceptions
will be dismissed in section 7,32.), -The 'lexical items' emend,
depart, and department, used above,. would be examples.of expanded words.

7.32. Superfix hemes Used with*True and Ex anded Words
Morphophoni c.. stronger stress ( / ; /) will always.. fall on the
primary base or kernel vocalic in a true word, as stated above. It, will
also fall on 'the primary.Thase in expanded .words unless:

1. The expanded word conidins .one or more before-
position morphernes and is used as a noun. In'
such a case the superfix used mus1 have morpho-
phonic stronger stress on the befvre-position
morpheme. If there is more than one before-,
position morpheme, stronger stresswillbe on
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the preword, or , if there are two prewords,
on the second preword, Examplei; are: gaLL,
c6ndict, miscOndOct, DATLtItal.

2. The expanded word contains a y.-containing
after-position morpheme. In such cases the
superfix used must be one which places mor-
phophonic strminger stress on the morphemeor
mOrpheme segment immediately preceding the

. y.-containing morpheme. Examples are:

.66ftdOct, but cOnddction &
A/37.n0); exAmindtIon , Vany other examples
'will be found in section 7,25.-2G. of this Unit,

7.33.. tlord Phrases. .9ord phrases are lexical items which must
conain two'or more primary bases (free or bound). They au contain any
other type of motOeme as, well, and they muit lIke U lexical
items ;;;-Conte'in a lexical superfix morpheme. Examples'of word phrases
are: lighthouse, corisisting of two free primary bass, 4.ay..t. and
gh.aw.s,; housekeeper, cons.isting of two free primary bases and a
deri-vatTiie subbase ATZ; flashllAhts, consisting of two free primary
bases,and the i;uffix,/z.T:

1,'.o'rP'hemic Part a Of p e è c h

7,34. , Identifying WOrd Classes .by...I.:IeirerInicSegments. Orie-Of
the principal values of the.type of serentation you did in the first
half of this unit is that it allows you to identify parts of speech
without resOfting to abstract definitions. For instance, we may
define a noun, as it is traditionally done, as dhe name of a person,*
place, or thing. Often, this will work quiteyell.,..but.somettmes this'
beomces rather vague,. .Ls.phil.sophy, fbrizample, a thing? If we

. amend the défiiiition to say "The name of a perSon, place , thing,
or abstract quality "; there is confusion between the definition of a

; noun and the definition of an adjective, For instance, try to
distinguish between the noun beauty and the adjective beautiful; solely
by means of definitions. Your attempts may satis'fy some people; others
will find them vague, however, we identify beauty as a noun by
its segmentation the bound -base Vbyuwt and dhe subbase of V-iy --
and beautiful as an adjective by its segmentation -- the same as the
above except that we add the subbase ,/f4u,l, -- we have no need to
be concerned about deffnitions. This system also allows for precision
in classification.
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Let us first use' inflectional suffixes for deternining parts of
speeel.

'Nouns may be identified morphemically
if they will take AtZ.1 or VZ2, that is

if they wn bc inflected for the plural,
or the possessive, or both, Any word
ftat can take these inflections is, by
this definition, a noun.

Even such words as coming and p;oing, aireauy inflected as verbs, can be
additionally inflected with ,v71, as in the sentence, His comings and
pings were noted, ne're they are nouns because the last inflection is
nominal. There is a further complication T.ihich will be explained
later. Sometimes a word, morphemically identified as one part of
speech, will be used 'syntactically as something else. Constructions
that have traditionally been called gerunds and infinitives are examples
of this. Their exact mode of functioning will be clearly illustrated
in a later unit.

Four inflectional endings serve to
identify verbs..

There As the 41DI., inflection .for the past tense, kihich takes the

phonemic shape of /d/, /t/, or /id/, depending on phonological environment.
The /t/ follows a voiceless stop or spirant; the /d/ follows a voi..ced

stop or spirant, a nasal or /r/,or /1/, except th'at following an

alveo/ar sop, /t/ or /d/, it becomes /kV, The .)D2 inflection takes
the same suffix, .but it iS also pieceded by an auxiliary or "h el p i

verb. .You:mi11 recall that some verbs, like. some plurals, are
irregular; that iS, they take .a 1k.4nflectional ending, 'but they
frequ:ently,have an.internal vowel cliange. Examples of this are ran,
for"-VD1 , and'has run for NiD2. There is also the third person. singular
verbal inflection, V7,3, as in he runs, she talks, etc. This morpheme is
completely homophonous with ,,/tr---171:77,2,. Tt has the same three allomorphs,
/s/, /z/ and /E:z/, dependent on'the same phonological conditioning,
There is alsO the verb participle inflection .vt , as in he is running, etc.

rAdjectives can also be identified by
their inflection for the comparative
and sup erlzjtive degrees, .with the Vr.

and 1./s,t as in finer and finest.
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iAlthough t'.-.ere is a great deal of irregularity in the pronouns,
they constitute a completely inflected class of words, Though nouns have
lost all inflection except the possessive and plural,. prcnouns are still

-4 inflected for the nominative case, the -'jective case, cuid for the first,
second and'third person,

first person

second person
third person

1st person plural
2nd person plural
3rd person plural

rarely used form

.

Nominative Objoctive 1st Possessive
.....................--

2nd PosSessive
....................--......---

1 . .me mindmvJ
you ,you your yours
he him his his,
she her her hers
it it its its

we . us our . ours
you you 'your yours
they them their- .....:. :-Ehei'rs

thou . thee thy thine

Nouns,verbs, adjectives, and adverbs
may also be identified by the presence
of specific derivational after-position
morphemes; These have been listed
earlier in this.unit,

In addition to the inflectional sqffixes, subbases,and postbases,
other types of word seguir.,nts identify parts oi speedh. For example, .

when we examine the hind of words that we previously called structure
words, have no primary base but center around a kernel vocalic, we
can isolate the prefix ,JcIF , in words like this; that, these, those, there;
This can be used as a morphemic indicator for a part of speech, tt-Tat we, ;

will call demonstrati'ves,

Demonstratives are words having .

keinel vocalic.and the prefix Iii
Them and their meet these conditions, but they have already been

identig.ed a5 pronouns, and the pronominal classification would take
precedence over a demonstrative one. The reason for this is that a
highly inflected classification is-considered to have greater grammatical
significance than a less rigidly.defined class. Verbs, by this r...riterion,
because they have the greatest amount.of inflection, wou3d be the highest
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ranked part of speech. Vouns would be second. When we have completed
our morphemic classification of parts of speech, we will list their
order of significance.

'3e may set up.a class of words, which 'we will call relatives,. to ...

include such structure words as who, whom, whose, who°s, where, when,.
whence, -hhy and whether.

The structure words which we will call
relatives are determined by the presence
of the 04 or Paw prefix, In the case of
the 1/w in who and whom, it represents

sound 6hanges that have 'developed from.:

ola English origins, .,

The to classes which we have just set up, demonstratives and relatives,
should also be looked at in terms of eheit relaLionship to each other -., .

many of the words in these.two classes 'present contrasting pairs.

Examples of this are the following:

Demonstrative Relative..
there where
thence . hence
then when

We may p.se a simple ,jh prefi. i to arrive at, a:class of words that

weicall locatives', including such terms as hither, here, and hence.-
;

By examining another group of grequently paired words we may set up.
twp more word classes,

neither either ,

nor Or
never ever

We may then use the,/n. praix to. set up a class of words tha't we
call negatives, and their opposing number, lacking this prefix, can be
designated as positives. The word not would be included in the negatives,
even though it does not have' a. corresponding positive.

All words that cannot be classified by the
'presende of inflectional suffixes, derivational
postbases or prefixes will be labeled as
unclassified, morphemically. Most of these will
be classified later by their syntactic usage.
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Demonstratives, relatives,,Lpcatives, negatives and.postives are
considered to be based on a sort of pseudo-paradigmatic Classification.
This means that they seem to be kinds of relic classes that may at one
time have formed ,inflected word class, enly the remnants of such an
inflectional-system now remain. They are also non-productive; that is,
We do not add new words in these categories. If you will think of the
many new words constantly entering English vocabulary, you mill find that
they are.mostly nouns or verbs, with occasionally the-addition of -
adjectives or adverbs, usually derived from one of these new nouns or
yerbs. ;The inflectional system Of nouns and verbs remains,productive;
that is, we can add the pluralizing suffix, or the.tense inflection, to
any new word that comes rj_ng. yotice, also, that Ine-hev words take
'the regular plural or-regular infledLon for_the'past tense, As an
:example, when the cartoonist Al Capp invented his fanous shmoo, he wanted
!to call the plural shmoon, but the public-Just Would not accept this term,
iThey insisted on the regular, pratuctive plural suffix, and so they
lbecaMe shmoos . Capp.was,able to retain the term of which he was obviously
:fond, *moon, as the name'of.th.eir plate -of origin, the Valley,of the
!Shmoon.
1 s '

We are able to set up a hierarchy of parts of speech .baspd,on'.the
amount of productive inflectional machinery in each class. The highest

i ran king word would then be a-yeib,-. because it has the most extensive
operational inflectional system.. The noun wouldbe' the- secomd highest,
because it possesses the second greatest amount of inflection. This .

. would be followed by the adjectives and adverbs, classified by the presence
of postbases. Adjectives would rank over adverbs because they do have
the infleotion for the comparative and superlative degrees, From there
we proceed to the non-productive s.tructure Words. The,prononns would_
rank the hTghest, because they are 'still 'a Complete,paradigm, though they
are non-productive; you cannot add new pronouns to the langu'ageBelb
this would Come the other structure words whose paradigms have now become
rather sketchy. Their rank is determined by the relative fullness of.
their class, In order of descending importance would be demonstratives,

'

relatives, locatives, negativeS.and postives.

The following chart lists these morphemic parts,of speech, in their
order of importance, followed by the symbolization of each that will be
used. Remember that there are other important structure words in English,
such as prepositions and conjunctions, bUt these cannot be identified by
any morphemic segment; they will have to be identified by their-syntacticuse.

;
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LEE:L:151M Part of -.peech

adj.

verbs

Ltiotirft3:

adjectives

adv.

pron.

1

pos.

X

adverbs

"."

pronouns

demonstratives

relatives

locatives

negatives

postives

most highly inflected word class

r i

second'most high1y iftflected woH
class

some inflection; also iientifiea
by postbases.

0

identified by postbases

l

srorlie"..M.S,O.Nfftt.wirees*

complete paradigm, non-productive

incomplete paradigm, non-productive

incomplete

incomplete

incomplete

incomplete

paradigm,

paradigm,

paradigm,

paradigm,

morphemically not classifiable

non-productive

non-productive

non-productive

non-productive

"

t; \

I

7
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ERCI S E S

PRINARY BASES

In the following words: .(1) identify the primary base, indicating .whether
it is a free or bound base, (2) give the morphophonic spelling of the

primary base.

1. primary

2 . punctuation

3".. style'

-4..sensible

5. performance

7: variety

8. conjugate

9. projectile

10. filter

11. segment

12. remaining

13. classes

14. combination

15. basic

16. contentive

17. occur

18, around

19. second

20. weak

w w . W
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identify the following segments, as they appear, in the following wor05:..
prefix, Icernql voalic postflx., suffix;

1. whose

which

3. then

4. when

5. not

6. whom

7. there

8. here

9. these

10. those

11. his

12. mine

13. that

14. me

15. none

16. never

17. them

18. us

19. hence

20 . thither

-'



AFTER-POSITIOU MORPHEME TYPES (Excluding SUFFIXES and MA'S)

A. In the following words2 identify the after-position, morpheme types.

1. logicalness

2, impossibility

3. principality

4n desperation

5. beautifully

6, contrastively

7, lengthy

8, truthfulness .r
,o.

9. prosperous

10. gangster

11, position

12. respective

13. primary

14, rigidity

15. morphemic

16. logical

17, Letual

18, derivational

19, desicnative

20, syllabification

11E,- elk
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AFTER-NdITfOKKORI)HEIE 1YPES'(Excluding Suffixes and NDAts)-

B. Attach as many different after-position morphemeS'Of'anytype a yoa

can think'of t&tho.4ellowing bases.. You.may add postphrases as well
; .

as varieties of single morphemes.

1. fright-

2. foam-

3. pontif-

4. contend-

5, dream-

6. deleg-

7. black-

8. dark-

9. deep-

10. light.

. 2.

1:

t I

-)
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NON-DERIVATIONAL AFFIXES

In the words below indicate which affixes are non-derivational.

1. primary

grammatical,

3. impossibke

4. specific

5. syllabification

6. vocalic

70 dictionary

8, generally

9. purification

10. ability

11. community

12. spiritual

13. totalitarian

14. situate

15. linguistic

16. mechanical

17. pronunciation

18. piratical

190 paradigmatic

20. simplicity

4 1.

uk Ask
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SUFFIXES

,A. In the following words: (1) identify thd Paradigmatic suffixes, (2)
give the phonemic spelling for the word used.here,.(3) give the
morphophonic spelling, (4) indicate the part'of speech the suffiz
shows, (5) indicate the other grammatical point shown by the suffix ;

10 explaining

2. mice

3. streets

4. he thinks

5, he thought

6. ihey kept '2: ),
tN

c,,;

'11%

7.:Mother's 1 '

8,, nice

9. we saw

10. fastest

11 you have managed

12. children

13. she has spoken

14. finishings

15, invited

rt.

i,

B. .Attach whatever paradigmatic suffixes you can to the following
words. Indicate the part of speech the word is and why you.adde'd
the suffixes you did.

)

1. believer

2. compensate

3. government

4. slow

;:
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SUFFIXES

B. 5. mystify

6. action

.7. appreciate

8. modernize

9,; kindly
.;

'10:- crafty

ROMANCE-DERIVED MORPHEMES AND ALTERNATION PATTERNS

I .

For each of the following words (1) look up its derivatiorOn the
dictionary, (2) write the word phonemically, (3) wiitè'the word
morphophonically indicating all the morpheme types present, (4)
explain how Rules 1-5 are operating on each word And'how their
operation leads to the phonemic shape that you have indicated under

(2) above. This exercise should be carefully done if necessary

as homework or over several days time.

,

1. version

2. profession

3. region

4. digestion

5. recension

6. litigation

.;

7, inspiration

8. fracture (also compare with Irma&

9; reversion
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ROMANCE-DERIVED MORPHEMES AND ALTERNATION PATTERNS

10. question

11. promotion

12. division

13. collision

14. mission

15. dictation

16. elocution

17. suspension

18. impulsion

19. action

20. abrasion

LEXICAL ITEMS

.. 0:

I'

Identify each of the following lexical items as: (1) a trudvand, (2)
an expanded word, (3) a word phrase, or (4) not a lexical item.
Identify the primary base (free or bound) in each lexical item.

,:; :;

1. undertakers

2. following

3. reject

4. co-articulated

5. hyper-

6. foreground

4.1

.1 ;
J

r'.!

4

!.
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LEXICAL ITEMS

7. lighthouse-keeper

8. unrecognizable

9. clothed

10. somehow

11. insert

12. payroll

13. Indo-European

14. philosophers

15. overstep

16. -ism

17. numbered

18. Inter-American

19. inanimate

20. sentence

re.-kadvertise
.

If: ""%

.22.'.runner -up

23. higher

24. typewriter

25. disconnecting

.z-.
STRESS PATTERNS AND LEXICAL SUPERFIX MORPHEMES

r

2

.. J .2:-
I .

)

-*
Using the same lexical items that were given in the'previous exercise,
indicate the lexical superfix or stress pattern..that. is normally used
with each item. If that superfix tends to indicate a particular part
-0f-speech, Indicate-which part of-speech,' Thellst la:

1. undertakers



STRESS PATTERNS AND LEXICAL SUPERFIX MORPHEMES

vt. 'A
2. following

..;

30' x'j'ect

-'

4. co-articulated

hyPerr.

6. fordground.

7." lighthouse-keepdt...

8. unrecognizable

9. clothed

10. somehow

11. insert

12. payroll

13. Indo-European

14. philosophers

15. overstep

16. -ism

17. numbered

18. Inter-American

19. inanimate

20. sentence

21. re-advertise

22. runner-up

23. higher

24. typewriter

25. disconnecting

: .

.

I .

,
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MORPHEMIC PARTS OF SPEECH

Classify the following words according to their parts of speech, deter-
mined morphemically. List the part of speech and explain how you
determined it, as in the following examples. Remember that some words
are not classifiable morphemically.

/ 1
a, boy - noun - will take theval plural iftlectidh, izaws
b. run . verb . will take the VIr past.tense inflection, ran
c. beautiful - adjective . has thi adjeotiVal deriVational postbasei
d. walk - verb - will take the'1D

1
past tense inflection, walked

/-
noun - will take the,v2 plural inflectiOn, walks

I. fine

2. climb

3. ring

4. peculiar

5. peculiarly

6. ringing

7. string

8. ship

9. is

10. flight

11. lovely

12. frightful

13. frightfully

14. fright

15. thence

16. whence

17. never

18, them

19. here

20. there

21. at

22. man

23. manly

24. but

9.1
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MORPHEMIC PARTS OF SPEECH

25. manfully

26. rightly

27. and

28. cause

29. of

30. determine
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